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Abstract 
The present thesis describes the advances made in modelling two-phase flows in inclined 
pipes using a transient one-dimensional approach. The research is a developement of an 
existing numerical methodology, capable of simulating stratified and slugging two-phase 
flows in horizontal or inclined single pipes. The aim of the present work is to extend the 
capabilities of the approach in order (i) to account for the effect of the pipe topography 
in the numerical solution of the two-fluid model, and (ii) to simulate vertical bubbly two- 
phase flows at various pressures in large diameter pipes, and (iii) to model stratified and 
terrain-induced slugging in two-phase flow pipelines made of several uphill, downhill and 
level sections. 
A transient compressible two-fluid model based on the one-dimensional form of the mass 
and momentum conservation equations for the gas and liquid phases, is developed to 
predict those flow configurations. The wall to fluid and the interphase interactions are 
accounted for by constitutive relations which are flow regime dependent. The conserva- 
tion equations are discretized using a finite volume method. 
An algorithm is created to enable simulations on pipelines made of several sections, and 
account for the effect of the topography in the simulations. The methodology is applied 
to the compressible model in order to evaluate the robustness and accuracy of the numer- 
ical schemes, especially for the high-resolution Advection Upwinding Splitting Method 
(AUSM) associated to the compressible model. It also assesses the ability of the method 
to predict three physical flow regimes, namely stratified, bubbly and terrain-induced slug 
flows. 
The terrain-induced slugging study is performed on a slightly inclined (±1.5°) V-section 
system. The use of hydrodynamic slug correlations for hilly-terrain slugging is discussed. 
It shows to be conclusive with a good agreement with experimental measurements ob- 
tained for slug frequency and slug length predictions. Mechanisms such as the wave 
formation at the interface, the slug growth and propagation as well as merging slugs, can 
also be observed by the model. The bubbly model is extensively tested against available 
data collected by Nottingham University from experimental systems of 70mm and 189mm 
vertical pipes. In some cases, void fraction predictions are within 10% with experimental 
data, and pressure predictions within 4%. The simulation results compare well in overall 
with the measurements. In large diameter pipes, some variations are observed between the 
numerical and the measured results: especially the model underpredicts the flow at the 
111 
bottom of the pipe. Limitations of the model for this particular case are highlighted. It is 
also observed that, in fully-developed flows, the model does give satisfactory predictions. 
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1 
Introduction 
1.1 Overview 
In this chapter multiphase flow is briefly introduced, together with a statement of its 
industrial significance. The most common interfacial arrangements or "flow patterns" 
are then described for horizontal and vertical flows. The focus is then quickly shifted to 
two-phase gas-liquid flow modelling, its importance and the different available techniques. 
Next, the most common methods are described which help to establish the position of two- 
fluid models within gas-liquid systems. Having examined where two-fluid models fit in, 
reasons are given for studying two-phase flows in multiple pipe systems, and particularly 
for a compressible two-fluid model. This leads to a statement of the main objective of the 
work presented in this thesis and a description of the strategy for meeting this objective. 
Based on this description, a brief summary of each chapter is finally presented together 
with details of how each one helps to reach this goal. 
1.2 Multiphase flow 
Multiphase flow is a common phenomenon. It occurs both in nature and in techno- 
logy. One of the most trivial examples in nature is that of clouds which are composed of 
droplets of liquid moving as a gas. Examples where multiphase flow occurs in industrial 
applications include: energy conversion, paper manufacturing, food manufacturing and 
medical applications. 
For the successful design and operation of any process plant, a knowledge of the chemi- 
cal and physical properties of the materials being processed is essential. However, an 
understanding of the way these materials flow around the system is also essential since 
all processes at some point involve movement of material from one region of the plant 
to another. In many cases, the materials being processed do not flow as a single phase 
such as gas, liquid or solid. Instead complex combinations of two or more of these phases 
may predominate with gas-liquid, gas-solid, liquid-solid, liquid-liquid and even gas-liquid- 
solid flows commonly encountered. In particular, gas-liquid flows frequently occur in all 
types of process equipment from boilers and condensers to refrigerators, absorbers to heat 
exchangers and even within air-conditioners. They are also prevalent in many gas and oil 
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Figure 1.1 : Different flow regimes in horizontal pipes. 
pipeline systems. 
In addition to being the most common of the two-phase cases, gas-liquid flow is also the 
most complex since it combines the characteristics of a, defornmble interface with those 
of a compressible phase. This means that for a specified channel design and inclination 
and for given fluids fed into the system at known flow-rates the gas-liquid interface can 
arrange itself into a wide variety of forms. As a result, many investigators have concluded 
that, although theoretically possible, it is simply too difficult to solve the two-phase 
flow problem using the classic Navier-Stokes eclnations. This has led to the adoption of 
a phenomenological approach in which the flow (list, ribtttions are classified into several 
different "patterns"; enabling the main characteristics of each distinct type of flow to be 
studied separately. 
1.3 Flow patterns 
'1'h('rc is no ahreemeiht of a general iiialp with all flow regimes and it iitav differ from 
one author to another. One can define new" regimes depending on small parameters. 
However, we tend to present in this section the main configurations usually referred to as 
iu the literature. 
Two-phase air-water flows can appear in different configurations, called flow rrgirraes or 
flow patterns. These classifications Are: separated. intermittent and distributed flow. The 
different flow regimes occurring in horizontal and nearly horizontal pipes are: 
" Stratified: The two phases are separated by a curved mean interface (concave 
towards the gas) in a straight-pipe section. The shear between the gas and the 
liquid leads to wave formation when the velocity difference is high which is referred 
2 
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to as stratified wavy. When in contrast, the interface is smooth, the flow pattern is 
called stratified . Srn. ooth. 
Droplets can be present in wavv-stratified flow. 
" Bubbly Flow: The IS is dispersed in the continuous liquid phase in the form of 
droplets. 'Most flow in the upper part of the pipe. However their pipe (listribution 
becomes more uniforin as the liquid flow rate increases. 
" Slug or intermittent Flow: Pockets of gas separated by regions of frill-liquid are 
observed. Small gas bubbles appear in the liquid in each side of' the slug. 
" Plug Flow: Saiºie regime as in slag flow with smaller gas huhhles. 
" Annular Flow: This configuration can he seen as a particular case of stratified flow 
when the mean interface is cylindrical, with no contact with the wall. The gas 
flows ill the center of the pipe. surrounded by the liquid phase which creates a film 
along the wall. This film may contain some gas bubbles. In the same way, the 
gas phase may carry some liquid droplets and even bigger liquid pockets. Some 
do differentiate these two annular regimes into two categories, respectively. annular 
with, droplets and wispy annalar. 
The c1assification ill vertical configi'rat ioii is: 
" Bubbly Flow: The liquid paths are continu»m and contain a dispersion of hnhhles. 
'I'lic gas or vapour bubbles are of approximate uniform size. Void fractions range 
from the extreme case of a single isolated bubble in a. large container to the quasi 
continuum flow of foam. Different bubble shapes and trajectories can occur as a 
result of the interactions between forces clue to surface tension, viscosity, inertia 
and buoyancy. It, can he separated into two siih-regimes: 
3 
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- Low-Reynolds Number bubbly flow. Liquid turbulence is absent or does not 
play an important role for the bubble size determination. Therefore inlet de- 
vice, gas flow rate and interfacial effects determine the bubble size. 
- High-Reynolds Number bubbly flow, also called finely dispersed bubbly flow. 
Assuming that break-up of bubbles occurs if the inertial forces due to turbulent 
eddies are stronger than the forces due to surface tension, the resulting maxi- 
mum size can be expressed as a function of the turbulence energy dissipation, 
liquid viscosity and surface tension. 
In this thesis, no turbulence is considered and thus there is no distinct separation 
between Low-Re and High-Re. 
" Slug/Plug Flow: This is characterised by large pockets of gas, followed by large 
pockets of liquid. The bubble size is of the order of the pipe diameter, leading to 
a large rise in velocity of the gas phase. This flow regime is therefore strongly non- 
stationary. A falling film of liquid can be observed near the wall. A dispersion of 
smaller bubbles region through the liquid can be observed as well. The elongated 
bullet-shaped bubbles observed in this flow regime are called Taylor bubbles. 
" Churn Flow: Increasing flow velocity breaks down the slug flow bubbles and leads 
to an unstable regime. Flow is of an oscillatory nature with the liquid near the outer 
tube wall continuously pulsing. This regime represents the transition between slug 
and annular flow. 
" Annular Flow: This is characterised by a continuous phase all along the pipe, flowing 
in the pipe center. Liquid mostly flows along the wall as an irregular film and in 
droplets entrained in the gas core. When the liquid loading in the core is greater, 
the regime may be called wispy annular. 
1.4 Two-phase gas-liquid flow modelling 
In this thesis we are mainly concerned with analytical and numerical investigation of tran- 
sient phenomena in long pipelines. Even if pipelines are designed to operate in steady-state 
conditions, transient phenomena can be observed in pipelines and occur from changes in 
the geometry or changes in the inlet flow rates. And there is a real need to be able to 
predict flow characteristics (current flow regime, fluid amounts, pressure drop, or liquid 
holdup) in the line. Certain flow configurations or flow regimes, such as slug flow, can 
pose serious problems to the operator and designer of two-phase flow systems. Large and 
fluctuating rates of gas and liquid can severely reduce the production and even shut down 
or damage equipment in the worst cases. As a result, prediction of flow characteristics is 
essential for an optimal, efficient and economically feasible design and operation of two- 
phase gas-liquid systems. 
No consensus exists on modelling gas-liquid flow with an Eulerian approach. The main 
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Figure 1.3 : Schematic representation of a pipeline: from well to offshore. 
reasons account the complex phenomena to be modelled (phases interactions, chemical 
reactions, interfacial forces,... ), and the numerous different flow configurations. All Eule- 
rian models are a simplification of the instantaneous local formulation. This formulation 
describes two-phase flow as monophasic domains with mobile boundaries or interfaces 
between each phase, The monophasic regions are described with the Navier-Stokes equa- 
tions and the interfaces are expressed by algebraic and evolution laws. One should notice 
that this formulation assumes the position of interfaces as an unknown. This formulation 
is tedious to use for the purpose of the approximation of two-phase flow; in the case of 
bubbly flow, for instance, the number of interfaces is a radical obstacle and the characte- 
ristic scale of bubbles is too small for the current approximation methods. Therefore to 
overcome this restriction, we looked at two different ways already existing, that enable 
the modelling of two-phase flow with the numerical methods developed nowadays. The 
first one consists of only using the equation of the mixing two-phase (mono-fluid model). 
The second one uses the averaging technique on the Navier-Stokes equations to obtain 
the phase quantities weighted by the volume fraction of each phase (two-fluid model). 
The study of bubbly flow in vertical pipes is particularly challenging for computational 
schemes and resolving it accurately will provide a reliable tool for future predictions since 
this is the common flow of vertical configurations. In the past, bubbly flow has been 
considered with homogeneous or averaged-mixture models [5,8] in the mid 70s. Current 
models include equations for each phase and are referred to as two-fluid models. The 
derivation of this class of model was carried out by many researchers [6,2,13]. Transfer 
terms are usually unknown and one requires some additional consideration for their for- 
mulation (experimental data or simplified models). They differ from one model to another 
depending on which flow regime is being investigated. 
The present study investigates a two-fluid model using a two-pressure approach. Single- 
pressure models assume constant pressure across the fluid medium, while in two-pressure 
models, distinct pressure is assumed for each phase. Many contributions with this ap- 
proach exist in the literature such as Baer and Nunziato [1], Saurel and Abgrall [13] or 
Glimm et al. [3]. This approach is chosen in this work for its mathematical properties as 
well as its physical representation. 
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A serious problem in the development of two-phase two-component flows is that in many 
circumstances the basic set of equations is ill-posed in the sense that the solution does not 
depend continuously on the initial data and has, as a consequence, complex characteristics. 
Considerable literature exists concerning the modelling of such problems. The ill-posed na- 
ture can be removed either by the addition of small second order viscous terms (Trapp and 
Ransom, 1982; Doster, 1996), by a pressure correction (Sainsaulieu [11,12]) or by adding 
virtual mass terms (Tiselj [14]). Ramshaw and Trapp [9] or Hancox et 'al. [4] consider a 
two-pressure model which includes interfacial pressure relationships. Real characteristics 
were found at low volume fractions of the dispersed phase. Ransom and Hicks [10], or, 
Saurel and Abgrall [13] supplemented the standard set of equations by adding a void frac- 
tion propagation equation. Real characteristics were obtained; the physical motivation 
of the void fraction propagation equation seems still unclear but provides a real interest, 
and is the approach retained in this study. 
1.5 Principal objectives of this project 
This work is related to the Transient Multiphase Flows (TMF) project, funded by the UK 
Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council (EPSRC) and by the Oil and Gas 
industries and their contractors. The aim of this programme is to improve the oil and gas 
industry's tools for the prediction, design and optimisation of pipeline transportation and 
process plants. 
The aim of this thesis is the mathematical simulation of two-phase gas-liquid flow with 
the Finite Volume method. More precisely the purpose is to extend the capabilities of 
the Eulerian Multiphase Adaptive Pipeline Solver (EMAPS) in order to take into account 
the pipeline topography effect in the computations, and to simulate vertical two-phase 
bubbly flows in large pipe diameters. 
1.6 Strategy 
In the petroleum industry, the transport of multiphase flows usually occurs in elaborate 
pipelines which go from the extraction point, where the natural source is, to the shore, 
where the substances are being processed. By their topography, pipelines induce various 
flow configurations, or flow regimes, some of-them such as slug flow being crucial to avoid 
considering damage that may result. Therefore it becomes essential to produce a reliable 
tool that can predict flows along any pipeline geometry. 
Since any attempt to model complex two-phase flow regimes with an incompressible ap- 
proach is too restrictive, a more detailed description is required instead. This description 
needs to take into account the gas compressibility in the flow, as it becomes a requirement 
when modelling certain flow regimes, such as slug or bubbly flows. 
The most popular technique is the two-fluid approach which represents a more general 
model for two-phase flow by considering each phase separately and allowing to distinguish 
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between the velocity and pressure of each phase. Examples of two-fluid models range from 
incompressible, single-pressure and two-pressure models. 
Although existing single-pressure models are adequate to predict many situations, they 
are limited to a certain range of validity where the set of equations remains well-posed. 
By envisaging a two-pressure approach, leading to an extra equation in the model but 
increasing the domain of validity, improved transient models may be developed. 
Consequently to provide information on these operations, this project was divided into 
several distinct parts: 
" Development of an accurate mathematical and numerical model for transient two- 
phase bubbly flow in vertical pipelines and the evaluation of its limitations. 
" Robust and accurate discretisation can significantly allow better predictions of the 
behaviour of the system. Therefore a relative review of different numerical schemes 
and their behaviour was performed, and the developement of an existing advanced 
high-resolution method was investigated. 
" Design and development of an algorithm that will efficiently interpolate any geome- 
try and enable simulations on pipelines with such topologies. Application to slugging 
in V-section pipe system was studied. 
Therefore, as a final objective of this research, we will simulate the transient behaviour of 
two-phase flow in vertical risers and inclined pipe systems. 
1.7 Summary of subsequent chapters 
In Chapter 2, a physical description of the two-phase flow phenomenon in pipelines is 
given followed by a review of the current capabilities for modelling two-phase flow in 
pipelines. More precisely, upward vertical flow and bubbly flow regime are detailed as 
well as the current flow regime transition models. The formulation of the two-fluid model 
for one-dimensional isothermal flow is also presented in the chapter. 
In Chapter 3, a detailed description of the two mathematical models is presented, their 
basic conservation equations are derived and the constitutive relations required to close 
the equation set are given. The first model considers no phase pressure in its formulation 
and was mainly used for stratified approximation, and for the validation of the geometry 
algorithm presented in Chapter 5. The model used for transient two-phase bubbly flow 
and terrain-induced slugging is a compressible two-fluid model with five equations. Its 
main feature is that the phase pressures are not assumed equal at all points and at all 
times, contrary to many models used in commercial codes. Basically a relaxation term 
makes it possible to recover the equilibrium in an infinitely short time. However, the first 
attempt to obtain a simple compressible two-fluid model led us to consider instantaneous 
pressure relaxation, which arguably revealed the model to become a single-pressure model. 
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And yet it is still remarkably interesting to use such a model, since the characteristics 
of the system remain easier to compute than for other models. The first section deals 
with the general process to obtain the governing equations which covers the assumptions 
made, the averaged equations and the additional relations to close the system. At the 
same time, we study the hyperbolicity of both models and the stability limit is presented 
in Appendix C. 
Chapter 4 deals with the numerical model and solution procedure developed, implemented 
and employed to solve the mathematical models. The first part describes the explicit 
finite volume approach adopted in this work. The conservative flux schemes applied to 
the models are also reported in this chapter, as well as the numerical schemes for the non- 
conservative terms required in some two-phase flow models. Constraints on time step and 
boundary condition treatment are also examined. These issues are fundamental in most 
numerical schemes in order to ensure convergence to a reliable solution. The final section 
examines the results from classical benchmarks simulations used to validate two-phase 
flow models implemented in this study. This corresponds to a note [7] presented to the 
12th International Conference on Multiphase Production Technology held in Barcelona, 
Spain, from 25 to 27 May 2005 (co-written with Christian Omgba-Essama and Chris 
Thompson). 
Chapter 5 focuses on the algorithmic technique used to interpolate pipelines, and solve 
physical problems on any topology. It is split into three parts. The first one describes in 
detail the algorithm and its implementation into the code. It also stresses some issues that 
occurred during the realisation of this stage. These issues are highlighted and discussed 
in the next part where we present some tests about the single-phase problem of Shallow- 
Water equations. The final part presents the results from two-phase flow simulations 
performed on pipelines with small inclination change. Stratified flow on a downhill elbow 
pipeline is first reported with a comparison between compressible and incompressible 
models answers. To close the chapter, we present the validity of the compressible model 
to predict the complex features of two-phase terrain-induced slugging. Review of slug flow 
key parameters and the numerical approaches to this complex flow regime is presented. 
The analysis of the numerical predictions of a terrain-induced slugging case is performed 
and compared with available numerical and experimental data. 
Chapter 6 presents the validation of the compressible model for bubbly flow. Predictions 
for steady-state and transient gas-liquid bubbly flow in vertical pipelines are compared to 
available numerical and experimental data. Validations for two-phase air-water mixtures 
on a 70mm-diameter pipe are investigated, followed by large pipe diameter (189mm) 
predictions for naphtha-nitrogen flows. Assessment on some required closures are also 
discussed in the chapter. 
The main conclusions are summarised in Chapter 7. Suggestions as to how this work 
could be usefully extended are also discussed in this chapter. 
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Two-phase flow modelling 
2.1 Overview 
The purpose of this chapter is to familiarize the reader with the problem of two-phase 
flow in pipelines and to review the current capabilities for modelling two-phase flow in 
pipelines. 
The chapter reviews the current technology for modelling two-phase flow in pipelines with 
an accent on upward vertical flow and bubbly flow regime. The various models for flow 
regime transitions are briefly described in Section 2.2, followed by a discussion of state-of- 
art steady-state and transient two-phase flow models (Section 2.3). In Section 2.4, a brief 
review of bubbly flow modelling in upward vertical flow is provided. The formulation of 
the two-fluid model for one-dimensional isothermal flow closes the chapter. 
The purpose of this literature review is to highlight the limitations and deficiencies of 
existing two-phase flow models. 
2.2 Transition models 
It is recognised that accurate predictions of liquid fraction and pressure drop for two-phase 
flow in pipelines cannot be obtained without some means to determine the flow regimes. 
Dukler [24] suggested that only three basic flow regimes exist: separated, intermittent and 
dispersed, the other flow patterns being a combination of the three basic regimes. The 
separated flow pattern usually includes the stratified smooth and wavy regimes and the 
annular regime. The intermittent flow regime comprises slug flow and elongated bubble 
flow. The dispersed flow pattern encompasses liquid droplets in the gas and gas bubbles 
in the liquid phase. A full description of the structure of possible flow regimes can be 
found in Taitel and Dukler [57]. 
There are essentially two approaches to predict flow regime transitions. On one hand, flow 
regime maps obtained from visual observations of experiments. The transition boundaries 
are then mapped using a coordinate system based on the phases superficial velocities. Such 
maps were given for instance by Mandhane et al. [41] for horizontal flows and by Spedding 
and Nguyen [54] and Barnea et al. [3] for vertical and inclined flows. Such flow regime 
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Figure 2.1 : Example of flow regime map: comparison of transition boundaries [9] (air-water 
system, horizontal flow, D=1. Oinch). 
maps are not universal in that position of the transition boundaries varies with the pipes 
diameter and inclination, as well as with the fluid properties. It is therefore mainly useful 
as a tool to validate empirical and theoretical models. 
On the other hand, flow regime transitions are based on the development of either empir- 
ical correlations or analytical expressions which represent the transition lines. Mukherjee 
and Brill [45] presented empirical equations to predict flow patterns for downward verti- 
cal and upward vertical pipe flows. Their correlations obtained by fitting the best curves 
through experimental data, predict the influence of the pipe inclination on the flow regimes 
boundaries. Comparisons with their predictions and experimental data of other workers 
indicated a good agreement. 
In the analytical approach, the flow regime transitions are derived from balances of the 
physical forces responsible for the distribution of the phases. The forces considered are 
friction, gravity, lift, buoyancy and forces resulting from turbulence fluctuations. Taitel 
et al [57] proposed such models for flow transitions in horizontal [57] and vertical [56] 
tubes. Subsequently, Barnea [2] published extensions of these models, adapting them to 
flows in the whole range of pipe inclinations. Recently, Petalas and Aziz [48] published a 
mechanistic model which encompasses all the relations that were proposed in the earlier 
publications. 
The advantage of the analytical over the empirical model for predicting flow regimes lies 
in the fact that less empiricism is involved. Empirical techniques are accurate when con- 
ditions in which they are applied are similar to the ones for which they were developed. 
It is therefore expected that analytical models would be more accurate for a wider range 
of situations. 
With regards to flexible risers problem, accurate predictions cannot be obtained if the 
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correct flow regime is not determined. Hence flow regime transition models are essential. 
2.3 Two-phase flow modelling 
A fundamental problem to the theory of two-phase flow is the interface and despite the 
fact that each flow regime has a distinct average interfacial topology, the interfaces can 
fluctuate in space and time. Therefore it has to be mathematically and numerically treated 
with rigour. 
Mainly two approaches are used: Eulerian-Eulerian models, or Eulerian-Lagrangian mo- 
dels [34,19]. Eulerian approach defines the particle characteristics at each node of the 
grid, whereas Lagrangian description follows a single point moving at its own (indepen- 
dent) velocity. In the Eulerian-Lagrangian method, the dispersed phase is treated from 
a Lagrangian point of view and the continuous phase from an Eulerian point of view, 
with effects of the dispersed phase taken into consideration in the source terms of the 
constitutive equations. The Lagrangian approach gives a direct physical interpretation 
of the fluid-particle interaction and is not subjected to the numerical diffusion. Due to 
the fact that it models the particles as volume-less points, it is not suited for applications 
where the volume fraction of the dispersed phase (number of bubbles) is high [6]. We 
choose an Eulerian-Eulerian approach, mainly because Eulerian approach allows to deal 
with both phases with a consistent numerical scheine on a consistent numerical grid which 
becomes a distinct accuracy advantage in two-way coupling and can reduce the computa- 
tional costs. The two-fluid model in which each phase is seen from an Eulerian point of 
view, is a common Eulerian-Eulerian approach of two-phase flow modeling. The phases 
are considered as two mixed continua, where local averaged quantities for each phase is 
defined at each point of the physical space. The two-fluid approach is the method chosen 
in this study. 
Besides the standard models, applicable for a large range of flow patterns, there are mo- 
dels dedicated to specific two-phase flow patterns. Such models include bubbly gas/liquid 
flows which are characterized by a strong coupling between the phases due to rapid inter- 
phase transfers of mass, momentum and energy. The large velocity differences cannot be 
sustained and the assumptions that the phase pressures and the phase temperatures are 
equal at any cross-section appear consistent with experimental observations. 
The more or less established models for two-phase flows include continuity, momentum 
and energy equations for each phase. They are obtained by averaging the single-phase 
equations over space and time and result in additional terms that describe the phase 
interactions. They are the mass transfer terms in the continuity equation, the momen- 
tum transfer terms in the momentum equations and the heat or energy exchange transfer 
terms in the energy equations. Since their exact expression is most of the time unknown, 
additional considerations, from experimental data or simplified models, are required to 
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formulate them. 
The next step consists of writing the local instantaneous conservation equations for mass, 
momentum and energy separately, for each phase, with the appropriate transport prop- 
erties. Averaging techniques lead to a set of equations that approximate the mean values 
of the desired flow variables and interfacial transfer effects. Four different averaging tech- 
niques are proposed in the literature [30,20], spatial (volume or area averaging) without 
time averaging, time averaging without spatial averaging, ensemble averaging with no 
spatial average and ensemble/space averaging or time/space averaging. Despite their sig- 
nificant variations, they usually lead to the same forms of averaged balance equations. 
An ensemble average is more general than the other techniques [20] and is the technique 
retained in this work. It generally leads to a full set of three-dimensional equations. Since 
in the petroleum industries, pipelines are much longer than wide, a one-dimensional ap- 
proach is considered, obtained by integrating the set of equations over a cross-section. 
Note that averaging techniques do lose some information from the equations and there- 
fore some extra constitutive equations, called closure relations have to be supplied to the 
set of equations. 
These constitutive relations are functions of the fluid velocities and their local properties 
and the two-phase flow regime. They gather together pressure terms (phase pressures, 
interfacial pressure and pressure correction term), wall shear force and interfacial force 
terms (drag, lift, virtual mass). They may contain derivative terms that would change 
the formulation of the general two-fluid model and are discussed more in detail in this 
chapter and in Chapter 3. 
2.3.1 Steady-state models 
Many two-phase flow calculation methods used by the petroleum industry rely on steady- 
states models. The performance of a complete pipeline made of several uphill and downhill 
sections is obtained by analysing section separately. The inlet volume flow rates of any 
given section are based on the local fluid densities and on the pipeline inlet mass flow 
rates. From the volume flow rates and the local fluid properties, the flow regime, the 
pressure drop and the liquid holdup in the section are determined from the empirical or 
mechanistic models for steady-state two-phase flow. 
The development of empirical correlations for pressure drop and liquid holdup evolved 
from flow regime independent methods [38] to more accurate methods which are flow 
regime sensitive [5]. Many of the original correlations are based on experimental data for 
horizontal and vertical flows; in the case of inclined pipes, modified vertical flow correla- 
tions are frequently used. Mukherjee and Brill [45] developed empirical pressure drop and 
liquid holdup equations for inclined pipes from experimental data for inclination angles 
ranging from -90° to +90°. This model yields reasonable agreements with steady-state 
field data. 
Mechanistic models for steady-state two-phase flow in pipelines are based on the mass 
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and momentum conservation equations for the gas and liquid phases. These models are 
flow regime dependent. For stratified flow, for instance, models have been developed for 
pressure drop and liquid fraction using the simple one-dimensional form of the momentum 
equations for each phase [1,57]. 
Models for bubbly flow are commonly obtained from a one-dimensional analysis and as- 
sume the gas phase velocity is equal to the summation of the liquid phase velocity and a 
rise velocity due to bubble buoyancy. Rise velocities for bubbles of different shapes and 
sizes have been derived by Ishii and Zuber [33]. This relationship between the gas and 
the liquid phase velocities fixes the liquid fraction for a steady-state bubbly flow. 
Although obtained from basic conservation principles, all mechanistic models depend on 
empirical correlations for their closure relationships. The reliability of such models is 
therefore strongly related to the accuracy of these closure relationships. 
2.3.2 Transient models 
The equations of motion of a Newtonian flow are given by the Navier-Stokes equations. 
These equations depend on the three-dimension of space and time. When multiphase 
flow occur in pipelines, the problem is usually formulated in a one-dimensional framework 
with respect to the pipe axis, since pipelines are much longer than wide. Basically, the 
single-phase Navier-Stokes equations in each phase are averaged with a procedure through 
which the multi-dimensional case is reduced to one spatial dimension. The flow charac- 
teristic variables such as the density, the velocity, or the temperature are averaged on a 
transverse pipe section, assumed circular in the case of pipelines. 
Mathematical models for two-phase flows range from homogeneous models to multi-field 
models. A usual approach in two-phase flow modelling is to average the local instanta- 
neous conservation laws (time-, space- or ensemble-averaged). And this set of averaged 
equations can be written for each field (or fluid). This approach simplifies the mathema- 
tical aspects of the equations, but will lose some informations about the local gradients at 
interfaces and walls. Therefore, closure relations have to be provided for interfacial and 
wall transfer of heat, mass and momentum. 
A simple model is the homogeneous model that treats the two-phase mixture as a pseudo- 
fluid. The model properties are determined by the relative quantity of each phase [44,50]. 
It is built from the mass, momentum and energy conservation equations of the mixture. 
Another equation usually given by either gas or liquid mass conservation is added to 
complete the system. This formulation is only valid when the two phases have the same 
temperature and the same velocity. It is a reasonable assumption when the flow is really 
dispersed and where the slip velocity is not important. 
In order to get a relative gas velocity with respect to the liquid phase, the model must be 
built with two different velocities. The simplest approach is the drift-flux model [68,30]. 
It is built from the same conservation equations as the homogeneous model, but the clo- 
sure equation is given by a slip law between the two phases. This closure equation can 
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have different forms: it can be a correlation of the liquid holdup, an empirical relation 
on the gas velocity, or a slip law between the two phases. All these equations assume a 
steady-state flow. 
One major advantage of drift-flux models is to eliminate the need to model the interac- 
tions at the interface, such as the momentum transfer or the effects due to the interfacial 
pressure. However, a more rigorous approach is given by the two-fluid method where the 
velocities and/or the pressures of each phase are distinct. 
Two-fluid models enable both mechanical and thermal non-equilibrium to be taken into 
account and represent a more general model for two-phase flow. The two-fluid model can 
be seen as a separated-fluid approach for Eulerian description. It assumes that both the 
carrier phase (liquid) and the particle involves two separate but inter-mixed continua. 
This representation does not keep track on the individual bubble` but represents volume- 
averaged description of each element of the domain. Therefore it accounts for relative 
inter-phase velocity and temperature differences. The treatment of these inter-phase ex- 
pressions have to be dealt with when modelling two-phase flows. 
Two-fluid models allows to account two distinct velocities and also different pressures. 
Several forms have been developed: pressure-free models [65], where the pressure does 
not appear in the equations (global momentum equation), single-pressure models [55], in 
which the two phase pressures are assumed to be equal and two-pressure models, which 
consider two different pressures [47,53,51] by introducing a local constitutive relation 
that accounts for this pressure difference due to dynamic and interfacial effects. 
2.4 Vertical flow modelling 
The purpose here is not to enumerate all the models presented in the literature for two- 
phase vertical flow with application to bubbly flow but to briefly show the various ap- 
proaches adopted by researchers for modelling these flows configuration. 
In Eulerian methods, a general transient two-phase flow problem can be formulated by 
using a two-fluid model or a drift-flux model, depending on the degree of the dynamic 
coupling between the phases. 
To account for the velocity differences between the phases induced by gravity and cen- 
trifugal forces, a model has been developed that uses a single momentum equation with 
an additional term to represent the effect of velocity differences between the phases. De- 
pending on the formulation of the constitutive equations used to determine the velocity 
differences, the model has various names in the literature, however it shall be referred to 
as drift-flux model in the rest of the thesis. The notable feature of the drift-flux model 
is that the restriction on equal phase velocities is relaxed and the momentum exchange 
between the phases and the pipe is modelled separately with different gas and liquid veloc- 
ities. The relaxation of equal velocities is most important when the densities between the 
phases are quite different in the presence of a gravitational potential field or large pres- 
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sure gradients. It has first been introduced for two-phase flow by Zuber and Findlay [68] 
and Ishii [30]. Because of its simplicity and applicability to a wide range of practical 
interest, the drift-flux model has been and is still studied extensively [28] and is used in 
some current commercial codes. The governing equations for the drift-flux model are not 
presented here, but can be found in the thesis by Theron [58] as well as in numerous 
articles [68,42,52]. 
In his drift-flux model, Ishii [30] developed a simple correlation for upward two-phase flow 
and was the first to consider fully developed bubbly flow. He assumed that the distri- 
bution parameter would depend on the density ratio and on the Reynolds number. He 
proposed drift velocity correlations for four regimes: bubbly, slug, churn and annular flow. 
Later, Hibiki and Ishii [28] modified the constitutive equations of the distribution param- 
eter for vertical bubbly flow by introducing the bubble dynamics. They concluded that 
a dominant factor to determine the distribution parameter in vertical upward flow was 
the bubble diameter. The drift-flux model has been extended to study vertical upward 
pipe in large diameter pipes by Hills [29], Ishii and Kocamustafaogullari [31] and Hibiki 
and Ishii [28]. More details on general drift-flux applications can be found in Pauchon, 
Masella [42], Ishii and co-workers [30,28] and Zuber and Findlay [68]. 
The drift-flux model is widely used in the literature however it is an approximate formu- 
lation in comparison with the more rigorous multi-fluid formulation. The two-fluid model 
is generally formulated by a set of conservation equations governing the balance of mass, 
momentum and energy of each phase. In the formulation of the model, the transport 
processes of each phase is expressed by their own balance equation. Therefore it can be 
expected that the model can predict more detailed changes and phase interactions than 
a mixture model such as the drift-flux model. 
Several authors have investigated the application of a two-fluid model for two-phase bub- 
bly flow. Basically these studies differ in the formulation of the interfacial momentum 
transfer and more precisely in the formulation of the standard drag force. The momen- 
tum transfer is often formulated as combination of the following forces: 
Mki=FD+FvM+FL+Fc (2.1) 
where the subscripts D, V M, L and C stand for the steady-state drag, virtual mass, 
lift and collision forces respectively. Bubbly flow models usually contain a drag force 
(except in Chung et al. [11,13,15,14,12] where only virtual mass forces coupled with 
an interfacial pressure jump terms are considered) and the interfacial momentum transfer 
often combines the drag force with either the virtual mass, lift and/or collision forces. The 
non-drag forces will be discussed in more details later in the chapter and in Chapter 3. Due 
to the derivative terms in their formulation, the addition of some of the non-drag forces 
in the model will modify the nature of the systems of governing equations (hyperbolicity) 
and thus the stability of the model. Some of them are reported to have a small effect 
in the simulation [10,43], and including these forces in the momentum transfer may not 
always be required. Hence, in this study, we will only consider the drag terms in the 
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formulation of the -interfacial momentum transfer. Drag forces are of great importance 
when modelling two-phase flow and despite this fact, the formulation is not always known 
accurately. The standard drag force approach varies significantly from researchers and 
can be classified for bubbly flow into two categories presented below. 
A first group of studies (Ishii and Mishima [43], Tomiyama et al. [60], Park et al. [46], 
Cheng et al. [10], Drew et al. [21,35,36], Geurst [25], Chahed and Masbernat [8], Drew 
and Lahey [22], Lopez de Bertodano [39], Lucas et al. [40], Politano et al. [49]) follows 
the approach where the standard drag is function of the dimensionless drag coefficient 
which depends on the gas volume fraction, the bubble diameter, the liquid viscosity and 
the relative velocity: 
3 p1a9CD FD =4 D6 
1V, 1V,. (2.2) 
As pointed out by Ishii et at. [32], the weakest link in two-fluid model formulation is the 
constitutive equations for the interfacial interaction terms and the difficulties arise due to 
the complicated motion and transitions of the flow pattern of gas phase. It is therefore, 
indispensable to introduce constitutive relations for interfacial transfer terms, in particular 
the drag correlation and interfacial area concentration. Hence, with his approach, Ishii led 
to the development of a second class of two-fluid models which introduce the interfacial 
area per unit volume in the interfacial transfer terms (Ishii and Mishima [32], Ishii and 
Kocamustafaogullari [31], Delhaye [18], Wu et at. [66], Hatta et at. [26], Fu et at [27], 
Lhuillier et at. [37]). All the phase interaction terms in the governing equations can 
be written as a product of the interfacial area concentration ai9 and the driving force, 
where the interfacial area concentration specifies the geometric capability of the interfacial 
transfer. Since the interfacial area depends upon the two-phase structure, it changes 
dramatically following the two-phase flow regime evolution. For each model following this 
approach, the interfacial area concentration ai9 mainly accounts in the formulation of the 
standard drag force as follows: 
FD = 1pzazgCDVrIVrl 
where az9 is flow regime dependent and for instance, is given for bubbly flow as: 
aig = 
6ag 
dsm 
where d8T,, is the Sauter mean diameter. More details are given in Chapter 3. 
i 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
The main advantage of using the interfacial area method over another one is the capability 
it provides for vertical flow transition modelling. Indeed, one can formulate a different 
interfacial area concentration ai9 for each flow regime which offers having to modify only 
one term in the interfacial momentum transfer to switch from flow regimes. 
In this section, a brief description of general two-phase flow modelling tools and the current 
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available approaches for modelling bubbly flow in vertical upward flow is presented. The 
purpose was to review the actual capabilities in the process of developing a model for 
two-phase flow in upward vertical pipes. The next section describes in more details the 
one-dimensional two-fluid model and the additional closure laws required by this approach. 
2.5 The two-fluid model 
As discussed earlier in this chapter, of the different two-phase models abounding in the 
literature, the two-fluid model is chosen in the present work and its formulation is detailed 
in this section. The governing equations and the closure laws for adiabatic flows are 
presented. The constitutive relations for interfacial transfer terms are described for both 
stratified and bubbly flow regimes. 
2.5.1 Governing equations 
The purpose of this subsection is to remind how the set of equations is obtained, from the 
generic two-fluid equations. The generic formulation of the two-fluid model is : 
Mass conservation: 
at 
(akPk) + -jX-(Pkakvk) = rk 
Momentum conservation: 
(akPkvk) + (PkakVk ) : -- -akÖPk - OPkiaak +0 ak 
(Tk 
-i-TkRe) ät ax ax ax ax 
+Mki + Mkw + rkVki - Pkakg sin, ß 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
where 3 is the pipe inclination with the horizontal, pk, Pk, Vk, cak are respectively the 
density, the pressure, the velocity and the volume fraction of phase k; rk represents the 
mass transfer; Vki gives the interfacial velocity for each phase; rk and 7'k are respectively 
the viscous stress and the Reynolds (turbulent) viscous stress terms; and OPki represents 
the pressure correction terms; Mki, Mkw are the interfacial and wall shear forces. 
Three extra relations are added to the set of equations: 
a9 + at =1 (2.7) 
r9 + r1 =o (2.8) 
Ek Mki + rkVki =0 (2.9) 
Of course, the number of unknowns is bigger than the number of equations and constitutive 
relations are required to close the system. 
The following general assumptions have also been made: 
9 no mass transfer between the phases is considered which implies I'k = 0; 
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" the Reynolds viscous stress, 7-k e, is not accurately modeled in two-phase flow, even 
though Park et al. [46] formulated a correlation, no conclusive study has been es- 
tablished whether or not its presence in the equations has an important effect on 
the results. Therefore it will be neglected in the present work; 
" the viscous terms -rk which is found to have a minor effect on the flows under 
consideration will also be neglected. 
With these assumptions and the extra relations, the generic two-fluid model is reduced 
to 6 equations for 14 unknowns. To close the system, the required constitutive relations 
are defined by complicated functions of the fluid velocities and their local properties, as 
well as the two-phase flow patterns. Some of them contain derivative terms which might 
change the structure of the generic two-fluid model, its convective terms and therefore its 
wave propagation behaviour. Most of these closure relations are presented in the following 
section. 
2.5.2 Closure laws 
This section describes the different modelling approach available in the literature for the 
interfacial force, wall shear and pressure terms. It will also help the reader in under- 
standing the assumptions made for the formulation of two specific two-fluid models in 
Chapter 3. 
2.5.2.1 Interfacial stress term 
The interfacial stress term Mki arises from stresses acting on the interface. It is the most 
crucial transfer law in modelling multiphase isothermal flows and can be expressed as a 
linear combination of several important physical forces, namely: 
Fki = FD + Fk: M +FI VC (2.10) 
where the superscripts D, VM, L and C stand for the steady-state drag, virtual mass, 
lift and collision forces respectively. Closure models for the interfacial drag and virtual 
mass forces are presented respectively in the next chapter and in the next sub-sections. 
Lift and collision forces are not considered in this work, following Ishii and Mishima [43] 
who suggested that the functional forms are not well known. 
a. Interfacial shear force 
In all specific two-phase flow models described later, the virtual mass force mentioned in 
the next sub-section will be neglected, making the interfacial drag law the only closure 
term for modelling two-phase flows that were investigated in the present work. 
The total interfacial shear force greatly depends upon the flow regime considered and 
despite its great importance, its real expression is not always known accurately. However, 
Ishii and Mishima [43] suggested modelling it as the combination of two terms as: 
Fki - 
(-TkiCYk)y + Fki 2.11 
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The first term on the right-hand side represents the effect - of the interfacial shear and 
the void gradient and is particularly important for a separated flow. The second term is 
regarded as the generalized area-averaged particle drag and is important for a dispersed 
flow. 
Formulation for stratified flow 
In a stratified or annular flow, the contribution of the interfacial shear and void gradient 
is the dominant drag force. Ishii and Mishima[43] have shown that, for separated flows in 
ä tube, it can be given as: 
D TgiSi Fki _(-Tkiak)x : -- -A (2.12) 
where A is the pipe cross-section and Si is the wetted perimeter of the interface or the gas 
core, which will be defined in next chapter. The constitutive relation for the gas interfacial 
shear stress Tgi, which will be renamed Ti in the remaining of the thesis, is given in terms 
of the standard interfacial friction factor as: 
Ti=2fiPgI Vg-VI(Vg-V(). (2.13) 
There is a number of correlations for the interfacial friction factor fi. They depend upon 
the fluid's local properties and the flow regime. They are not presented here, but some of 
them will be reviewed in the next chapter. 
Formulation for dispersed flow 
As previously mentioned, the average drag force on a single particle, drop or bubble is 
the force acting on that object as it moves steadily through the surrounding fluid. It 
is usually given in terms of a dimensionless coefficient CD, where the drag force for a 
dispersed bubble flow is defined as: 
Tki 
= 4pL 
g DIVrIVr (2.14) 
b 
Here, the drag coefficient CD is assumed to be a function of the gas volume fraction ag, 
the bubble diameter Db, the relative velocity VV, and the liquid viscosity. The dependence 
of CD on these parameters has been studied and many correlations for the drag coefficient 
CD have been suggested in the literature. They are summarized in the book by Clift et 
al. [16] and in the reference papers by Ishii and Zuber [33] and Tomiyama et al. [61,62]. 
A similar formulation for the drag force is given in terms of the interfacial area concen- 
tration ai9 which is flow regime dependent [30]. Hence it reads: 
Tki = 
1piaigCDIV,. IV,. (2.15) 
where aig 
60'g for bubbly flow regime. dsz represents the Sauter mean diameter and is dern 
defined in Chapter 3. 
It should be noticed that the averaged local relative velocity U. is not equal to the difference 
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between the area averaged mean velocity of phases (V9 - Vii), also referred to as slip 
velocity). The difference between them can be very large and is explained by the fact that 
two different effects can cause slip between two phases in one-dimensional formulation: 
the local relative motion between two phases at a local point and the integral effect of the 
phase and velocity distributions arising due to the area averaging [68,30]. However, in 
this work, V,. is assumed equal to V,. = V9 - V1. 
b. Virtual mass force 
The virtual mass term in Eq. 2.10 represents the interphase force resulting from the 
displacement of adjacent fluid mass in the case of relative acceleration between the phases. 
The form of the virtual mass term in realistic two-phase flows is not known exactly and 
different forms of the virtual mass term is used in different computer codes for nuclear 
thermal hydraulics simulations [7,59]. The most general form of the virtual mass contains 
first order space and time derivatives [21] and can be expressed as: 
(2.16) TvM = CvMPIa9 
ät 
+Vs -V9ä +(K-1) Y, ax, 
- 
where VV, is the relative velocity and the parameter is should be a function of the gas 
volume fraction with the value 2 when a9 tends to 0 and 0 for a9 tends to 1. In the 
hydraulics codes [59], the parameter ' is set equal to 1. Toumi and Kumbaro [63] also 
used the same value of n in their numerical model and in all three cases, the liquid density 
pi in Eq. 2.16 is replaced by the product of the liquid volume fraction al by the mixture 
density p,.. The corresponding expression used-is therefore: 
Tii = CvMpMata9 I 
at9 
+v ax9) - 
(at 
+ V9 ax) 
] 
(2.17) 
The open parameter CVM in the virtual mass term can be used to adjust the interfacial' 
momentum coupling with respect to different flow regimes. For idealised dispersed droplet 
or bubbly flow, a value of CyM = 0.5 has been derived from classical potential flow. For 
completely separated flows (such as stratified flow), it is expected that CvM tends to 
zero, but in the case of churn-turbulent two-phase flow with strong interfacial momentum 
coupling, a value of CVM > 0.5 might be more appropriate. For slug flow, Ishii and 
Mishima [43] calculated a factor of CVM = 3.3 to 5 depending on the form of slugs. 
To account for the interaction effects between phases, Zuber [67] suggested using the 
following expression of the virtual mass coefficient 
=1 
(i+) 2Ra (2.18) Cvýr 
2 1-Rd 
where Rd is the discontinuous phase fraction. However, CvM is defined in [63] by a 
condition necessary to obtain a hyperbolic system. Thus for their set of equations they 
found that the system is hyperbolic if. 
CvM < C; M = 4c(1- c) 
(2.19) 
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where c is a concentration term defined as follows: 
P9a9 
P9as + plat 
(2.20) 
In conclusion, it is worth noting that for many interesting cases, the inclusion or neglect of 
the virtual mass force in the phasic momentum does not appreciably change the momen- 
tum results. However, the inclusion of this term with its temporal and spatial derivative 
terms has an effect on the hyperbolicity of the system and the numerical scheme. Although 
it adds an extra complexity on the numerical scheme, Watanabe et al. [64] claimed that 
the virtual mass force improves the computation efficiency of the solution scheme. 
2.5.2.2 Wall shear stress 
The wall shear stress represents the stresses acting on the phase at the wall. Different 
methodologies have been proposed to calculate it and have been reviewed in many books. 
The wall shear stress is generally based on closure laws derived from fully developed steady 
state two-phase flows and usually given as: 
Tkw = TkSk (2.21) A 
where Sk is the part of the wall wetted by phase k and -rk is the wall shear stress of the 
same phase. The constitutive relation for the wall shear stress is given in term of the 
standard wall friction factor fk as: 
Tk =1 2fkPkIVkýVk" (2.22) 
It is common practice to model two-phase wall friction factors using single-phase pipe 
formulae and thus correlations for gas and liquid wall frictions abound in the literature. 
These single-phase relations are not presented here, but will be reviewed in the next 
chapter. 
2.5.2.3 Pressure terms 
In the literature, three equivalent formulations are found for the pressure terms appearing 
in the momentum Eq. 2.6. These forms are: 
OPk öak ä(akOPki) OPki ö(akPk) Öak 
ak + OPki =+ ak =- Pki(2.23) öx öx äx äx äx öx 
where the OPki is defined by OPki = Pk- Pki. This term is referred in the literature as 
a pressure correction term. 
The system of equations contains then four distinct pressure terms (Pk, Pki for k=g, l) 
which have to be linked by additional relations. In consequence, several two-fluid models 
formulations can be made depending upon the pressure formulation and the closure re- 
lationships. This complicates the selection of a specific model for practical applications 
and notably when the way to obtain these closure laws is not always clarified. 
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a. Phasic pressure 
The phasic pressure in a compressible fluid is related to the temperature and density 
of the fluid through a thermodynamic equation of state. However, for isothermal flows 
considered here, the phase pressure equation only depends upon the fluid density and can 
be given as: 
Pk = Pk(Pk) (2.24) 
The usual approach to model pressure differences between the phases is to assume pres- 
sure equilibrium in both fluids. However, for the two-pressure model, non-equilibrium 
in pressures is adopted. Different relations representing this difference can be found in 
the literature, from instantaneous pressure relaxation to formulation from surface tension 
effects [51,12]. 
b. Interfacial pressure 
The difference between the two interfacial pressures is generally related to the surface 
tension force and appears to depend on the flow pattern considered. When this force 
becomes important, Barnea and Taitel [4] suggested an expression for the stratified flow 
regime. Drew and Passman [23] gave an alternative expression for bubbly flow. Both 
relations are defined by: 
a 
Pgi - Pu =Q 
A2 
Stratified 
ZQ 
Pg. - Pji = Bubbly flow 
6 
(2.25) 
where a is a constant surface tension, hl is the height of the liquid in the pipe if stratified 
flow and Rb is the radius of bubbles. 
However, the simplest way to obtain the interfacial pressure difference is to assume equal 
interface pressure, thereby neglecting the effect of surface tension. Mathematical models 
considered later in this chapter always use the equal interfacial pressure assumption and 
subsequently adopt the following relation: 
Pgi=Pli=Pi (2.26) 
c. Pressure correction term 
Early two-fluid models did not consider this term in their formulation. However, its inclu- 
sion in the momentum equations allows, for example, an accurate propagation of gravity 
waves in stratified flow and may have a significant effect on the hyperbolicity of the model. 
Therefore, recent models tend to include it in their formulation and, as a consequence, 
numerous expressions depending on the flow regime abound in the literature. In what fol- 
lows, an account of pressure correction closure models for stratified and dispersed bubbly 
flow is given. 
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Formulation for stratified flow 
In stratified flow, the pressure correction is generally associated to the hydrostatic head. 
An expression is obtained by averaging the liquid pressure Pi over any cross-section as [4]: 
hi 
Pi 
1 (Pli + pig cos ß(h1- y))bdy (2.27) fo 
where b is the chord length [b(y)] and /3 is the angle of the pipe with the horizontal. Using 
the Leibniz rule for differentiation, they obtained: 
aa ahi 
TX (P1A1) TX (Pii + Ai) + Atpig cos ,3 äx 
(2.28) 
A similar expression is obtained for the gas phase; hence for a constant cross-section, 
combining Eq. 2.5 and 2.23 gives the following relations: 
8(a, APi) äh1 
OX = ajpjg cos 
J3 
äx 
1 ä(agL Pg) äh1 (2.29) 
OX = ag pgg cos 
Q 
äx 
Many authors [57,65,4] use this expression in their momentum equations and it is 
therefore the same expression that will be used for the incompressible model formulation 
presented in the next chapter. 
Formulation for dispersed bubbly flow 
The pressure correction term is sometimes considered as a stabilizing term for two-fluid 
models. It is often neglected in favour of the virtual mass term in numerous codes dealing 
with dispersed flows. However, a detailed study of closure models for bubbly flows is 
presented in [23] where the following relation is proposed: 
I Pg-P9i=O 
1 Pl - Pli = 6(ReL, at)Pl(V9 - V)z 
(2.30) 
It is suggested that for dilute flow, ý= 1/4 when the boundary layer remains attached 
to the spherical particle. For low Reynolds number flows, the calculation of the averaged 
fields indicates that e= -9/32. 
Some authors take into account pressure corrections for all configurations in such a way 
that they always have a conditionally hyperbolic system for the test cases studied. The 
following expression is suggested in [63,7,17]: 
OP9 = OPl =6 (c k, Pk) (Vs -V )2 (2.31) 
with 
ýp1a9 Toumi [63] 
py pIayal CATHARE code [7] 
(2.32) 
p9as + p1a1 
where e is an adjustable coefficient used to ensure that the resulting two-fluid model 
remains hyperbolic during numerical simulations. 
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2.6 Summary 
The literature review reveals that to date there exists no two-phase model that can treat 
all the aspects of two-phase flows in a satisfactorily way. 
Steady-state two-phase flow models do not account for transient effects and are insensitive 
to upstream and downstream influences. 
Transient mixture models are simple to derive but rely on closure relationships which 
are flow regime dependent. In addition, because mixture models are based on a mixture 
momentum equation, they are not appropriate for certain flow patterns such as slug flow. 
In the case of the more general transient two-fluid model, the main difficulty resides 
in the modelling of the interphase interactions. Because two-fluid models are based on 
basic conservation principles and treat the interphase interactions at a more fundamental 
level than other models, they can be applied to a wider range of complex two-phase flow 
problems. 
In the present study, it is proposed to solve two-phase flow problems with transient, one- 
dimensional, isothermal two-fluid models. The description of the proposed models is given 
in the next chapter. 
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3 
The mathematical model 
3.1 Overview 
This chapter describes the differential transport equations and the accompanying consti- 
tutive relationships that form the one-dimensional time averaged two-fluid models used in 
the present study. The models assume isothermal flow, enabling us to neglect the equa- 
tions of energy. This assumption is a reasonable approximation for pipelines which have 
a large surface area to volume ratio and a constant wall temperature. 
Section 3.2 presents the first model used in this study, which is a transient incompressible 
two-fluid model developed for stratified flows. The motivation for this model is to test 
and validate the geometry algorithm described in Chapter 5. 
The second model presented in Section 3.3 is a more complete model, specific for bubbly 
flows, flow regime where the gas compressibility can no longer be neglected. Hence we 
detail the formulation of the compressible two-fluid equations adopted in the present re- 
search, and investigate the mathematical character of the equations. 
Section 3.4 will mainly focus on the constitutive equations for the wall and interphase 
momentum transfer for stratified and bubbly flows. Parametric studies illustrate how 
the correlations for bubbly flows are selected. Thermodynamic models and treatment of 
interfacial velocity and pressure are also described in this section. 
3.2 Incompressible model 
The model describes an incompressible two-phase flow of gas and liquid in a circular pipe 
inclined at an angle ,Q to the 
horizontal [44]. It is based upon the multi-fluid model where 
the pressure is eliminated leading to a conservative formulation, and is sometimes referred 
to as Pressure-Free Model (PFM). An algebraic constraint between the volume fractions 
and the phase velocities is introduced in order to reduce the number of equations adding 
.. 
together the phases mass conservation. This constraint states that, for incompressible 
'cases, the mixture velocity Va is a function of time only. 
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Figure 3.1 : Description of the stratified two-phase flow: cross-section and side views of a 
stratified flow in a circular pipe. 
3.2.1 The governing equations 
Starting from the general formulation of the two-fluid model: 
" Mass Conservation: 
a a// 
at 
(PkAk) + 
ax lPkAkVk) 
" Momentum Conservation: 
aa aPs ah 
at 
(PkAkVk) + ax 
(PkAkVk )= -Ak ax - AkPk9 cos, üax 
-AkPk9 Sin Qý TySz - TwkSk 
(3.2) 
with k=g, l and h is the liquid height. The coefficients T,,, k and Tti represent the shear 
stresses. Si and Sk designate the interfacial width and the gas wetted perimeter respec- 
tively. 
To eliminate the pressure gradient, we combine the two momentum equations to obtain 
the global momentum equation. The conservation of the total mass is obtained by sum- 
mation of the two mass conservation equations. 
Hence, the governing equations can be written as follows: 
9 Conservation of total mass 
19 
T 
(PLAL 
+ paAc) +ö 
(PLALVL 
+ PGAGVG) =0 
" Global momentum equation 
Öi (PLVL PGVG) + cix (PLV1 - 2PcVc + (PL - Pc)9hL COS ß) 
_ (PL - Pc)9sin, ß +C AL 
l+1 )TaS1 
+ 7-G 
SG 
- 
TLSL 
AG AG AL 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
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with the algebraic constraint 
Vm = ALVL + AGVG = A(VSL + VSG) 
A= AL + AG 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
This model makes the assumptions of incompressible and isothermal flow. This slightly 
restricts the domain of application. Nevertheless our first objective in this work is to inves- 
tigate this fairly simplified model. Single-pressure models efficiency have been previously 
studied in other works [26]. 
3.2.2 Model analysis 
The governing equations of any specific model can be algebraically re-written into a matrix 
or primitive form expressed as: 
MB(U) aU + MA(U) au = S(U) (3.7) where MA and MB are two non-singular square matrices whose coefficients are functions 
of the flow variables. U represents the vector of conservative or primitive variables and S 
contains the source terms of interfacial and wall transfers of mass and momentum. 
Hence the study of the model characteristics can be reduced to the evaluation of the 
equation 
det(MA - AMB) =0 
where A is a characteristic value. 
If we consider the conservative vector U given by: 
U= 
a` 
V9 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
and let the density difference and the relative velocity be defined by Op = pi - pg and 
V,. = V9 - VII, the expression of the matrices MA and MB read: 
OpV9 ppat 
MA =U 
ptV 
at + Opg cos ,ßÄ -(p9Vs + ptV a9 
) 
A', t 
and 
(3.10) 
Ap 0 
MB- Vr a (3.11) 
Pt 
i- 
(p9 + pl a9 ) 
c 
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Hence, 
Op(V9 -A) Apa, 
MA - aMB = V. A "g 
)3.12 
) 
Pt 
at 
(V - A) +O pg cos ß A! - 
(p9 (Vs - A) + Pt (V - A) 
t) 
and when evaluating det(MA - AMB) ="0, one finds the following expression 
OP(V9 - A) (Psal(V9 - A) + Ptas(V - A))+ 
, 'pag ((ptVT(U 
- , \)) -{- Opg cos, QÄ, 
)=0. (3.13) 
at 
If = 
pgal 
and dividing Eq. 3.13 first by P, rearranging and dividing by 
1, 
the 
plag at aipt 
polynomial becomes: 
- A2(1 ++2, \(V, + 0V9) - 
(V2 
+0 92 - 
Opg cos ßA1 
/ piAi 
(3.14) 
The discriminant 0 must always be greater than or equal to zero to ensure the roots of 
the polynomial are all real. 
0= (V -i- OVy)2 - (1 - 0)((Va +O 9z - 
OP9cosQAl)PIA, 
(3.15) 
and A>0 gives a simple relation, called the Inviscid Kevin-Helmholtz (IKH) condition, 
which reads here: 
(V9 - y)a > 
DA(Pt ýsP P9at) 
g cos, ßÄt, . (3.16) 
And the two characteristics of the model are given by: 
Al _ 
(V + OV9) + NrA (3.17) 
1+ý 
AZ = 
(V+cWg)+y 
(3.18) 
1+ý 
where the discriminant A is given by Eq. 3.15 and 0 is the density ratio as previously 
defined. 
3.3 Compressible model 
Two-fluid models with an equilibrium pressure assumption have some drawbacks. In par- 
ticular, they do not remain hyperbolic for the entire domain of calculation (the whole 
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range of volume fraction), which leads to an initial value problem which is "ill-posed" 
for many initial conditions. Using a two-pressure approach will allow a formulation with 
the unconditional hyperbolicity of the system and this approach will remove instabilities 
which occur with other models. Additionally, the expression of the characteristics of a 
two-pressure model is far simpler than for single-pressure models, simplifying the compu- 
tations. Different researchers [37,34,12,27,25,42] have already presented some results of 
two-pressure based model on classical two-phase benchmarks. Their works differ by some 
variations in either the model formulation [37,34] or the numerical method associated 
with [12,42]. The model presented in this work is based on a two-fluid model with two 
distinct pressures in which a relaxation stage at the interface is included. The computa- 
tion process is thus divided into two stages: (1) solving the hyperbolic system assuming 
different pressures, followed by (2) a relaxation on the pressures towards equilibrium at 
the interface. 
3.3.1 The governing equations 
The one-dimensional system governing two-phase compressible flows contains five time- 
dependent partial differential equations, four obtained from the conservation of mass 
and momentum for each phase. A fifth equation is added to the mass and momentum 
equations, which expresses the evolution of the volume fraction and is obtained by an 
averaging procedure [37,34): this equation indicates that the volume fraction propagates 
with the mean interfacial velocity, which is not necessarily equal to the local fluid velocity. 
For the rest of the thesis, the compressible model will be referred to as TPM5 (Two- 
Pressure Model 5 equations). The system can be expressed as follows: 
ä 
(pga9) + (P9a9V9) =0 (3.19) 
aa 
ät 
(Prat) äx (Pta, VI) =0 (3.20) 
at 
(P9a9V9) 
ax 
(a9(Ps g2 + P9)) = Pi 
xa9 
+ Fw9 + FF + Bf9 (3.21) 
at (PtatV) 
+ ax 
(at (PzV 2+ Pt)) = -P1 ö -a9 + Fwt - Fi + Bft 
(3.22) 
at a9 +Viaxa9 = µ(P9 - Pt) (3.23) 
where ak is the void fraction of phase k. Pk, Vk are the density and the velocity of phase 
k, (k = g, 1). The mass fraction is defined Mk = akpk and the pressure Pk of phase k. It is 
a positive function of pressure relaxation. V(U) and R(U) represent the averaged values 
, of 
the interfacial velocity and the interfacial pressure over the two-phase control volume 
and must be modelled by closure laws. Modelling of the averaged interfacial variables is 
rather delicate and this is discussed in the following sections. 
The terms Bfk represent the body forces. They are composed of the gravity force and 
the buoyancy force, used for bubbly flow. The terms F stand for the frictional forces per 
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unit volume between each phase and the wall and between the phases themselves (at the 
interface). These terms are the constitutive relations, which are flow regime dependent; 
they are required to close the system of equations and are subject of investigation in 
Section 3.4. 
3.3.2 Pressure relaxation 
Two-phase flow problems imply a dynamic difference in the mean pressures and leave us 
with three quantities to deal with (P9, Pl and Pi). In the present model, they all can be 
linked by the parameter µ. This homogenisation variable depends on the fluid compress- 
ibilities, on their nature and on the two-phase mixture topology. Baer and Nunziato [5] 
showed theoretically the existence of this variable, and experimental measurements of this 
variable have been conducted for a medium of low density foam. Thus in certain cases, 
a full formulation for these quantities is known [5,6,34], however there is no general 
expression. In many physical situations, it is reasonable to assume that pressure tends to 
equilibrium instantaneously. Different constant values of µ have however been tested and 
compared with answers when 4= oo. The results from this study are not reported in 
this work, but it indicated that the most satisfying choice was to select the infinite value. 
Therefore we use p= oo for all calculations presented in this thesis. 
In this context, the system of equations is solved in two steps. The variables are evolved 
over time by the solution of a strictly hyperbolic system, followed by a pressure relaxation 
step which equalises the pressures. This is different from single-pressure models that solve 
a system where the pressure equilibrium is already assumed in the equations, leading to 
a system which is not hyperbolic for certain conditions; which makes the system very 
difficult to solve. 
The following section describes the procedure of instantaneous relaxation used in this 
work. 
3.3.2.1 Numerical procedure 
For all test problems presented in this thesis, the following approximate resolution method 
is used, which says that the instantaneous pressure relaxation process consists in finding 
the solution of: 
F(a9)=Ps(Pg)-. F(pz)=0. (3.24) 
The pressures are given by their equations of state, with input Pk = 
aPk o, 
where the ak 
superscript 0 denotes the value after the resolution of the hyperbolic system. The problem 
is now to look at the value of ag for which the two pressures are equal. This is achieved 
by an iterative resolution of F(as) = 0. 
A common iterative procedure used for solving this equation is the Ridders' procedure [31] 
but it requires an average of 5 or 6 iterations, in each cell and at each time step to converge 
the pressure to a few decimals. Therefore, in order to reduce the number of iterations a 
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second root-finding method has been introduced. It is more efficient but is only applicable 
when using linear equations of state such as: 
Pk - Po, k = ak(Pk - Po, k) (3.25) 
where Po, k and Po, k are respectively the initial pressure and density of phase k. 
This problem can be re-stated as: 
finding a such as F(a) =0 
is the same as 
(3.26) 
finding P such as a9 + at = 1, (3.27) 
hence replacing ag and aj by v and v in Eq. 3.27, combining with Eq. 3.25, the pressure 
relaxation procedure becomes equivalent to solving the second-order polynomial 
P2 + Cl P+ c2 =0 (3.28) 
with 
cl = -a2 9 m9 - a2 m1 - Po, j +a 
l po, l 
c2 = -a9m9 - (-Po, l + ai po, t) 
(3.29) 
Hence the value that equilibrates the pressure is the positive root of Eq. 3.28 when it 
exists; the density and the volume fraction are updated from this new value. 
3.3.3 Model analysis 
This section presents the study of the hyperbolicity of the system. The TPM5 model can 
be re-written in the form 
B(u) aU + a(u) 
aU 
= s(v) (3.30) 
where, when U is considered as a vector of conservative variables, B(U) is clearly equal to 
the identity matrix. Intuitively, one expects the system to be hyperbolic if it propagates 
information at a finite speed through space [45]. The system (3.30) (or the convective 
operator) is said to be hyperbolic if the matrix A(U) can be diagonalised on Il8 (all the 
eigenvalues of A are real and distinct, and the corresponding eigenvectors are linearly 
independent). As an initial boundary value problem, a two-phase flow model would be 
ill-posed if complex eigenvalues were present. Discussions on hyperbolicity can be found in 
several papers (Stuhmiller [38], Ghidaglia et al [13]) where many ways to detect whether 
,, a model 
is or not well-posed in the domain of validity of the variables are investigated. 
Prosperetti and Satrape [32] analysed the stability of various incompressible two-fluid 
v 
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models and concluded that the stability is independent of the wavelength. This implies 
that if the existence of complex characteristics leads to instability of the system at short 
scale, the same instability will also be present at all scales. Therefore if a model is non- 
hyperbolic, it ought to be unstable and any numerical result showing the contrary must 
be a consequence of an excessive dissipative numerical scheme and a possibly slow growth 
rate of the instability. 
The hyperbolicity analysis must be carefully examined each time a two-phase model is 
proposed. Not only the domain of validity of the model is given by the characteristic 
study, but it is also useful when developing numerical methods used to solve the physical 
model. 
If we rewrite the equations, the system under consideration reads: 
0U OF(U) 
H(U) 
äN 
+ S(U) (3.31) at 
+ 
Ox _ 5x aU OF(U) 
_ H(U)9a '+ S(U) (3.32) at 
+ 
Ox ax 
with 
H(U): interface matrix, and, N: vector of non-conservative variables. 
U= (Psas, Psa9Vs, Plat, PtatV , ag)T 
F(U) = (Psa. V9, P9 a9 92 + a. Pg, PtalV, P1a, V2 + ajp0)T 
H(U) = (0, Pi (U), 0, -P (U), -V (U))T 
In the two-fluid two-pressüre model, the system (3.19) can be expressed in a quasi-linear 
formulation as: 
au au 
ät + Mi (U) ax = 
S(U) (3.33) 
where Mj = (M j )i, j=1,..., 5 is the Jacobian matrix based on the conservative vector U. 
Hence the study of their characteristics can be reduced to the investigation of the equation: 
det(Mj - AI) =0 (3.34) 
where A is a characteristic value and I is the identity matrix. 
a. Evaluation of the Jacobian matrix MM 
t asps 1 p9a9V9 
U= pi«j 
ptatV 
GYg 
m 9ý 
Pt 
ml 
CYg 
0 
P= 
and H=0 
-A 
-vi 
(3.35) 
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From there, we identify MM from the system (3.30) and the fact that MM must satisfy 
+ MM (U) 
ax 
= 0, (3.36) 
which gives: 
" gas mass equation 
a(PsagV9) 
=0 8x 
äm9 
äx = 
" gas momentum equation 
a(P9a9 9+ P9) 2 
Ox 
äa9 
ax 
The left-hand side gives, 
a(Psas g2 + P9) 
-V 
ams 
+m 
aV9 
+a 
äP9 
+ (P - Pti) 
äag 
=0 ax -g Ox 9 ax 9 ax 9 ax 
however, 
m9 
V9 = P9 ý 
äV9 
m9äx 
r mgl mg ämg m9 aPg ÖVg 
=M mg äx g ax \ Pg 1 Pg äx Pg ex 
V 
am9 
V2 
aPg 
g8x gax 
=0ý Mý1=Mý3=Mý4=Mý5=0 
(3.37) {M32=' 
(3.38) 
Besides, as a barotropic flow, Pg = P9(p9) which leads to the following relation: 
Mg 
_äP9 
(9p9 
ax äp9 8x 
If we define (k = 
(pk, 
then, 
and, 
And so, 
aP9 -_ aP9 ay ax cxyýy ax 
apg _ 
a(a9py) Dag a9 ax ax ps ax 
aP9 a«9 
- äx - n9 ax ' 
äP9 
_r 
a19 r aas a9 
1x= 
bg äx - bgPg äx 
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Hence, gas momentum equation reads: 
i9a 2 V9 
89 
V219fig 
49X 
+ (g 
afig 
- (9P9 Öý 9 8x 
However, 
= o. 
Mý1 
ax9 
+ Mý2 
äý 
g+ Mý3 
äx9 
+ Mý4 
aax9 
+ Mý5 
ax9 
therefore leading to 
Mjl=-Vý2+ (9 
M22 J 2V g 
M, 2ý3=M, 2ý4=0 
MJ5-P9-(9Pg-Pi 
(3.39) 
" The same method applied to the liquid mass and momentum equations gives 
(recalling that 
Lai 
_ _äa9 . 8x ax 
M, 3ý1 =M, 3ý2=Mý3=M, 3ý5=0 
Mý4=1 
Mý1 = M, 4ý2 =0 
Mý3 = -U2 + 
Mý4 = 2V 
M45=-Pi+SiPt+P= 
" The void fraction equation gives: 
u(U) 
äx =oý 
ý M, 5ý1 = M, 5ý2 = Mý3 = M, 5ý4 =0 
Mý5 =V 
Finally, the Jacobian MM can be written in quasi-linear formulation as: 
10 1000 
1M, 221 M, 222 00 M35 
Mi = o0010 
00 MJ43 MJ44 MJ45 
0000V 
b. Determination of the characteristics of the system 
The system of equations can be written as: 
au + A(U) ax = o. 
(3.40) 
(3.41) 
(3.42) 
(3.43) 
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Observing that 
det(AI - A) = P5(a), 
where 
P5ýý) - Llý - V)2 V9)2 - 59]1, \ 
the five roots of P5 are: 
Vk f ck and V. (3.44) 
where V is the interface velocity, defined next Section. A detailed analysis of the eigen- 
vectors [34] states that the model is hyperbolic if and only if one of the following cases is 
obtained: 
{ 
Casel : 9=(Vk-V)2, (k=g, andk=l), Pg=Pi=O; 
Case2 :9= (Vg -V i)2, Pg = 0; 
Case3 .ý= 
(V - V)2, Pa = 0; 
Case4 : Ck ý (Vk -V )2, (k=g, and k= l); 
The model has therefore always real eigenvalues, but there are cases, namely when ck = 
(Vk -V )2 (for k=g or k= 1), when the number of eigenvectors drops from 5 to 4 leading 
to an incomplete set. Thus the system is no longer hyperbolic. 
3.4 The constitutive equations 
The constitutive equations, or closure laws, replace the information that has been lost dur- 
ing the averaging process of the local instantaneous conservation equations. They model 
the interphase and wall to fluid momentum transfer and the interphase mass transfer. 
-For For an isothermal flow with no mass transfer, only the momentum transfer needs to be 
considered. Thermodynamic equations of state and interfacial velocity and pressure are 
also formulated in this section. 
3.4.1 Thermodynamic 
Pressure is associated to temperature and density of the fluid, governed by an equation 
of state. As the assumption of barotropic flow is made, the pressure only depends on the 
density Pk: 
Pk = Pk(Pk) (3.45) 
, and we assume 
the simplified linear thermodynamic relations 
,o Pk = Pk, o 'i-' 
Pk -2 Pk 
Ck 
(3.46) 
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The compressibilities are constant, given by 
aPk 
= c2. (3.47) aPk 
Throughout this work, different parameters are used for the liquid phase depending of the 
nature of the liquid and the operating pressure. For instance, the parameters for water 
at atmospheric pressure are: 
P1, o = lbar = 105Pa, (3.48) 
pt, o = 1000kg/m3 (3.49) 
and 
c` = 106m/s. (3.50) 
For the gas phase we set 
Ps, o = 0, 
Pt, o =0 
and 
(3.51) 
(3.52) 
C2 = 105m/s. (3.53) 
This constitutes an approximate model of the behaviour of air and water. 
3.4.2 Interface velocity and pressure 
The non-conservative terms in the system 3.19 are always present whatever the physical 
processes occurring at the interfaces. Their modelling must be achieved with great care in 
order to obtain a well-posed mathematical model, i. e. hyperbolic. In two-phase gas-liquid 
flows, many authors consider the liquid as incompressible. They write that liquid and 
interfacial pressures equal the gas pressure, yielding ill-posed mathematical models. This 
results in numerical instabilities and in the necessity of using an extremely large numerical 
viscosity. In this approach, since each phase is assumed compressible, there is no need to 
make an artificial choice. There are different definitions of interfacial parameters [37,34, 
14,7]. A way to estimate the mean interfacial pressure is to consider it like Ransom & 
Hicks [34] proposed, 
P; (U) = P9 - ba9P9a1PtVR (3.54) asps + alp, 
where VR is the relative velocity, and 5 has to be chosen greater than 1 to ensure the 
hyperbolicity of the system [7]. In the computations, 5=2.0. 
The second difficulty with non-conservative terms and equations lies in the estimate of the 
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averaged interfacial velocity. In most references, V is taken equal to the incompressible 
or the less compressible phase [37,36,5]. In the simulations, the interface velocity [29] is 
estimated as the velocity of the centre volume: 
Vi =E akvk 
k 
(3.55) 
3.4.3 Body forces 
The body forces contain the gravity term and the buoyancy effect. For each phase, this 
force reads: 
Bf9 = a9P99 sin ß- CB (Pt - P9)Vb9 (3.56) 
Bfc = ajpl9 sin, ß - CB(Pt - P9)Vb9 (3.57) 
where g is the gravity g=9.81 m. s-1; CB is the coefficient of buoyancy, equal to 0 for 
stratified flow and 1 for bubbly and slug flow. 
The bubble axial rise velocity Vb is given as follows: 
11 1/4 Vn = 1.53 
LoPýPJ 
sin, Q 
3.4.4 Shear forces 
(3.58) 
There are three shear stresses (T,,, 9, T,,, j and ri) involved in the momentum balances of 
a two-phase flow model. Appropriate shear stresses relationships are therefore very im- 
portant in order to achieve satisfactory predictions in liquid holdup and pressure drop 
for the flow system. Various correlations either theoretical [39] or based on experimental 
studies [3] in gas-liquid pipe flows are available for shear stress evaluations. However no 
general model that could predict frictional pressure drop and liquid holdup for any flow 
situations exists. Instead the literature provides successful models, dependent of the flow 
and sometimes also dependent of the pipe size and the nature of the fluid. 
The interfacial and wall shear forces are expressed as in by: 
Fwk _ 
-Twksk 
A (3.59) 
and 
Fi Ass (3.60) 
respectively. In the above equations, A is the pipe cross-sectional area, Si and Sk designate 
the interfacial width and the phase wetted perimeter respectively, as shown in Fig. 3.1. 
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The interfacial and wall shear stresses r and Twk are commonly related to the dynamic 
pressure by: 
Tw9 -2 
f9p9V9I V9I Twl =2 fipdV IVI (3.61) 
Ti =2 fipgVTI V*I with V,. = V9 -V (3.62) 
where the coefficients f9, fi and fi are defined as the Darcy or Fanning friction factors 
and VV, is the relative or slip velocity between the phases. 
In what follows, we detail the wall and interfacial friction factors used in this study. 
3.4.4.1 Wall friction factors 
In two-phase flow computations, it is common practise to model the fluids wall friction 
factors using single-phase pipe flow formulae. Therefore, we firstly present some useful 
formulae validated for single-phase pipe flow. 
The oldest, simple and widely used formula for friction factors in single phase turbulent 
flow is the Blasius equation. This formula, which is only valid for smooth walls and for 
Reynolds number (Re) ranging between 2.5 x 103 and 105, can be found in most fluid 
dynamics textbooks and is given by: 
f=0.0792Re-0.25 (3.63) 
For fully developed laminar flow in a round tube a simple formula derived by Hagen and 
Poiseuille is generally used for practical applications and is given by: 
_ 
16 f 
Re 
(3.64) 
New correlations have been derived from two-phase flow studies and a slightly different 
expression of the Blasius equation has been used in the work of Taitel and Dukler [39]. 
The expression for the gas wall friction factor is: 
fg = C9Re; 9 (3.65) 
where the Reynolds number is defined as: 
Rey - 
DgVgpg 
A9 
The hydraulic diameter Dg is defined as: 
4Ag Dg __ (S9+S1). 
(3.66) 
(3.67) 
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The coefficients C9 and n9 respectively have values of 0.046 and 0.25 if the flow is turbu- 
lent (Re9 > 2100), or 16 and 1 if the flow is laminar (Re9 < 2100). 
The correlation used for calculating the liquid-wall friction factor ff, is that of Kowal- 
ski [221. It is expressed as: 
ft = cj(a1Resj)" (3.68) 
where cl and nj are correlated coefficients, aj is the liquid volume fraction and Re,, is a 
Reynolds number based on the liquid superficial velocity and the pipe inner diameter. 
Kowalski proposed to use cl = 0.263 and nj = -0.5. Hand [16] found that this choice 
was not in agreement with his experimental results and suggested the values 0.062 and 
-0.139 respectively for cl and nj. 
Many models have been proposed to calculate the gas or liquid wall friction factors, but 
for turbulent flow, most of the recent models seem to use the modified Blasius equation 
(Eq. 3.63) for gases and the Kowalski type of equation (Eq. 3.68) for liquids. In the 
laminar region, the Hagen-Poiseuille equation (Eq. 3.64) is still preferred. 
3.4.4.2 Interfacial friction factors 
It is clear in the literature that the formulation of the interfacial friction factor is of crucial 
importance when modelling two-phase flows. Many authors ([11,16]) have discussed the 
various approaches and models, which have been used in the past to evaluate the inter- 
facial shear stress. Some of those useful for stratified and bubbly flow will be mentioned 
below. 
The drag force is the most important force and highly depends on the flow regime con- 
sidered. There is no unique expression. It has however been described as a combination 
of two terms [24] 
D= aCYk Tki -Tki Öx 
+ Mki (3.69) 
where the first term represents the effect of the interfacial stress, important in separated 
flow. The second term is an averaged particle drag, important for dispersed flow. 
a. Stratified flow 
For stratified or annular flow, its expression becomes [24]: 
TD ,.. -Tki 
Oak 
= 
Si 
ki Ox Ä (3.70) 
with A is the pipe cross section, and Si is the wetted perimeter of the interface (or gas 
core, in the case of annular flow). And the interfacial shear stress Ti is function of the 
friction factor fi. 
Tki= 
1 
2fiPg(Vg-j')IVg-VI (3.71) 
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The simplest relation for interfacial friction factor is the one used by Taitel & Dukler 
([39]). They proposed to take the interfacial shear stress equal to the gas shear stress for 
smooth and wavy stratified flow. 
f; = f9 (3.72) 
b. Bubbly flow 
In this study, we consider bubbly flow as an inhomogeneous flow and assume that the 
bubbles are rigid and non-deformable spheres. 
In bubbly flow modelling, the drag force is the predominant term of the interfacial mo- 
mentum term. One can also find additional terms acting at the interface, such as virtual 
mass forces, lift effects. Virtual mass forces can be understood by considering the change 
in kinetic energy around an accelerating sphere. The acceleration of a bubble gas in a 
fluid induces a resisting force corresponding to one half the mass of the displaced fluid 
times the acceleration of the sphere. Effects of virtual mass was reviewed by Drew et 
al. [10]. In general, the inclusion of the virtual mass terms does not perceptibly change 
the numerical results but the computation efficiency of the solution can be dramatically 
affected, leading to a change from a hybrid type to a hyperbolic system [33]. However, the 
hyperbolicity of the system is already ensured with the compressibility therefore virtual 
mass are neglected in this study. 
Lift effects arise from the interaction between bubble and the velocity difference leading 
to shear stress in liquid. The choice of a lift coefficient is strongly dependent to the nature 
of the problem, and is not discussed in this work. 
Therefore the drag force is the only force considered in the interfacial shear stress in this 
study. There are many formulations available in the literature. They are all based on the 
Reynolds number for bubbly flow. Some use the Eotvos number in their formulation as 
well. A parametric study on the gas velocity and density, holdup, Reynolds number and 
drag coefficient has been carried out in order to analyse the behaviour of the main vari- 
ables (see Fig. 3.2 and Fig. 3.3). Two formulations have been investigated in the present 
work. The formulation from Clift has been chosen for its simplicity to compute and its 
wide use in the literature. The second one follows the work of Ishii and Tomiyama. Its 
main advantage over Clift's is the introduction of the interfacial area per unit volume into 
the, formulation which describes the structure of a flow. 
The interfacial friction factor described in Park et al [28] has the following definition: 
3 CDa9p1 
(3.73) fý-4 Db 
As summarised in Table 3.4, several formulations are also available for the bubble diam- 
eter Db. With the conditions of the test-cases for vertical bubbly flow, each formulation 
gives a bubble diameter in the same range and we choose to consider a constant diameter 
with the Clift-Park formulation. 
The formulation proposed by Ishii et al. [19] and detailed by Hatta [17] introduces the 
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Correlation Bubble Diameter 
Tomiyama [41] Db = constant 
Abdul-Majeed [1] Db =3Q IT Pl - Py l 
AEA Technology [2] or Db = WeB 
9IPi-P'I 
Masella [23] 
Q 
0.25 
Db = 
Hatta [17] 
aya1D2 
2/s 
D6 = d,,,, = 1.06 
1/3 
or ) C 1/3 (Vy + VO)(-dP/dx) Pc 
Table 3.4 : Summary of bubble diameters. 
interfacial area concentration ai9 which characterises the structure of a flow. Its mech- 
anism modelling is based upon the geometrical parameters, gas volumetric fraction and 
flow [17]. 
fi =1 gCDaignl 
and 
ii 
D= 
CDO 
ýý 
(3.74) 
(3.75) 
with CDO is the drag coefficient given by Torniyama [40]. The interfacial area per unit 
volume is given for bubbly flow as follows, 
X29 
6ag 
(3.76) d. 
vn,, 
Again the following relation 
1/3 
Q yaiD2 106 
P1 , 
(vq 
+ V5c)(-dP/dx) 
2/9 
(3.77) 
is given by Kocamustafaogullari et al [21]. 
For vertical flows, the pressure gradient term in relation 3.77 is composed of a frictional 
term, a gravitational term and a acceleration term. It is defined as 
dP 
= 
dP 
f 
dP 
3.78 dx dx + 
(dx) 
a cc 
+ 
(dP) 
dx 
y rav 
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The pressure drop caused by elevation change depends on the density of the two-phase 
mixture and is usually calculated using a liquid holdup value. Except for conditions of 
high velocity, most of the pressure drop in vertical flow is caused by this component. The 
pressure drop caused by friction losses requires evaluation of a two-phase friction factor. 
The pressure drop caused by accelerating the fluids is sometimes considered negligible 
and is usually calculated only for cases of high velocities. Hence the acceleration term is 
neglected in this study. The equation for the pressure gradient becomes: 
d 
dP 
(d 
dP /+ 
(d 
dP /r fg av 
2D 
f,,, PmV,, 2, - ping sin, ß 
in which p, is the mixture density given by 
Pm = alp, + agPg 
and Vz denotes the superficial mixture velocity given by 
V12 = a, V + agVg. 
(3.79) 
(3.80) 
(3.81) 
(3.82) 
The friction factor f,,, can be predicted by the Blasius type equation based upon the 
superficial mixture velocity V,,,, and the liquid kinematic viscosity p l, that is: 
f= Cl(I V', ID? 
J)-ý, 
(3.83) 
In the calculations, Cl and nj are taken as 0.45 and 0.2. 
Another advantage of using this formulation Eq. 3.74 is that the interfacial area per unit 
ai can be evaluated for different flow regimes (bubbly, slug and churn flow). It therefore 
enables the introduction of a simple flow regime transition mechanism by switching to the 
appropriate interfacial area per unit ai. 
3.4.4.3 Two-phase pipe correlations wetted perimeters 
a. Stratified flow 
Assuming flat gas-liquid interface and knowing the pipe diameter and the liquid height, 
the wetted perimeters are given by the following relations: 
S1 =D C7r - cos-1 
(2L' 
- 1) (3.84) 
S9 = irD - Sl (3.85) 
Si = 1- (2h' -1)2 (3.86) 
where hl is the liquid height in the pipe. 
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b. Bubbly flow - dispersed flow 
In that situation, the wetted perimeters are given by the following relations: 
S9 =0 (3.87) 
SS = 27rR (3.88) 
Si = 2lrRb (3.89) 
3.5 Summary 
We have described in this chapter the specific models that have been implemented for 
the applications presented later in the thesis. The first model we describe here is a two- 
equation incompressible model. The second model is a two-pressure two-fluid compressible 
model with five equations (TPM5) and an instantaneous relaxation procedure. 
For a better understanding of the main characteristics of the model and for numerical 
purposes, a stability analysis and more precisely the hyperbolicity condition has been 
. performed. 
Hence we have shown that the two-pressure model is hyperbolic with its 
eigenvalues always real. There is yet one case case where the system is no longer hyper- 
bolic, when two eigenvectors are equal implying an incomplete set of eigenvectors. 
Furthermore the model TPM5 is always hyperbolic under the condition of finite pressure 
relaxation, i. e. when the pressures remain not equal at each time. When using an instan- 
taneous relaxation, one can argue that the model becomes a single-pressure model after 
the relaxation process. Therefore the model characteristics are still the same but the limit 
validity is similar to single-pressure and pressure-free models, ie critical flow above the 
same inviscid Kelvin-Helmholtz (IKH) condition. 
Additionally, one might be warned against the fact that it has been found that even hy- 
perbolic models can become unstable when algebraic terms, such as drag forces, are added 
to the momentum equations [32]. Therefore hyperbolicity is necessary but not sufficient 
for *stability. 
Closure laws were thoroughly detailed too. Momentum transfer was formulated for dif- 
ferent flow regimes. General thermodynamic equation of state and interfacial laws used 
in the present work were also described. To formulate an accurate mathematical model 
for two-phase flows with the assumptions mentioned in the introduction of this chapter, 
accurate estimations of wall friction factors as well as the gas-liquid interfacial friction 
factor is required. Therefore, we also reviewed and studied in this chapter the different 
available models in the literature and the combined effect of the liquid wall friction and 
the interface friction which represent the most uncertain parameters in the modelling of 
two-phase flows. 
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4 
Numerical method 
4.1 Overview 
A numerical method is required in order to solve the set of differential equations derived 
in Chapter 3. The procedure consists of the following steps: 
a) The pipeline is subdivided into finite volumes. 
b) The partial differential equations are integrated over the finite volumes and over 
time to yield to a set of non-linear algebraic equations. The boundary conditions 
are also put into an algebraic form. 
c) The system of equations can be solved numerically by replacing the partial deriva- 
tives by finite differences on a discrete numerical grid, and then advancing the 
solution in time via some numerical schemes algorithm. The process is repeated 
until steady-state or the desired time level is reached. 
This chapter describes in Section 4.3, the finite difference grid conventions used in the 
present work. Section 4.4 will give details on the conservative numerical schemes, while 
the non-conservative schemes are described in Section 4.5. The two main constraints, 
namely the time step size and the boundary conditions, are discussed in Section 4.6. 
Finally numerical simulations of classical benchmarks will be the focus of Section 4.7. The 
various flow conditions they examine, sometimes extreme, enable to thoroughly validate 
the model, and provide confidence in the convergence and accuracy of the numerical 
methods, as analytical solutions are known for selected cases. 
4.2 Numerical approach 
For the past few decades, large efforts of numerical modelling of compressible flow have 
been developed. Although research performed important advances for the simulation of 
single-phase flows and has led to stability, robustness and accuracy in numerical solvers, 
a unique scheme for all models still does not exist. 
It is known that systems of PDEs from two-phase modelling involve higher computational 
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cost and numerical difficulties: conditionally hyperbolicity and non-conservative terms. 
Therefore numerical schemes need to be dissipative enough to produce stable oscillation 
free discrete solutions. This is in opposition to the usual expectation of accuracy of the 
numerical scheme. This is why we will not talk about high order of accuracy in this work. 
However numerical methods have been successfully developed for two-fluid models com- 
putations. Those schemes are classified into two categories based on the treatment of 
the pressure term. The first class concerns segregated pressure-based solution algorithms 
and have been reviewed by Darwish et al. [2]. They usually use a Finite Volume ap- 
proach on staggered grid and one can find among them the inter-phase slip algorithm 
(IPSA) developed by Spalding [21,20] and its variants, the implicit multi-field algorithms 
(IMF) devised by Harlow and Amsdem [5], Stewart [24], and Mahaffy [10]. However 
while a widespread information is available on single fluid solution procedures, much less 
information is available for a multi-fluid solution algorithm. This has limited their imple- 
mentation to a small community, slowed their development and isolated them from the 
newer developments in single fluid algorithms (all speed flows, pressure-weighted interpo- 
lation method,... ) 
Hence many researchers developed a second class of algorithms which includes approxi- 
mate Riemann solvers, upwind methods, flux splitting methods and other high resolution 
shock-capturing methods [22,27,25,17] for two-phase models. All these methods are 
generally adaptation of single-phase versions, and reviewing these single-fluid schemes is 
beyond the scope of this thesis. 
There is no clear indication in the literature for the selection of an appropriate numerical 
scheme for two-phase flow applications. Therefore, the approach adopted here is based 
on this second group of methods because they are much simpler to implement, and their 
widespread description makes them easy to generalise, which is an important development 
aspect when designing a solution algorithm for many mathematical models. 
However, the purpose of this work is not to create new numerical schemes but use or com- 
bine existing ones so that they can handle the mathematical model we chose to represent 
two-phase flows. For the determination of successful numerical schemes, one has to in- 
vestigate different mathematical concepts such as consistency, stability and convergence. 
These studies are not included in this chapter but can easily be found in the various 
numerical textbooks available [6,7]. Therefore the following sections only describe the 
formulation of the numerical schemes implemented in the solver. 
4.3 The Finite Volume discretisation 
The resolution algorithm is based on a Finite Volume approach. The pipeline is divided 
into regular cells Mi = [Xz_2, Xi+z], the length of each cell being Ax. The unknowns are 
located at the centre of the cell and let Ui be the variable associated to Mi. 
Arising from the derivation of the Navier-Stokes equations, the two-fluid models presented 
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Figure 4.1 : Finite volume cell. 
in Chapter 3 can be written in the general form: 
au(x, t) + 
aF(U(x't)) 
+x(u(X, t))au(x't) = s(u(x, t)) (4.1) at ax ax 
where U(x, t) represents the vector of conservative variables, F, the flux vector function 
defining a system of conservation laws and S, the source term vector. H aU 
is a matrix- 
vector product that contains all the non-conservative terms present in the model. The 
general form of equations leads to the general discretisation scheme: 
lý Uti +i = Uti - Ox CF+2 - Fý z+ At(H 
ax 
Is+ 
OtS7 (4.2) 
where F is the numerical flux. Many discretisation schemes are available. 
4.4 Conservative schemes 
The numerical flux schemes that we used in this work can be classified, in terms of accu- 
racy, as first order, second order and high-resolution methods (second order in the smooth 
regions of the solution and first order where there are discontinuities or shocks in the so- 
lution). 
They are often grouped into central and upwind methods. Central schemes offer a general- 
purpose solver for hyperbolic conservative systems describing multiphase flow phenomena 
and were selected because there is no requirement of any algebraic manipulation of the 
Jacobian of the flux vector, or any need of the expressions of the characteristics of the 
model. 
However a lack of accuracy or robustness can be encountered with central schemes and 
characteristic based schemes have also been implemented to counter-balance these prob- 
lems. 
Central schemes are first described in the following, while the second part presents the 
characteristics based schemes that were implemented for the present study. A detailed 
description of the scheme developed for the compressible model closes the section. 
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4.4.1 Centred schemes 
4.4.1.1 Lax-Friedrichs Scheme 
The Lax-Friedrichs scheme is the most common explicit numerical scheme found in the 
literature [26]. It belongs to the Lax family and is first-order in time and second-order 
in space for independent variations of Ox and At. In practise, one operates at a fixed 
Courant number and the Lax-Friedrichs is thus to be considered as a first order both in 
space and time. The flux is formulated as follows: 
Fi+ä =2 
(+1 + F') - 20t 
(U, '+, - Ui) (4.3) 
where the numerical flux value at mesh point i is defined by Fn = F(UN) with the function 
F representing the physical expression of the flux terms described by the mathematical 
model. 
This scheme is not applied in its original form any longer due to its lack of accuracy, 
but several variants with improved accuracy are still in use. It represents however an 
interesting base for comparisons with other schemes and can be used as intermediate 
step in higher-order schemes such as in the Richtmyer Lax-Wendroff two-step method 
described in the following. 
4.4.1.2 Lax-Wendroff Scheme 
The second-order accurate scheme of Lax and Wendroff is the most important of the 
space-centred schemes due to its uniqueness for linear equations. Many variants can be 
defined for non-linear fluxes: they all reduce to the same linear form though and are 
generally structured as predictor-corrector algorithms with an explicit time integration. 
The original scheme requires the evaluation of the Jacobian A which can be a costly 
operation in a practical computations. Therefore a two-step approach has been, introduced 
to avoid the estimations of such matrices [6]. Two different versions of the two-step 
scheme exist in the literature, the McCormack version, which is popular in the Aeronautics 
community, and the Richtmyer version, which is described here. These two versions lead 
, 
to almost identical solutions, however the Richtmyer which in our view seems the most 
simpler to implement is presented here. It is characterised by an intermediate first step 
applying the Lax-Friedrichs scheme to midpoints and a second step that is the application 
of a leapfrog scheme (for a description of the leapfrog scheme, see for instance the book 
by Hirsch [6]). In the conservative formulation, this second order flux scheme is defined 
by: 
F't+; = F(Uj+i/a) (4.4) 
with the intermediate state 
1 Ax 
UJ+112 = Uj+1/2 -2 At 
(F(U17+1) 
- F(Ut )l 2 
Ats(Uj+i/2) 
(4.5) 
J 
Uý+1/2 -2 `U +i + 
Ui )) (4.6) 
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This scheme is considered to be at the basis of many predictor/corrector methods that 
are able to handle non-linearities straightforward. 
4.4.1.3 The FORCE Scheme 
To avoid the extreme diffusion of Lax-Friedrichs scheme and the dispersion (characterised 
by oscillations or numerical spurious waves) of Richtmyer schemes, the simple determin- 
istic First-ORder CEntred scheme (FORCE) was proposed by Toro [26]. The numerical 
flux is basically the arithmetic mean of the fluxes for the Lax-Friedrichs and Richtmyer 
flux: 
ý, foce 
= (fi; LF +FRý ý 
). 
i+ z2 :+ :+2 
The advantage of this scheme is that it is significantly simple and efficient [26]. 
4.4.1.4 The FCT Scheme 
(4.7) 
The Flux-Corrected Transport (FCT) scheme is based on a two-step Lax-Wendroff method. 
It can be seen as a "predictor/corrector" method in which a large amount of diffusion is in- 
troduced in the predictor stage, and an almost equal amount of anti-diffusion is introduced 
in the corrector stage. However, the anti-diffusion is limited so that no new maximum or 
minimum can appear in the solution, nor can existing extrema be accentuated. 
It is defined as follows : 
with 
F't+ ä = FAD i+2 - FD+2 
(4.8) 
FDý = r1(UZ - Ui-i) (4.9) ý 
ll ý Z= 
(, ( Qý z min ýIFADI ýSpQ. z)/ 4.10 FAD, i+ Smax 0 min Sp ý__, \=+2 t+- () 
where 
OQi+l 
2_ 
S= 
F+D= 
2 
-n+1 Ui = 
Ui+i - Ui 
sign 
(1, F+nl 
ý 
77°Qi+2 
Un i -T(F(Ü+}21 22 
(U, 
_+ 
(4.11) 
(4.12) 
(4.13) 
(4.14) 
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and 
ný-i U+2 
f n-}1 
i+Z 
ýlý 
(4.15) 
(4.16) 
(4.17) 
=n+1 n+l n+1 Ui - ýfi+ý - fi-2 ý 
-n+1 =n+11 
ý 
(Ui+1 
- Ui 
) 
Ui' -T(F(U+22) -F(Ut 22 
11 Ui' ' -- 
--n+l -n+l -en, +l U +l 
=U 
+12u1 - 2Ui -i"-Ui-1 
ziý Ox2 
with 77 =18, T= 
Ot 
0x and 
f. +; is an approximation of F(u) at position iix and time nAt % 
(more details can be found in Sod [19]). Comparative studies of high-resolution schemes 
show that FCT scheme is one of the most competitive for flows with severe gradients. 
However for our compressible model, the use of FCT becomes more difficult due to the 
`presence of non-conservative terms. 
4.4.2 Characterised-based schemes 
(4.18) 
4.4.2.1 The Rusanov Scheme 
In this paragraph, the basic formulation of the Rusanov scheme is outlined. For more 
details, refer to Saurel [18]. The formulation is written as follows: 
Fi+z = 2 
(Fi + Fi+i) - 
A2 a' (u+1-u) (4.19) 
S 
Amax = Amax 
Ui+1 + Uä 
2 
with )'max is the maximum eigenvalue of 
äO U) 
äU 
The discretisation in time is totally explicit. It is often associated with the PFM-2 model 
and has shown to be less diffusive than the FCT scheme. 
(4.20) 
4.4.2.2 TVD Lax-Friedrichs scheme 
The TVD Lax-Friedrichs scheme is a characterised based scheme that uses the maximum 
eigenvalue of the model studied. It is a high-resolution scheme that uses the Total Varia- 
tion Diminishing (TVD) approach [6]. Given a mesh function un = uä the total variation 
of u" is: 
F. 00 
TV (u") lu +i - ui 'l 
i=-oo 
(4.21) 
and a scheme is said TVD if 
TV(u"+1) > TV(un). (4.22) 
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The expression of the TVDLF numerical flux is given by: 
F DLF. 
2[F(U+z)+F(Oä), ZT +? 
(4.23) 
with -r= Y't 
The left and right state vectors UL and UR are formed from an intermediate state U"+; 
and the limited differences 5II' as: 
CTJ = Uý 
+12 +1 EU" UJ = Uý n+ +12 - jU" 
(4.24) 
2222 
The intermediate step value is given by: 
Uj +1 7= Uj -2 (F(U7 + 
28U'ß) 
- F(U2 - 
2bUn)) 
+ 
ZS(Un) (4.25) 
The dissipative limiter 4? LR is used to reduce the numerical diffusion. The idea of flux 
limiters is to apply more artificial diffusion in regions of large gradients and less in smooth 
regions. In this case, it follows the relation: 
4jLR = 
At 
Amax (UR - UL 
(4.26) 
Ox 9+z 
with the relation 
A, max =( 
UL + UR l 
+2 km, 9 IAk \2/I (4.27) 
There are several flux limiter functions defined in the literature [3,26]; we opt for the 
Minmod function which reads: 
bIIj' = Minmod(Uj' - Uj' 1, Uj'+1 - Uj) (4.28) 
Minmod(x, y) =2 (sign(x) + sign(y)) min(lxl, lyl) (4.29) 
4.4.2.3 HLL scheme 
Another scheme used in this work is the one from Harten, Lax and van Leer, referred to 
as the HLL scheme, with the following formulation: 
FL if O< SL, 
Fhlll 
- 
SRFL-SLFR+SLSR(UR-UL) if SL <_ 0< SR, (4.30) 
.'L SR-SL 
FR' if 0ýSR 
where SL and SR are the fastest signal velocities arising from the solution of the Riemann 
problem assumed to be known of the two states UL and UR. U' 1' is the constant state 
vector given by: 
Uhll - 
SRUR - SLUL+FL - FR. 
_ SR - SL 
(4.31) 
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4.4.3 Hybrid flux-splitting schemes: AUSM formulation 
The numerical method used in the present study describes the characteristic-based up- 
wind differencing schemes detailed in [18,27,23]. Many of them are categorised as flux 
difference splitting (FDS) and are based on Godunov-type schemes and Roe-type schemes. 
They are robust and accurate, but rather time-consuming since they are based on matrix 
calculations [25,27]. The flux vector splitting (FVS) method is based on scalar calcula- 
tions, hence they are more efficient than FDS schemes on a per cell basis but they are 
also much more diffusive. 
During the last few years, many authors have worked on combining both methods: get the 
efficiency of FVS to the accuracy of FDS. These are called hybrid flux-splitting schemes 
and are commonly termed the Advection Upstream Splitting Methods (AUSM) fam- 
ily [9,8]. Based on the upwind concept, they provide an alternative approach to other 
upwind methods such as Godunov method, FDS methods by Roe, and Solomon and Os- 
her, or FVS methods by Van Leer, and Steger and Warming. 
The AUSM first recognises that the inviscid flux consists of two physically distinct parts, 
convective and pressure fluxes. The convective flux is associated with the flow speed, 
while the pressure flux is with the acoustic speed. The main reasons for the interest in 
this upwind differencing scheme are its simplicity and hence its low computational cost, 
its generalisation to arbitrary equations of state (EOS) and its accuracy. Indeed, the 
AUSM+ scheme [8] and related mass flux schemes such as AUSMDV, are known to be 
as accurate as flux difference splitting methods such as Roe's or Osher's approximate 
Riemann solvers without the cost of field-by-field wave decompositions. Of particular 
importance is the ability of the scheme to capture contact discontinuities exactly, thereby 
making the scheme very attractive for viscous flow computations. 
Among the several schemes developed with the Advection Upstream Splitting Method 
(AUSM) [9,8,15], two schemes AUSMD* and AUSMV* have been reviewed. Both 
schemes derive from the AUSM schemes where D and V respectively denote flux-difference 
biased scheme and flux-vector biased schemes [4]. 
From the finite volume discretisation (Eq. 4.3), the numerical flux F can be split into a 
convective flux and a pressure term flux: 
F'j+i/a - F' j+1/2 +F +i/a 
where 
Fc= 
p9a9V9 
ptatV 
and F=! 
p9ayVy I--I a90P 
(öl 
(4.32) 
(4.33) 
\ ptatV 2%-\ ajOP % 
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Hence the mass flux and momentum flux for the AUSMV* scheme are defined as follows: 
(PaV )j+1/2 = (Pa)LV+(VL) Cj+1/2, XL) + (Pa)RV (VR, Cj+1/2) XR) 
(PcV2)j+1/2 = (PaV)LV+(VL, Cj+1/2, XL) + (PaV)RV (VR, Cj+1/2) XR) 
and the AUSMD* scheme reads: 
(PaV )j+1/2 = (Pa)LV+(VL, Cj+1/2, XL) + (pa)RV (VR, Cj+1/2, XR) 
11 (PaV 2)j+1/2 =2 (paV )j+1/2 (VR + VL) -2I (PaV )j+1121(VR - VL) 
with the splittings velocities formula to remove numerical dissipation: 
X)= 
XVý(V, c)+(1-X)' ' if IVI<c 
2(V f IVI) otherwise 
fl(V±c)2 if IVI <c 
V±(V, c) =4 (4.39) 2(V ± IVI) otherwise 
and a common velocity of sound cj+1/2 = max(cj, cj+1) and 
XL = (1 - 
cL) 2(P/a)L 
-I- OL (4.40) (P/COL + (Pla)R 
XR = (1 -OR) 
2(P/a)R 
-}- OR (4.41) (P/a)L + (Pla)R 
where 0 is a smooth symmetric function designed to be equal to 1 near single-phase region 
and 0 elsewhere. The function 0 reads 
0= exp(-niag) + exp(-k2(1 - ag)) (4.42) 
with NI, K2 are constants to determine and represent the degree of smoothness of ¢. KI = 
K2 = 200 in the present study. 
The pressure terms are written as follows 
Fjp1+1/2 = (a0P)j+i/2 - P+(V ) Cj+i/2)(0ý'. i) +P 
(V +ii Cj+i/a)(OPj+i) 
(4.43) 
(4.34) 
(4.35) 
(4.36) 
(4.37) 
(4.38) 
with 
Pt(V, c) = Vt(V, c) = (4.44) c 
1(-V±2) 
if IVI< c 
1 
otherwise. V 
Based on observations reported in [4,15], the following can be noted: 
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" The AUSMD* is based on matrix calculations whereas AUSMV* is characterised by 
scalar calculations. 
" The FVS scheme possesses outstanding stability properties. The AUSMV* keeps 
these properties and is able to handle very general flow conditions without intro- 
ducing instabilities. 
" The AUSMD* has a weak dissipation mechanism allowing it to resolve discontinuities 
with an accuracy comparable to the Roe schemes; however it tends to produce 
instabilities and overshoots. 
This naturally leads Evje and Flatten [4] to develop a hybrid scheme called AUSMDV* 
combining the FVS/FDS fluxes as follows: 
FAUSMDV* = SF+AUSMV* +, ý1 _ S1F,, 
AUSMD* 
ccl1c (4.45) 
where s is some parameter for which many choices are possible and the optimal choice 
might be problem-dependent. We will not discuss this issue in full depth, but propose 
to use s= Max (qL, ¢R) where 0 is the function given in Eq. 4.42. In particular, this 
simple choice of s will make the scheme able to handle a stiff transition to one-phase 
flow in a stable and accurate manner. We also note that with this choice AUSMDV* 
will basically reduce to the stable FVS scheme near one-phase regions and the accurate 
AUSMD* scheme elsewhere. 
For practical problems related to mass transport of oil and gas in pipelines, the main 
dynamics are associated with slow transients and strong discontinuities are expected to 
occur at the transition to one-phase flow (such discontinuities will commonly be induced 
by the buildup of liquid slugs). Therefore it seems that this approach can provide a good 
basis for methods aiming to resolve such problems. 
Section 4.7 is devoted to numerical experiments whose purpose is to highlight the stability 
and accuracy properties of the AUSM scheme as observed when tested on several well- 
known flow cases. 
4.5 Non-conservative schemes 
The generic discretisation involves flux conservative terms that can be dealt with using 
numerical schemes as stated above and non-conservative terms H 
äU 
which are expressed 
differently by using spatial discretisation schemes. Different schemes are available in the 
literature and the ones that have been used in this work are now detailed. 
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4.5.1 Centred scheme 
A simple central discretisation, second-order in space, has been implemented for the non-. 
conservative terms and is given by: . 
n_n (H)Th 
8U = 
Hs 
Uý+ZAx'-1 
(4.46) 
a 
This centred spatial discretisation usually generates spurious oscillations; therefore the 
non-conservative terms are generally expressed using a second-order Minmod scheme de- 
scribed in the following sub-section, or a second centred scheme, referred to as Centred-S, 
given by Masella in [11]. It is expressed as: 
H 
au) n= 
ýHave)ä 
(timid)' 
Q 
(Umid)7 
1 (4.47) Ci\ 
where the intermediate matrix U"" and vector Umid are given as: 
Have = H(Uave) 
ýUave)2 =4 (Uý 1 -}- 2Uý - Uý+1) 
(Umia)s =2 (Uý -I- Uý+1) 
(4.48) 
(4.49) 
(4.50) 
This scheme shows to be more accurate than the previous one and is usually preferred in 
the computations. 
4.5.2 MinMod scheme 
This MinMod scheme was suggested by Coquel et al. [1] and is given by: 
= 
AxMin 
mod(Uý - Uý 1, Uý+1 - UU) 
(4.51) (H)' 
(sign(x) + sign(y)) min(IxI, jyI) (4.52) Min mod(x, y) =2 
The scheme is first order accurate in space and was found to be very diffusive. A second 
formulation, second-order accurate in space, was also used in the computations. It can be 
expressed as: 
T+ CHaUJ In 
= Hi Min mod(2(Ujn - Ujn 1), (Ujn+i - Uý Ox i Ox 1), 2(Ujn - Ujn1)) (4.53) 2 
Min mod(x, y) =js. 
min (Ixl, lyl, (zi) if sign x= sign y= sign z (4.54) 
l0 otherwise 
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4.6 Constraints 
For the numerical schemes described above, appropriate boundary conditions need to be 
implemented to successfully simulate physical problems. The approach adopted for these 
conditions is described later in this section, we first present the procedure of selecting time 
step At used by the computational schemes; whereas the mesh size Ox can be specified 
with no restriction, the time step size is usually restricted to the stability condition of the 
particular numerical scheme used. 
4.6.1 Time Step Size 
The mathematical models and numerical schemes described have been implemented in 
an adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) framework. The full details of this automatic spa- 
tial refinement technique is presented in Omgba-Essama thesis [14]. Hence, the spatial 
discretisation length Ax, appearing in the discrete equations, is generally dictated by 
the AMR scheme depending upon the desired accuracy. As for the time step At, the 
explicit formulation of the numerical schemes constrains its size with the usual Courant- 
Friedrichs-Levy (CFL) number. It is therefore given by: 
At = CFL 
Ax 
(4.55) 
max 
where CFL is a positive coefficient restricted to a limiting value, usually one. The closer 
this coefficient is to its upper limit, the more efficient is the numerical time marching 
scheme. For all the numerical schemes described above, except for FCT, their stability 
analysis requires the value CFL < 1, but for the FCT scheme, it has been showed that 
the CFL value should be less than 0.5 [19]. 
The term Amax in Eq. 4.55 is the largest wave speed present throughout the domain at 
time level n. It is estimated for the mathematical model as the largest absolute value 
of their analytical characteristics defined in the previous chapter. Hence, for a system of 
k differential equations in a computational domain with M cells (Fig. 4.2), this term is 
given as: 
Amax = max max A, for j=1,..., M and k= 1, ..., neq. (4.56) 
4.6.2 Boundary conditions 
If a one-dimensional flow problem has to be solved in a0<x<L where x=0 is the 
inflow boundary and x=L the outflow boundary, the application of any scheme requires 
the knowledge of the flow variables at the points x=0 and x=L. These boundary 
conditions are expected to provide for example the numerical fluxes F1/2 and FM+1/2, 
which are required by finite difference discretisation in order to advance the extreme cells 
1 and M to the next time level. 
For each mesh cell of the computational domain, two numerical fluxes are required to 
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Figure 4.2 : Boundary conditions. Fictitious or ghost cells outside the domain are created. 
update the vector solution Uj". However, for cells 1 and M, which are adjacent to the left 
and right boundaries respectively, the only known flux is the intercell flux. Hence, some 
special procedure needs to be implemented. Let us consider the left boundary x=0. As 
mentioned by Toro [26], one possibility is to assume a boundary function U1(t) prescribed 
there. Then we could define an intercell flux at the boundary by setting F1/2 = F(U1(t)). 
One alternative, adopted in the present work, is to specify a fictitious (or ghost or dummy) 
cell to the left of the boundary x=0 together with a cell average Uo`, at each time level 
n, so that the missing intercell flux F112 can be solved using (UU, U, `). For the right 
boundary, we also specify a fictitious cell and a cell average Unj+1 to find the intercell flux 
Fj+112" The imposition of boundary conditions depends entirely on the physics of the 
problem and have to be treated with great care. 
4.7 Classical benchmarks 
Considering constant challenges arising in multiphase modelling, one always has to aim 
for more accuracy, robustness and efficiency in the predicting tool. The AUSIQ numerical 
method proposed in [12,8,15,4] is an interesting approach that offers a good compromise 
between the three notions previously mentioned. The aim of this section is to prove and 
demonstrate that this scheine and the compressible model presented earlier in the thesis 
do provide a considerable improvement in those terms for the simulations. A traditional 
way to do so is to perform classical benchmark test-cases created and developed in order 
to test numerics on extreme situations, such as strong pressure difference, large velocities, 
high density difference and near-one phase cases. Throughout these tests, our numerical 
method is checked to handle difficult conditions and from this strong statement, can be 
moved forward to industrial-type problems, such as stratified flow, vertical bubbly flow 
or hydrodynamic slugging. 
The following test-cases are classical benchmark tests in the frame of the numerical simu- 
lation of two-phase flows. 
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Figure 4.3 : Two-phase Riemann problem - Toumi test-case sketch. 
4.7.1 Two-phase Riemann problems 
In the first class of tests, we assume a strong disequilibrium between both phases in terms 
of pressure fields. These test-cases are particularly chosen to test the numerical scheme's 
ability to handle initial data when removed from an equilibrium state. It ensures the 
scheme's convergence to the same weak solutions when discontinuities in volume fraction 
and pressure are present. 
4.7.1.1 Toumi test-case 
The initial solution of the shock-tube problem is composed by two uniform states separated 
by a discontinuity which is usually located at the origin (Fig. 4.3). The pipe is 10 m long 
with a diameter of 1 m. The initial left and right uniform states are usually introduced 
by giving the density, the pressure and the velocity. This initial set represents a tube 
where the left and the right regions are separated by a diaphragm, and filled by the same 
mixture in two different physical states, with a strong disequilibrium in terms of pressure 
field. At t=0, the discontinuity between the two initial states breaks into leftward and 
rightward moving waves, which are separated by a contact surface. Each wave pattern is 
composed by a contact discontinuity in the middle and a shock or a rarefaction wave at 
the left and the right sides separating uniform state solution. 
The problem initial conditions read for the left and the right states: 
ai = 0.25 
VL = 0, M. 8-1 
VL =On. 8-1 and 
P1L=2.0x107Pa 
TL = 308.15 K 
aR=0.1 
V9R =0m. s-1 
VR =0m. s-1 
P1R = 1.0 x 107Pa 
TýR = 308.15 K 
(4.57) 
The boundary conditions are open at both inlet and outlet of the pipe. The simulations 
are left running for 0.006 sec, with a series of meshes from 100 to 10000 cells. 
The mesh dependency study (Fig. 4.4 to 4.6) proved the convergence of the results towards 
the expected answer proposed in [27]. Overshoots found with coarse meshes ceased with 
finer meshes. The simulations also captured the wave features created by the shock-tube 
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Figure 4.4 : Two-phase Riemann problem - Tonmi test-case - TPM5 model. Mesh refinement 
on the void fraction. Overshoots observed at the shock points tend to decrease with 
mesh refinement. 
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Figure 4.5 : Two-phase Riemann problem - Tozimi test-case - TPM5 model. Mesh refinement 
on the liquid velocity. Again refinement diminished the overshoots observed at the 
shock points. 
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Figure 4.6 : Two-phase Riernann problem - Toumi test-case - TPMS model. Mesh refinement 
on the liquid pressure and gas velocities. Each wave pattern is composed by a 
contact discontinuity in the middle of the pipe and a shock or a rarefaction wave 
at the left and the right sides separating uniform state solution. 
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configuration. The rarefaction, the shock-wave and the discontinuity-wave can be identi- 
fied in the answers, matching with the existing results found in the literature. Overshoots 
tend to appear at the shock points, such as around 5m in the liquid velocity profile. 
However they are correctly decreased by the AUSMV* feature of the scheme when the 
mesh is refined. 
4.7.1.2 Cortes test-case 
For this second two-phase Riemann problem, a large difference between the velocities is 
considered and will demonstrate the ability for the method to handle a large difference in 
velocities. The initial conditions for the left and the right states are given in the following: 
{ 
aL I=0.29 
VL = 65 m. s-1 
VL =1m. s-1 
PlL = 2.65 x 105 Pa 
TlL = 308.15 K 
and 
R=0.3 
V9R = 50 m. s-1 
VR =1m. s-1 
PlR = 2.65 x 105Pa 
TR= 308.15 K 
(4.58) 
The boundary conditions are open at both inlet and outlet of the pipe. The simulations 
are left running for 2. Osec, with meshes from 50 to 800 cells. 
Overshoots that appear towards the discontinuities are not oscillations, as you would 
expect from a malfunctioning or poorly functioning TVD scheme. They are a persistent 
spike and are reminiscent of the Noh problem [13] - when two materials are impacted 
together there is a non-physical spike in the solution that effectively just sits there or gets 
advected along. Consensus is that there is no way of eliminating it but adaptive mesh 
refinement (AMR) will reduce its relative size and effects, as prove Fig. 4.4-(b), 4.5-(b) 
and Fig. 4.8 to 4.10. 
4.7.2 Faucet problem 
The Faucet problem is a one-dimensional configuration, corresponding to a 12m-long 
vertical pipe, for which an analytical solution is known. The initial condition is a uniform 
column of air filled with 80% water. The initial liquid volume fraction is therefore constant 
over the domain and equal to a, = 0.8. The initial velocity of water and air are 10 m.. s-1 
and 0 m. 8-1, respectively. All pressures are set to 105 Pa. The initial densities are 
pl = 1000 kg. m-3 and p9 = 1.16 kg. m-3. 
The simulation consists in introducing a gravity field at t>0 (Fig. 4.11). The flow is 
thus only driven by the gravity g=9.81 m. s-1 and by the boundary conditions; the inlet 
conditions are similar to the initial conditions (a, = 0.8, V= 10 iri. s-1 and Vg =0m. s-1) 
and the outlet boundary condition only applies on pressure set constant equal to 105 Pa. 
An analytical transient solution is available with a very simple model assuming that the 
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Figure 4.7 : Two-phase Riemann problem - Toumi test-case - TPM5 model. Mesh refinement 
decreases the instabilities induced by the discontinuity. 
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Figure 4.8 : Two-phase Riemann problem - Large velocities test-case - TPM5 model. Mesh 
refinement on the void fraction and gas velocity after 2 seconds of simulation. 
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Figure 4.9 : Two-phase Rieinann problem - Large velocities test-case - TPM5 model. 
Mesh 
refinement on the liquid velocity after 2 seconds of simulation. A close-up at the 
shock shows the discrepancies decreasing with finer meshes. 
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Figure 4.10 : Two-phase Riemann problem - Large velocities test-case - TPM5 model. Mesh 
refinement on the pressure predictions after 2 seconds of simulation. The oscil- 
lations appearing at the shock are controlled with mesh refinement. 
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Figure 4.11: Two-phase water faucet test-case sketch. 
liquid is incompressible and pressure gradient in the liquid phase is ignored. The solution 
obtained for the liquid volume fraction and the liquid velocity is: 
wJ (: r, t) _ 
V(: r, t) _ 
al'oV'o 
x< xo + V, ot + 
9t2 
V2) + 2g(x - xo) 
2 
01, o otherwise 
CV o+ 2g(x - xo) x< xo + V, ot + 
2t, 2 
V1,0 + gt, otherwise 
(4.59) 
(4.60) 
where : cO represents the location of the pipe inlet, generally set to zero. Therefore only 
the inlet liquid velocity is required to complete the transient solution. 
Because of this analytical solution, this test-case is one of the most popular benchmarks 
for validating numerical for two-phase flow models [16]. 
Remark: The solution is not "analytical" in the sense that the model is solved exactly by 
analysis. Rather, it is "analytical" in the sense that the approximate solutions are given 
in terms of analytical expressions. However the simplifying assumption leading to these 
analytical expressions is valid to a high degree of accuracy and the approximate solutions 
are expected to be virtually inseparable from the real solutions to the full model. 
4.7.2.1 Numerical results 
Fig. 4.12 to 4.14 represent the profiles of gas volume fraction, pressure and velocity given 
by the simulations after t=0.5sec. In Fig. 4.12-(a), one can see the mesh dependency 
effect on the void fraction with AUSMDV* scheme. Meshes from 50 cells to 1000 cells are 
used. As expected, refinement considerably improves the answer. The same pattern is 
observed for the gas pressure (Fig. 4.12-(b)) and the gas and liquid velocities (Fig. 4.13-(a) 
and 4.13-(h)). 
Fig. 4.14-(a) and 4.14-(b) display a comparison of different schemes. Answers from the 
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Figure 4.12: Water faucet problem results - Mesh refinement on void fraction and pressure. 
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Figure 4.13: Water faucet problem results - Mesh refinement on liquid and gas velocities. 
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Figure 4.16 : Phase separation test-case sketch. 
Force, Lax-Friedrichs, Rusanov, TVD-Lax-Friedrichs and AUSMDV* schemes are dis- 
played and compared to the exact solution. Rusanov scheme is more accurate than Lax- 
Friedrichs and Force schemes. This is consistent with our findings for shocktube problem 
1. With the 1000cells-mesh the accuracy of AUSMDV* is comparable to that of the TVD- 
Lax-Friedrichs scheme. 
Fig. 4.15 shows the dynamic propagation of the void and the liquid velocity profiles down 
the tube until the wave has completely passed out the tube and the steady-state profile 
remains. 
4.7.3 Phase separation 
This test-case corresponds to a very simple configuration and is a classical benchmark 
test for the simulation of two-phase flows [1]. A uniform mixture of stagnant water and 
air lies in a vertical tube of length L=7.5 m (Fig. 4.16). The initial variables are: 
ag=a, =0.5 
pg = 1.16 kg. m-3 
pi = 1000 kg. m-3 (4.61) 
V= Vg =0m. s-1 V, 
Pg=Pi=105Pa 
The domain is closed, which means that closed boundary conditions are imposed at both 
extremities x=0 and x=7.5, forcing both velocities to be null at those points. 
4.7.3.1 Numerical results 
From Fig. 4.17, which shows the time evolution of the void fraction profile for two different 
mesh sizes, the transient period reveals two volume fraction fronts at the top and the 
bottom of the pipe. These two fronts slowly meet and a stationary state is then formed: 
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showing that FCT and AUSMDV* are the favouring schemes. 
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both phases are fully separated. This steady-state occurs after 1 s, and the later volume 
fraction results are thus overlapping. 
Numerical difficulties related to the selection of the grid size and time step are often 
encountered when solving the discretized transport equations for two-phase flow problems 
where "filling up" occurs. These are problems in which only one phase is initially present 
in the pipeline and the other phase starts flow in. It is important to properly select 
At and Ox for near-one phase types of problems for instance and to verify that the 
predictions are independent of that selection. In Fig. 4.18, the numerical predictions are 
compared against analytical solution, obtained when assuming that the pressure variation 
can be neglected [4]. An approximate analytical solution is then known for both volume 
fraction and liquid velocities. The grid sensitivity study is performed with a constant ratio 
oý =5x 10-4 and with mesh sizes of 0.01875 m, 0.0375 m, 0.075 m. The three answers 
converge to the analytical answer. The finer the mesh is, the narrower the error between 
predicted and analytical solutions becomes. Based on the results given in Fig. 4.17, it 
can be concluded that, for this transient test case, the numerical predictions become 
essentially independent of the grid size, although a small effect is still observed. In the 
following comparisons, a grid size of 0.075 m and a ratio oX =5x 10-4 are chosen. 
Fig. 4.19 provides a scheme comparison. As expected, the first-order schemes behave 
poorly compared to the AUSMDV* scheme. The Force and Rusanov schemes give very 
diffusive answers. This is consistent with our findings for the Faucet problem. The 
TVD-Lax-Friedrichs scheme is far less diffusive than the previous two schemes and give 
ostensible results with a 400 cells-mesh especially in the liquid region (bottom of the 
pipe up to 2.5 m). However it still remains poor in the gas region yielding too much 
dispersion. The Flux-Corrected Transport scheme gives convincing results with a coarse 
mesh and behaves very well in the gas region. By comparing schemes from the same class 
and looking at the relative error between estimated and analytical solutions, it is easy to 
conclude that the AUSMDV* scheme produces the best results when associated to the 
compressible model. 
4.8 Summary 
This chapter describes the details of the numerical approach used to transform the inathe- 
matical model into a numerical model. 
The finite volume grid and discretisation used in the present study are presented. Nu- 
merical schemes are described. Two groups of schemes for conservative terms have been 
investigated: centred schemes and characterised-based schemes. Expressions of the non- 
conservative schemes used in this work are also formulated. This is followed by a discussion 
of well-known constraints on the time-step size and on the boundary conditions. 
First-order schemes such as Lax-Friedrichs or Rusanov are found very diffusive and second- 
order schemes such as the Richtmyer Lax-Wendroff scheme are more accurate but create 
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oscillations at the discontinuity shock. For two-phase flow models, these results have more 
impact than single-phase flow: spurious oscillations can lead to non-converging solutions 
and an increasing dispersion might lead to a loss of information for the flow features. 
Higher-resolution schemes, such as TVD or FCT, are known to be more accurate and ca- 
pable to handle strong discontinuities in the flow. As previously mentioned, FCT scheme 
is the most competitive when non-conservative terms are not present in the equations. 
An advanced numerical method has been proposed and validated in this chapter. The 
AUSMDV* scheme is a hybrid scheme between the AUSMD* and AUSMV* schemes and 
demonstrates to have desirable properties: in particular, AUSMD* possesses an inherent 
accuracy with a highly reduced computational cost and AUSMV* is stable. Hence, taking 
advantage of both properties of these two schemes, AUSMDV* has been investigated and 
implemented with particular focus on the kind of discontinuities expected to appear for 
slow transients associated with mass transport in pipelines. 
Several properties evaluating accuracy and efficiency of the model and the numerical 
method have been described and emphasised by numerical tests. Comparisons made with 
several numerical schemes enhance the qualities of the numerical method chosen for the 
model. Classical extreme benchmarks for the simulation of two-phase flows, namely Rie- 
mann problems, water faucet problem and sedimentation problem, have been tested and 
the features that the different tests require are all reproduced. Some typical problems 
occurred (overshoots near discontinuities... ) but very encouraging results are obtained 
since computations can be performed over very fine meshes without a loss of stability or 
physical relevance due to the unconditional hyperbolicity of the model. This highlighted 
the AUSMDV* to be the most competitive for flow configurations such as near one-phase 
problems or cases presenting large discontinuities on pressure or velocities. It also has 
proved that our implemented version combined with the Centred-S scheme is very robust 
and accurate for the non-conservative models such as our compressible model (TPM5). 
It is therefore our default schemes that we advocated for this model. 
Of course these tests are all benchmark test-cases and when performing practical cases 
against experimental data, the validation will be more significant. However, the com- 
pleteness of this first stage is fundamental before moving forward to experimental-type 
numerical predictions as it provides a good understanding of the model behaviour and a 
strong base for future numerical experiments. 
The scope of the next chapter is the influence of the pipeline geometry into the computa- 
tions and the algorithm that has been implemented to represent it in the computations. 
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5 
Geometry 
5.1 Overview 
In this chapter, we present the description, numerical implementation and subsequent 
validation of the algorithm which has been developed to simulate fluid flows in multiple 
pipes topography. The geometry algorithm is described in the first part of the chapter, 
and evaluated in the second by performing various testcases on single- and two-phase flows 
which secure the procedure validity. The main objective being to explain the methodology 
of the geometry algorithm that we have implemented, the majority of our description and 
validation will be dedicated to this purpose. 
Section 5.2 outlines the different steps of the algorithm and their implementation in the 
solver. 
The first test is performed on the shallow-water equations in Section 5.3. The motivation 
is to assess the integrity of the algorithm mechanism, and highlight possible limitations. 
The next stage in the validation process is focused on two-phase flows problems applied 
to stratified and slug flow regimes conditions. 
Section 5.4 presents the stratified flow case. Details on stratified modelling, correlations 
for pressure gradient and liquid holdup, and the friction factors used in this case, are first 
given before performing the simulations on a downward elbow pipeline. The incompres- 
sible and the compressible models described in Chapter 3, are both used to perform the 
simulations and comparisons between the two of them can he drawn. 
In Section 5.5, a review of the key parameters for slug flow modelling is presented, followed 
by a brief description of the various approaches used in the literature to numerically model 
this flow regime. Finally, numerical simulations carried out for terrain-induced slugging 
on a V-section pipe system are validated against available measurements. Slug frequency, 
film length and liquid holdup results are presented. 
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Figure 5.1 : (a) Different steps of the process; (b) Schematic of sub-pipe features; (c) Grid 
adjustment. 
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5.2 Algorithm 
A common method to solve multiphase flow in pipelines is in a one-dimensional framework. 
The physical space is split up into small volumes where the partial differential equations 
are integrated over. The variables are then approximated by their average in each volume. 
The purpose of this section is to describe the algorithm developed in this thesis for the 
resolution of multiphase flow problems on any pipeline topography. A one-dimensional 
space treatment of the pipeline is applied yielding a representation of the pipeline with 
segments or curves. The idea is thereby to approximate the original curve to obtain a set 
of segments or sections where the Finite Volume discretisation will be applied. 
Fundamental stages 
The main stages of this interpolation process are summarised in Fig. 5.1: 
(a) The initial pipeline is composed of points Pi to which the interpolation is applied. 
The pipeline is now "broken" into a set of sub-pipes or sections. A mesh is generated 
on each section subsequently forming the final mesh discretisation where the Finite 
Volume problem is solved. 
(b) A schematic representation of a pipe-section with the characteristics that are re- 
quired prior to the computations. Namely, for each sub-pipe, the following features 
need to be stored: the origin and ending points that delimit the section; the pipe- 
section length; the inclination angle made with the horizontal. Three other features 
are required, the pipe roughness, the diameter and the cell number. 
(c) During the grid generation, a section might have to be modified as the number of 
cells is determined for the whole pipeline and the section length might not be a 
multiplier of 0x. Hence the section can be shortened or extended to complete the 
mesh requirements. 
The core of the geometry algorithm implemented is the region surrounded by a dashed 
line frame in Fig. 5.2. The region delimited by the plain line represents the grid generation 
procedure. The whole procedure [25], interpolation and meshing, can be described with 
the following algorithm: 
Interpolation: Get the sub-pipes partition 
a) Compute each ®; angle formed by [PiP1+1] and the horizontal. 
b) Get the set of nodes and the sub-pipes. For the approximation, a tolerance c is 
required. The typical value is 10-3 and is chosen to provide the best approximation 
without drastically affecting the computing time. 
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Set of M-1 Sub-pipes 
Compute Sub-pipe Features 
(length, inclination, diameter, roughness, origin and ending points) 
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Compute Sub-pipe Cell Number: N, 
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Stop at X. 
Update Sub-pipe Features 
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Figure 5.2 : Flowchart that describes the algorithm, for the interpolation algorithm and the 
grid generation. The first part (dashed line) represents the original topography 
interpolation procedure. The grid generation is described in the second part (plain 
line). 
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if JOi - ©i+11 <e then 
(Pi-1, Pi, Pi+1) belong to the same line therefore Pi is removed, 
and (Pi-1, Pi+1, Pi+2) is examined. 
else 
Pi is kept, and the triplet (Pi, Pi+1, Pi+2) is studied. 
c) Hence, a set of nodes {Sl}1_1,..., M is obtained which defines a partition of M-1 sub- 
pipes or sections where the computations can be performed. For each of them, the 
features that are required for the computations are: length LI, local cell number N1, 
inclination with the horizontal #t (Fig. 5.1 (b)), origin and ending points coordinates 
(Xo, igin and Xend), diameter Dl and roughness coefficient R1. 
Generation of the uniform grid 
a) The mesh size Ox is computed the following way: 
Ox = min( 
Ltotai 
L'ý27L) 
Ncell - 1' 
where Lmin: is the length of the smallest sub-pipe, Ncell: is the total cell num- 
ber, 
and 
Ltotal: is the sum of all sub pipe lengths. 
b) Each sub-pipe cell number Nl = 
Lx 
+1 is stored as well. 
c) Grid points distribution: 
Each grid point is obtained sub-pipe by sub-pipe the standard way: 
Xi = Xorigin + iLx, for i=1,..., N1. 
Because a uniform grid is used, the last point of a local grid is not necessarily the 
ending point of the section. Therefore the grid is generated in such a way the cell 
number is adjusted to set the last point to be the closest to the end of the sub-pipe 
(Fig. 5.1 (c)). However, in consequence, the sub-pipes features slightly change and 
need to be updated during the grid generation. 
Different curves and complex successions of pipes have been interpolated to validate the 
grid generation and more details can be found in Loilier [25]. 
In the next section, we evaluate the geometry algorithm presented above, for both single- 
phase and two-phase test cases. The classical Shallow Water problem will first be pre- 
sented on horizontal and inclined pipes. Results will highlight the variation that may occur 
in the grid generation when subdividing the sections or sub-pipes. Two different cases of 
two-phase flow will also be presented: stratified flow on a downhill elbow simulated with 
both incompressible and compressible models, followed by a test-case of terrain-induced 
slugging in a v-section. 
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5.3 Single-phase flow: the Shallow-Water equations 
The Shallow Water equations represent a free surface flow of incompressible water. They 
are based on conservation laws and provide a hyperbolic system. However, topography 
introduces some source term related to the unknown. The Shallow Water equations are 
obtained by depth averaging of the continuum mass and momentum balances given by the 
three-dimensional incompressible Navier-Stokes equations. They describe the evolution 
of an incompressible fluid in response to gravitational accelerations. 
The one-dimensional shallow-water equations may be written as follows [26] 
aw iF(w) 
at 
+ ax = 
R(x, w) (5.1) 
where 
w(x, t) 
and 
h uh 
= 
uh 
, F(w) = 
(hu2+gh2) 
(5.2) 
2 
R(x, w) = 
0 (gh'(x)) (-gh'(x)) I 
ghH'(x) )\ -ghB'(x) J' 
(5.3) 
and represent a wave motion in shallow water (Fig. 5.3). The h(x, t) represents the height 
of a free water surface in a stream with a velocity u(x, t) and g is the gravitational accel- 
eration constant. 
The physical properties of flow are related to the mathematical properties of the model. 
The two characteristic velocities of the system can be evaluated by calculating the eigen- 
values A1,2 of the Jacobian A of F. 
A(w) = 
aw 
(5.4) 
We set w= 
h h/, 
with h and 0 independent variables, and then F= 02 gh2 
h+2 ( 
Fi 
, then FZ 
A(w) 
aFl aFl 0 
ah a0 
aF2 aF2 - -2 + gh ah a0 h2 
1 
20 
h 
1 10 1 
-u2 + gh 2u 
01 
) 
) 
(5.5) 
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Figure 5.3 : The Shallow Water Variables. 
Hence, the eigenvalues are 
Ai=u+ gh and )/2=u- gh 
ºx 
(5.6) 
These two velocities represent the speed of propagation of the two fronts of the wave. 
5.3.1 Analytical solution (Dam Break problem) 
The Dam Break test simulates the rupture of a barrier placed across a channel. The initial 
conditions for this problem are: 
h(x' 
l 
0) =j 
hL x< 0 
and u(x 0) =0 hR x>0 ' 
(5.7) 
The analytical solution for this problem was proposed in [26], for the case R(x, w) = 0, 
as: 
hL if x<- ghL 
Vg- hL 
t)2 
if - ghL < 
t<- ýum 
9hý) 
h, (x, t) ={ -' (5.8) 
hm if ýum -Vg-< i-x < 
hR 
1 
9 
x if s< - <oo -t- 
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0 if t<- ghL 
gh 3ý ghL +tl 
if - 9hL < 
X< 
Urn 
u(x, t) ={ (5.9) 
uT,,. if (Urn - gh,, ) ix CS 
0 if s<ý<oo -t- 
where the terms h,,, and u,,, are defined as function of the wave propagation velocity s as: 
1 8s2 
hL=- 1+ -1 hR, 2 ghR 
h 4s 1+ 1+ 
8s2 
91tR 
(5.10) 
(5.11) 
with s the positive real solution of the following equation 
u, +2 gh, -2 ghL = 0. (5.12) 
To solve this equation, an iterative scheme such as dichotomy can be used. However the 
exact solution was provided by the authors of the paper [26]. 
5.3.1.1 Numerical results - flat channel 
The initial heights for the test simulated were 11L = 0.1 and hR = 0.5 with a discontinuity 
located at 0.5 rri. The total distance is 1 in. Simulations have been run on 2 different 
riverbeds. The first one is a flat channel; the second is the same channel divided into 
three parts. The purpose of this comparison is to check the integrity of the process at the 
pipe junctions. 
Fig. 5.4 show the height and velocity profiles obtained with the Shallow Water model at 
0.1 second when using the central and upwind schemes described in the previous chapter. 
All the simulations presented in Fig. 5.4 use a CFL value of 0.2 to calculate the time step. 
Although not providing the most accurate results for the test in hand, this value was 
selected, firstly, because it highlights a hit better the differences between the numerical 
schemes evaluated, and secondly, because it is the CFL value generally used for two-phase 
flow simulations presented later in this thesis. 
In general, the characteristic-based schemes are less diffusive and more accurate than 
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Figure 5.4 : Shallow Water (Dam Break). Height and velocity profiles at t=0.1 s for central 
and upwind schemes. Conclusion can be drawn that FCT and T VD Lax-Friedrichs 
schemes give the best answers. The Rusanov scheme is also very satisfying. 
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Dam Break problem (CFL = 0.2, Time = 0.1sec, 100 cells) 
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Figure 5.5 : Shallow Water (Dam Break). Height and velocity profiles at t=0.1 s comparison 
between single channel and three-part channel. 
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the central ones. But for the Shallow-water problem, the FCT scheme is found to be the 
most accurate, followed closely by the TVD Lax-Friedrichs scheme, then the Rusanov and 
Force schemes. The Lax-Friedrichs results appear the least accurate of all the numerical 
results, as the scheme easily spreads the initial cell discontinuity over many cells while 
advancing in time. It is so dissipative that it easily (lamps discontinuities and can lead to 
the disappearance of shock fronts for long simulations, even with fine meshes. This fact 
is undesired for some two-phase flow simulations, in particular slug flow where the front 
of the slug can be viewed as a hydraulic jump. 
5.3.1.2 Numerical results - inclined channel 
Simulations have been run on two different inclined riverbeds for the same conditions as 
in the previous test. The first one is a succession of three inclined plans; the second is the 
same channel where some plan are divided into two parts (see Fig. 5.6 (a)). 
No analytical solution is known for this problem and no comparison with other numerical 
predictions is available. However the first aim of this test, is to highlight the gridding 
process and the possible discrepancies created meanwhile. Hence. Fig. 5.6 (b) exemplifies 
how the possible intervals can be generated. Fig. 5.7 to 5.9 show the height and velocity 
profiles obtained with the Shallow Water model at 0.1 second with the Rnsanov scheme 
for three different meshes. Difference clearly appears with the 50-cell mesh between the 
3-part and the 5-part channels. They are still noticeable for the 100-cell mesh and are 
almost disappeared with 200 cells. The variations are therefore controlled with mesh 
refinement. 
The above results highlight the effect that the grid generation has on the numerical results. 
Using a too coarse mesh on a divided pipe could lead to a very different solution compared 
to the simulations performed on the same pipe, undivided. Though this issue is important 
and should be noted, it is unlikely that such it case appears (dividing it single pipe- 
section) 1, and the conclusion may be drawn that the grid generation process is reliable, 
although the importance of the mesh size is once more demonstrated. 
It, should be noted that other numerical tests were performed with the geometry [25] 
with different schemes and different geometries, however they are not, reported here. The 
focus of this study is the influence of the geometry in the simulations and the impact, 
of the algorithm on the grid generation. Furthermore they lead to similar conclusions 
to those mentioned above concerning the influence of the geometry implementation into 
the computations and regarding the numerical schemes accuracy and robustness already 
described in Chapter 4. 
'In the case of Adaptive Mesh Refinement (AMR), a single pipe would be divided. However, the 
AMR process will refine the existing mesh when needed without modifying the pipe length. therefore 
eliminating the geometric anomaly creation. 
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Figure 5.6 : (a) Shallow Water - Inclined channel topographies. (b) Interpolation between di- 
vided pipe and non-divided pipe. The figure is deliberately zoomed in to highlight 
the geometric anomaly creation. 
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Dam Break problem - Indirod channels (CFL = 0.2, Time = 0.1sec, 100 cells) 
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Dam Break problem - Inclined channels (CFL = 0.2. Time " 0.1sec. 200 cdh) 
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Figure 5.10 : Two-phase stratified flow regimes: stratified smooth and stratified wavy flow. 
5.4 Two-phase stratified flow 
To. assess the geometry influence, the following tests have been evaluated for a stratified 
case with both incompressible and compressible models described in Chapter 3. 
5.4.1 Stratified flow regimes 
This flow pattern is characterized by the complete two phases separation from each other. 
The liquid whose density is the highest flows down the pipe whereas the gas flows above 
the liquid. The two phases are separated by a curved mean interface (concave towards 
the gas) in a straight pipe-section. Two different stratified flows occur depending on the 
interface (Fig. 5.10): the shear between the gas and the liquid leads to wave formation 
when the velocity difference is high, we talk about stratified wavy. At low gas velocities, 
the gas-liquid interface appears undisturbed or smooth, we talk about stratified smooth 
flow. Stratified flows happen in horizontal and nearly horizontal pipes but not in vertical 
flow. 
5.4.2 Modelling 
There are two important design parameters for petroleum engineers, the pressure drop 
and the liquid holdup, and many methods have been derived to predict them accurately. 
Although the primary goal of this study is to predict unsteady flows, an accurate estima- 
tion of these full developed parameters is often required as initial conditions for transient 
simulations. Additionally, for a rapid convergence of the mathematical models and nu- 
merical schemes, these two parameters have to be properly evaluated. 
The correlations for pressure drop and liquid holdup used in the simulations are the only 
ones presented here. Detailed review of pressure drop and liquid holdup can be found in 
the following works [20,35]. We also detail in this section the friction factors correlations 
used. 
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5.4.2.1 Pressure drop correlation 
The pressure drop is defined as a combination of three terms, frictional, acceleration and 
gravitational: 
dP 
_ 
(dP)f dP dP 
TX TX + dX 
acc 
+ 
dx grav 
The gravitational or hydrostatic pressure drop is given by: 
,Q C 
dP) 
r v- 
Ps90h sin 
sQ 
(5.13) 
(5.14) 
and is equal to zero for horizontal flow. Also when the total mass velocity is less than 
2700kg/(m2/s), only the frictional term is of importance [13]. As most prediction methods 
are concerned with this case, we only define here the frictional term of the overall pressure 
drop. The frictional pressure drop formulation [32] we used, is defined as follows: 
Cdp)f = G(1 - x9)113 + bxy (5.15) 
with 
G- 
\dP/to+2 \dP/ so 
(d 
dPl to 
x9 (5.16) 
x 
dP 2 fko(G9 + Gt)2 
dxJkO _ Dpk 
(5.17) 
(AO 16 
0.046 ý 
= max Reko' Rekö 
saI td. +-" o 'll. n. o M4r'. i 
Reko = 
(G9 + Gl)D 
µk 
(5.18) 
(5.19) 
_ 
G9 
_ 
pgVeg 
2g 
Gg -}- GL P9Vag -I- p1Vs1 
V8g and V., are respectively the gas and liquid superficial velocities. 
(5.20) 
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5.4.2.2 Liquid holdup equilibrium value 
. The default value as 
initial liquid holdup is generally obtained with the semi-theoretical 
-correlation developed by Taitel and Dukler [41]. They used a one-dimensional steady 
state separated flow model and proposed the first analytical solution for the liquid holdup 
value combining separate momentum balances for the gas and liquid by eliminating the 
pressure gradient terms. Assuming that the liquid layer is of constant height, with a 
smooth gas-liquid interface, and that the interfacial shear term is equal to the gas-wall 
shear term, they derived a non-dimensional form of this combined momentum balance as: 
X2 
Al IVDI)-nV2j 
- lV9Dg)-mVg 
ý+Ä+ ÄI 
- 
glg 
The inclination parameter Y is defined as 
y= 
(pi - pg)9 sin, 3 
( dP) 
9 
where I 
dx P\ 
9 
is the pressure drop correlation given in Eq. 5.15. 
4Y =0 (5.21) 
(5.22) 
The Martinelli parameter X2 is constant for given gas and liquid flowrates and fluid 
properties and is defined as: 
x "t. ( dP) n= 
with 
I 
CdP) 9 
dP 
_ 
2fk(akpkVk)2 
dx k DPk 
max 
ý 16 0.0461 fý- 
Rek' Rek 2J 
akPkVkD Rek = Ilk 
(5.23) 
(5.24) 
(5.25) 
(5.26) 
The equilibrium equation Eq. 5.21 is an implicit function of the liquid height. It therefore 
requires an iterative root finding scheme (Newton's method) to solve it and provide an 
accurate estimate for the stratified liquid height and also for the equilibrium gas and liquid 
volume fractions and velocities. 
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5.4.2.3 Friction factors 
As previously stated in Chapter 3, the closure equations for friction factors has to be 
treated with great care in the formulation of two-fluid models. Despite numerous theoret- 
ical [41] and experimental [4] investigations into gas liquid pipe flow, no general friction 
models are available to predict frictional pressure drop and liquid holdup for all horizontal 
flow situations. However, some validated models exist in the literature. The purpose of 
this section is not to review all of them but for more details, we recommend the following 
thesis [20,35]. 
We present here the correlations used for the stratified cases which are the correlation 
from Taitel and Dukler [41] for the gas-wall and the gas-liquid interfaces, and the Hand 
correlation [21] for the liquid-wall interface: 
0.046Re9 °"25 if Reg < 2100 
fg= 16 
if Reg > 2100 Reg 
(5.27) 
24 
fý = Reý 
if Re1 < 2100 (5.28) 
0.0262(alReBl)-o"13s if Rel > 2100 
fi 
- 
fg (5.29) 
with Reel - 
VeiD 
µi 
This association of friction factor correlations has been chosen for their simplicity and 
their ability to reproduce stratified flow simulations. It is however known that this choice 
of interfacial friction factor may overestimate the liquid holdup value in horizontal part. 
Another expression such as the one proposed by Andritsos and Hanratty [4] might give 
more accurate results in the purpose of simulating stratified flow as suggested in [35]. 
However our first motivation, -here, is to validate the geometry influence and not the 
investigation of interface drag law for stratified flow regimes. 
5.4.3 Problem summary 
The test case consists of a downhill elbow where the fluid mixture travel under stratified 
flow conditions. The downhill section is inclined at 1.5° with respect to the horizontal. It 
is illustrated schematically in Fig. 5.11 and the specifications of the problem are given as: 
" Pipeline length: 20m (section 1: 10m - section 2: 10m) 
" Diameter: 78mm 
" Operating fluids: air and water (pg = 1.16 kg/m3, p` = 1000 kg/m3) 
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g 
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Figure 5.11 : Stratified simulation: test pipe section. Data are collected at probes PI and P2. 
" Flow temperature: T= 296 K 
" Outlet flow pressure: 105 Pa. 
The objective of the problem is to test the interaction of the geometry in the momentum 
formulation. 
Initially (t =0 s), the tube is filled with a uniform mixture of air and water with different 
velocities, such that the gas volume fraction is 0.5. The thermodynamic properties of 
the system at the initial state are assumed constant at values appropriate for air-water 
mixture and read 296 K for the temperature and 1 bar for the pressure. The boundary 
conditions at the inlet of the tube are similar to the initial input data, and are given as: 
V89 = 2.0 ms-1 
V8j = 0.1 ms-1 (5.30) 
a° = 0.5 
The outlet is considered as an open boundary for the conservative variables except for the 
pressure which is fixed constant to atmospheric pressure (1 bar). However, when we use 
the incompressible two-fluid model to simulate this problem, we do not enforce explicitly 
this condition but consider the end of the tube as an open boundary for the conservative 
variables used by the model. 
5.4.4 Numerical results 
Various numerical effects are presented in this section for the stratified test case. The 
computational results for fluid volume fractions and velocities presented here are at dif- 
ferent time steps and various grid meshes, and were all performed with a CFL condition 
of 0.2. 
Taitel and Dukler [41] have given a formula to obtain the analytical value of the volume 
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Stratified Flow Incompressible Model - Schemes Comparison (CFL = 0.2 - 100 cells - 200 sec) 
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Figure 5.12 : Stratified horizontal-downward test - Liquid holdup profile 
for different schemes 
for both compressible and incompressible models. 
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Stratified Flow Incompressible Model - Schemes Comparison (CFL = 0.2 - 100 cells - 200 sec) 
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fraction in steady-state cases, in any inclined single pipe. The two values of the liquid 
holdup concerned in our example are found 0.488 in the horizontal part, and 0.118 in the 
downward part. These two critical values are represented in dashed lines in the graphs 
showing the liquid holdup results (Fig. 5.12,5.13,5.15,5.16). 
After 10 sec, the drop at the junction (10m) due to the inclination is clearly identified. 
The initial amount of liquid in the downward part drops and is pushed towards the end 
of the pipe. After 100 sec, the downward equilibrium is reached. The liquid height never 
changes, explaining the flat profile. With time, the profile in the horizontal branch gets 
smoother due to the effect of the junction which implies a lower holdup value compared 
to the equilibrium. 
5.4.4.1 Schemes comparison 
Using 100 cells, four different numerical schemes are compared in Fig. 5.12,5.13 for liquid 
holdup and superficial liquid velocities versus pipe length. For the compressible model 
(Fig. 5.12,5.13), the FCT scheme, the combined TVD-Lax-Friedrichs with Minmod-2 
scheme and the AUSMDV* scheme are compared with a mesh of 200 cells. 
We can see from the figures that there is very little difference between the high-resolution 
schemes (FCT and TVD-Lax-Friedrichs) for the liquid holdup with the incompressible 
model. The difference is clearly visible with the basic Force scheme and with the Rusanov 
scheme. Same conclusion can be drawn from the liquid velocity plots. Oscillations at 
the junction can also be noticed, for the liquid velocity, with the high-resolution schemes. 
They tend to cease with mesh refinement. 
The liquid holdup results, after 100 seconds, with the compressible model for various nu- 
nierical schemes show that the prediction pattern with the FCT scheme is similar to the 
AUSIM-IDV* scheine, both showing a clear distinction between the horizontal and the in- 
clined pipes. However, with the TVD Lax-Friedrichs scheme, we observed a very diffusive 
behaviour, where the equilibrium holdup in the horizontal pipe is very low compared to 
the analytical one, emphasizing once again the importance of the scheme selection for a 
particular simulation. 
5.4.4.2 Mesh refinement 
We present here the effect of spatial refinement on the diffusive Force and the high- 
resolution AUSI\IDV* scheme associated, respectively, to the incompressible and com- 
pressible models, and as expected, we found that the results are more accurate with finer 
Ineshes. 
Fig. 5.14 (a) summarises the behaviour of the liquid holdup profile obtained using the 
combined incompressible model and Force scheme with different grid sizes. The results 
show to he diffusive in the horizontal part. In Fig. 5.14 (b), we present the grid size 
effect on the liquid holdup predictions for the compressible model. The scheine is the 
AUSI\-IDV*. Oscillations are created at 10m and decreased in amplitude with mesh re- 
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Stratified Flow Incompressible Model - Mesh Refinement (Force - CFL = 0.2 - 200 sec) 
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Figure 5.14 : Stratified horizontal-downward test - Mesh refinement for the liquid holdup at 
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finement. We also note that the effect of the bend is sharper with this model and this 
scheme, and gets more accentuated with mesh refinement. The finer the mesh size is, the 
more accurate is the solution of the two-fluid model, evidence of a well-behaved numerical 
method. 
5.4.4.3 Models comparison 
To see the differences between the two models, we compare the results for the liquid 
holdup and the liquid superficial velocities using both models. The results are given, 
respectively, in Fig. 5.15 for the liquid volume fraction, and in Fig. 5.16 for the liquid 
superficial velocity. 
When using the same numerical scheme, FCT, we can see that the holdup prediction 
in the downhill part is similar with both incompressible and compressible models. In 
the horizontal part, the compressible results are more diffusive than the incompressible 
ones, but they are closer to the theoretical equilibrium value. The liquid velocity re- 
sults however show some difference between the models. The compressible predictions 
define a significant variation at the discontinuity due to the diffusion whereas with the 
incompressible model, some oscillations appear at the junction but the velocity remains 
somehow constant. In Fig. 5.16, we present the results of the compressible model with the 
AUSMDV* scheme, which is more appropriate than FCT for this model. When comparing 
with incompressible results, the same conclusion as previously can be drawn for the liquid 
holdup in the downhill section. In the horizontal part, the variation we obtained for the 
velocity with the FCT scheme is reduced and the liquid holdup profile is less diffusive. A 
wave appears around 8m due to the change in the inclination and is absorbed with mesh 
refinement. 
The results show that both models converge to the same answer, hence confirming the 
satisfactory implementation of the geometry in the solver and the reliability of the proce- 
dure. 
5.5 Two-phase terrain-induced slugging 
In horizontal and slightly inclined pipes, the transition from stratified to slug flow is 
mainly due to two inechanisins: hydrodynamic slug generation, and terrain-induced slug- 
ging. This section is focused on the observation of the second case where the slugging is 
caused by the topography: the liquid tends to build up at the lowest point of the v-section 
until it is forced onward through the rest of the pipe by the pressure of the gas trapped 
behind. Comparisons between the code and another numerical code predictions for a 
test of terrain-induced slugging on a v-section are presented. The geometry influence will 
thereby be validated into the computations. 
The objective is to look for reliable simulations of volume fractions and velocities as 
well as the slug frequency and the slug length for slugging induced by terrain effects. 
Several mathematical and numerical challenges arise when predicting slug flow such as 
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Figure 5.17 : Terrain-induced slugging due to a hilly pipeline topography 
(http: //consoitium. ifp. fr/tacite/html/tacdoe/schsevsl. htm; last visited 
17/03/06) 
ill-conditioned problems, the treatment of Rayleigh-Taylor and Kelvin-Helmholtz instabil- 
ities [29,41], or local flow phenomena where steep gradients exist. Slug flow is a difficult 
regime to predict since all these criteria have to be considered for the mathematical model. 
5.5.1 Hilly-terrain slugging 
Slugging is a worldwide problem in pipelines carrying both liquid and gas, and is a par- 
ticular problem in offshore wells. It makes control of flows at the outlet difficult, and may 
lead to shutting down of pipeline systems, at considerable expense. 
Many mechanisms have been advanced for why slugging occurs and different explanations 
may be valid for different pipelines. More than one mechanism may be acting at a time. 
But it is commonly assumed that in pipes across undulating terrain, a major cause of 
slugging is the topography itself. Liquid tends to build up and sit at the lowest points of 
the pipeline, until it is forced onwards through the rest of the pipe by the pressure of the 
gas caught behind. 
The angle of inclination of the pipeline is very important, with flow in downhill sections 
smoothing out to an evenly stratified behaviour, while flow in uphill sections develops 
slower and deeper condensate flows and has an increased probability of slugs forming. 
Rothe and Crowley [36] investigated slug flow in uphill and downhill pipes. They found 
that slug flow could persist in a downhill section with an inclination angle of -15° to -20°. 
This was observed only for a very narrow range of superficial gas and liquid velocities. 
However, their study was inconclusive. 
In studies by Zheng et al. [46,45] and Zheng [44], the effects of a hilly-terrain pipeline 
configuration on flow characteristics were clearly demonstrated. Zheng et al. [46] proposed 
a simple slug-tracking model that follows the behavior of all individual slugs for a rather 
simple geometry consisting of a single hilly-terrain unit (one upward and one downward 
inclined section). 
De Henau and Raithby [8] conducted an experimental study and model validation on 
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induced terrain slugging in multiple hills and valleys. An available transient two-phase 
flow model was improved by introducing a new correlation for drag coefficient and the 
virtual mass force. This improvement included the frictional force, which was neglected 
in previous hilly-terrain transient models. 
5.5.2 Slug flow modelling 
The most distinctive feature of slug flow is its intermittent nature. Any attempt to model 
the flow by a standard time-averaging procedure would therefore be extremely restrictive. 
Instead, a much more detailed analysis is required which takes account of the inherent in- 
termittency and distinguishes between the liquid slug region, possibly containing dispersed 
gas bubbles, and the large gas bubble region that follows. This means the phenomeno- 
logical model of slug flow must in effect use characteristics from both the dispersed and 
stratified flow models while still accounting for the exchange of fluid between each region. 
The easiest, and therefore the most popular, approach is to reduce the intermittency to 
periodicity and to assume fully developed flow so that the complex structure can be sim- 
plified to an "equivalent cell" consisting of a liquid slug and a long bubble (Fig. 5.18). 
The balance equations can then be written in a frame of reference moving with the cell so 
that the flow appears steady with mass and momentum conserved across the boundary 
between the liquid slug and the long gas bubble region. 
Early studies of two-phase flow, such as those by Lockhart and Martinelli [24], concen- 
trated on obtaining overall pressure drop and holdup correlations encompassing all flow 
regimes. However, this approach results in poor predictions when the correlations are 
applied to systems other than those used in their development. Therefore a phenomeno- 
logical approach was adopted, in which the main characteristics of individual flow types 
are modelled. This has progressively led to slug flow models able to simulate "steady- 
state" behaviour well enough to calculate pressure drop and other slug flow parameters 
with a relatively high degree of confidence and generality (Greskovich and Shrier [18]; 
Dukler and Hubbard [10]; Nicholson et al. [33]). 
In all these models, a solution of the "steady-state" mass and momentum balances is not 
possible when only the values of the system parameters are specified. Additional infor- 
mation must be provided in the form of auxiliary relations, such as the dispersed bubble 
translational velocity, the elongated bubble translational velocity, the slug body liquid 
holdup and either slug length or slug frequency. In what follows, we will only discuss slug 
length, slug frequency and friction factors. 
5.5.2.1 Slug length 
The liquid slug length and the slug frequency are closely related properties that are often 
used interchangeably. In vertical pipes of small diameter (25 to 50mm) the slug lengths 
are observed to be approximately 8 to 25D (Table 5.1). For horizontal pipes of similar 
diameter, Dukler and Hubbard [10] and later Dukler et al. [11] found that the mean length 
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G Lr 
Figure 5.18 : The "equivalent slug unit" 
is approximately 12 to 30D. Other researchers have confirmed the same observations as 
indicated in Table 5.2. In both cases, the slug length appears to be relatively insensitive 
to gas and liquid flowrates. Hence constant values are generally used for the mean slug 
length in slug flow models. Although these models provide reasonable estimated in pipes 
of small diameter, they greatly under-predict typical values encountered in large diameter 
pipes (400 to 500mm). In absence of any theory to predict this parameter satisfactorily, 
some logarithmic expressions have been suggested. 
Brill et al. [7] developed a correlation to predict the mean slug length in horizontal 
pipelines, assuming the slug length follows a Log-normal distribution. This correlation is 
in terms of mixture velocity and pipe diameter: 
ln(Ls) = -3.851 + 0.0591n 
(0.048) 
+ 5.445 In 
(O54))°(5.31) 
This correlation was modified and using the entire expanded data set, Scott et al. [39] 
developed an even better correlation that also considered slug growth: 
ln(LS) _ -26.6 + 28.495 j In 
(D 
(5 
0.0254)) . 32) 
Scott and Kouba [38] studied the changes in slug flow characteristics in hilly-terrain 
pipelines. They proposed a model for slug length change, assuming no change in the liq- 
uid holdup in the slug and an equilibrium film thickness. However, they did not consider 
slug initiation or dissipation in their model. 
Gopal [15] developed a mechanistic model to predict the mean slug length and investigated 
the effect of liquid phase properties on the mean slug length. The mechanistic model uses 
the Froude number of both the liquid film and the slug body. He found that the Froude 
number for the liquid film is always greater than unity. It decreases in the slug-mixing 
zone and tends to increase toward the tail of the slug where it reaches unity. 
In an experimental study, Nydal et al. [34] investigated mean slug characteristics length, 
holdup and velocity and their statistical distributions. They found that the mean slug 
length is insensitive to phases flow rates. 
'Dhulesia et al. [9] developed a probabilistic correlation to determine the mean slug length 
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Correlation System Mean slug length 
Moissis and Griffith [31] 
Air-water 
6D-8D D= 19mm - 51mm 
Schmidt [37] Air-kerosene 30D-48D D= 51mm 
Fernandes et al. [14] 
Air-water 
21.7D 
D= 51mm 
Barnea and Brauner [5] Theory 16D 
Dukler et al. [11] Theory 16D-24D 
Table 5.1 : Mean slug lengths in vertical pipes. 
and the entire distribution. They also found that the Inverse Gaussian distribution fits 
the slug length distribution the best when compared with Gamma or Log-normal distribu- 
tions. However, the Inverse Gaussian distribution fails to fit the slug length distribution 
generated by terrain slugging. Furthermore, statistically Log-normal and Inverse Gaus- 
sian distributions are hard to distinguish without a very large data set. 
To summarise, in horizontal and nearly horizontal slug flow, many researchers [10,12] 
found that the slug body length is dependent only on the pipe diameter D (and not on 
physical properties or inlet velocities): 
Ls ; z: ý 12D - 30D (5.33) 
and this simple correlation is the one used to compare the code predictions. 
5.5.2.2 Slug frequency 
Due to the intermittent nature of the slug flow regime, the slug frequency is an important 
parameter when modelling this flow pattern. The slug frequency varies whether the flow 
is developing or fully developed. The majority of the correlations found in the literature 
are empirical correlations that provide predictions for downstream fully developed slugs. 
Very few phenomenological models have been proposed for slug frequency obtained near 
the pipe entrance. 
Based on measured values for the carbon dioxide-water system in a 19 mm diameter pipe, 
Gregory and Scott [171 proposed one of the first slug correlations, given as: 
w8 = 
rýý (0.0226 1V75 
,, 
1.2 
(5.34) 
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Correlation System Mean slug length 
Dukler and Hubbard [10] 
Air-water 
D= 38mm 12D-30D 
Nicholson et al. [33] 
Air-light oil 
r., 30D D= 25mm - 51mm 
Gregory et al. [16] 
Air-light oil - 
30D 
(NB: some slugs D= 25mm - 51mm reached 375D) 
Barnea and Brauner [5] Theory 32D 
Andreussi et al. [2] 
Air-water 
22D D= 50mm 
Nydal et al. [34] 
Air-water 15 - 20D (53mm) 
D= 53mm - 90mm 12D - 16D (90mm) 
Table 5.2 : Mean slug lengths in horizontal pipes. 
Greskovich and Shrier [18] subsequently re-arranged this expression using the Froude 
number and obtained: 
. 0(22 
D+ 
Fr, 2,, 
i. a ll 
w9 = 0.0226 CAl // (5.35) 
where Al is the no-slip liquid holdup and Fr,,,, is the Froude number based on the mixture 
velocity V,,. However, based on data collected from a 45 mm internal diameter line, they 
suggested that the diameter effect is not properly taken into account by this expression. 
Therefore, to overcome this deficiency, they recommended to use their graphical correla- 
tion instead for cases involving large diameters. 
Using the gamma densitometer for air-water flow in a 42 mm diameter pipe, Heywood 
and Richardson [22] determined the probability density function and the power spectral 
densities of the holdup. From these functions they estimated the average slug frequency. 
By subsequently using a similar expression to Greskovich and Shrier [18], they proposed 
that the slug frequency may be obtained by: 
\\1.02 
ws = 0.0434 
(A, (2.02 
D+ 
Fri II (5.36) 
Conducting a large number of experiments on a 78 mm diameter pipe for both air-water 
and air-oil data at various system pressures, Manolis et al. [28] proposed the following 
expression, described with only five dimensionless numbers: 
n 
ws = 
Dg 
0.0363 
F. Z' 
Fry Eoo. 2 
(5.37) 
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where n is a function of the viscosity number and is given by: 
Nf 
n 260 + 0.85N f 
The Eotvös number is defined as: 
Eo = gD2 
I P9 Pt 
Q 
while the viscosity number is expressed as: 
Nf = 
D 1.5 pl I p9 A19 
Pi 
(5.38) 
(5.39) 
(5.40) 
The liquid Froude number Fr1 and the modified gas Froude number Fry are given by: 
VI; 
Frl = 
ý, Fry = (5.41) y 
9D(Pt/IPy-pi ) 
The parameter Zl is a combination of two numbers X and Y used by Manolis [28], and is 
defined as the ratio of the liquid inertia to the liquid pressure drop. Its expression is: 
2 0.5 
P USt 
2D 
_1 
(5.42) Zl = 
(dP 
4Cf. Re-, l"` 
dx) 
dP 
dx )i 
The liquid Reynolds number is based on the liquid superficial velocity. Cf and m are 
respectively the friction factor constant coefficient and the exponent; they depend on the 
nature of the flow, laminar or turbulent. Hence, they are defined as: 
Cf = 0.046, m=0.2, if Re, < 2000, (5.43) 
Cf = 16, m=1, otherwise. Cf = 16, m=1, otherwise. 
Tronconi [43] proposed a semi-theoretical model which assumes that slug frequency is 
half the frequency of the unstable wave precursors. Using a non-linear analysis of inviscid 
two-dimensional flow in a rectangular channel, similar to that of Nlishima and Ishii [30], 
to obtain the precursor wave frequency he suggested the slug frequency as: 
ýg Vge 
ý=0.61- 
(5.44) 
Pl hge 
where V, e and hg, are respectively the equilibrium gas velocity and 
height obtained by 
using the data of Taitel and Dukler [41] type of momentum balance. 
Adopting a different approach, Taitel and Dukler [42] considered slug frequency to be an 
entrance phenomenon and assumed that the frequency is given by the inverse of the time 
taken for the film to rebuild its level and form a slug. They then solved one-dimensional 
mass and momentum relations using the shallow channel approximation to calculate the 
characteristic time for this process. Comparison of their results with those of Gregory 
and Scott [17] they reported satisfactory agreement, although a general validation of the 
model is still lacking. 
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Stratified Slug 
Cell i Cell i+1 
Figure 5.19 : Description of slug cells. 
5.5.2.3 Friction factors 
As already mentioned, the intermittent nature of slug flow requires to account the liquid 
slug and the stratified regions separately. Following this idea, we use a combined cor- 
relation for the liquid wall friction. Each cell is seen as a combination of slug flow and 
stratified film flow (Fig. 5.19). Therefore the liquid wall friction can be estimated as a 
linear combination of stratified wall friction and slug wall friction and is given as: 
Twl = Q7, slug + (I - /j`7, ljilm 
where 0 is the no-slip coefficient: 
N- 
Anoslip 
- 
vs1 
Vy9 -+ Vs, 
(5.45) 
(5.46) 
The correlation used for the film friction factor is given by Taitel and Dukler [41]. In the 
slug region, we choose the modified correlation from Andreussi [1]: 
c( lug = Omalnes X fstrat 1 (5.47) 
where fp trat is the correlation developed by Hand [21], described in Chapter 3, and gmalnes 
is the dispersed bubble correction factor formulated by Malnes [27] for liquid wall frictions: 
ýmalnes 
=1 
(1 
- 15.3 9 
VD 
al ` al Unl 
and 
VD = 1.18 
9uI P9 pi 1 
0.25 1 
Pi 
I 
Hence the shear stresses Tf t1'n and Te"`9 can be defined as: 
Tlfztm -2 fitratplýlvilAl 
1 
rhslug =2 fý lu9Pl 
sslug 2 
VIVI A- 
D fllug l PlV IVI 
(5.48) 
(5.49) 
(5.50) 
(5.51) 
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since S1 "9= 7rD, and the liquid wall friction factor is thus defined. 
The gas wall shear stress follows the formulation given by: 
Figure 5.20: Terrain-induced slugging pipe V-section. 
TW9 -I 
f9PgVgI VgI Ä (5.52) 
where the friction factor f9 is given by Taitel and Dukler [41]. 
The gas-liquid interfacial friction factor, used for slug flow, has been developed by An- 
dreussi and Persen [3]: 
{ 
A= f9 if Fr9 < 0.36 
fs = f9 C1 + 29.7(Fr9 - 0.36)0 67 (&°. 2 ) otherwise 
(5.53) 
with the gas Froude number Frg defined as: 
p9 dA, /dhi 1 Fr9 = V9 Pr - p9 A9 g cos ,Q 
All closure laws required for slug flow are then formulated. 
5.5.3 Simulations 
(5.54) 
In this section we study the validity of the compressible two-fluid model (TPM5), pre- 
sented in Chapter 3, for a slug flow test on aV -section pipeline. The correlations 
(Eq. 5.45 
and Eq. 5.52) presented in the previous section are used for the gas and liquid wall fric- 
tion factors, and the stratified-smooth relation of Taitel and Dukler [41] for the interfacial 
friction factor. 
The two-phase flow of water and air in aV -section is simulated using the compressible 
model with the friction factors described earlier (Eq. 5.45), and then compared against the 
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numerical results obtained by Kempf et al [23]. The 37m V-section consists of a downhill 
section of 14 m and an uphill section of 23 m in length [19]. Both sections are inclined 
at 1.5° with respect to the horizontal. The pipe section is illustrated schematically in 
Fig. 5.20 and the specifications are summarised as: 
" Pipeline length: 37m (section 1: 14m - section 2: 23m) 
" Diameter: 77.92mm 
" Operating fluids: air and water (p9 = 1.16 kg/m3, p1 = 1000 kg/m3) 
" Flow temperature: T= 296 K 
" Outlet flow pressure: 105 Pa. 
The atmospheric properties of air and water are used (the outlet pressure is fixed to 
atmospheric). The initial conditions correspond to a uniform stratified flow, and the 
boundary conditions at the tube inlet are similar to the initial input data, and are given 
as: 
V, 9 = 6.0 ms-1 
V, i=0.6ms-1 
a° = 0.4 
(5.55) 
As in the stratified problem, the only outflow boundary condition at the end of the tube is 
constant atmospheric pressure (1 bar). The rest of the conservative variables are considered 
as an open boundary. 
5.5.3.1 Numerical results 
In what follows, the numerical liquid holdup traces, obtained with the compressible model, 
will be shown at different times in the simulations, and comparisons with experimental 
and numerical results from Imperial College for global holdup, slug frequency and slug 
length will be made. 
The liquid holdup traces over the pipe length are shown in Fig. 5.21 and 5.24 for different 
times. As Fig. 5.21 indicates, the onset of slugging occurs in the dip region, located at 
14 m: wave initiation and wave growth start in the first two seconds. The flow in the 
downward section is stratified. At around 18 m from the pipe inlet, slugs initiate and 
it is remarkable that slug flow generates in the upward section of the pipe straight from 
stratified flow. No transition from stratified smooth to wavy is observed. The first slug 
is generated after around 3s, and grows in length. The slugs that are generated next are 
smaller. 
Slugs are generated at the entrance section of the upward pipe. Usually, however, the 
frequency of generation of slugs is relatively high. As a result, a series of short slugs 
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Figure 5.21 : Slug wave initiation, growth and pipe bridging - Liquid holdup profiles. 
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10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 
Time (sec) 
V-section Case A6W06 - Time trace at 25 m (1000 cells) 
Figure 5.22 : Time trace of the liquid holdup at 25 m. Slug frequency can be obtained from 
there. 
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Figure 5.23 : Slug length measured at 34 m in the V-section. Apart from the first one which 
is always bigger than the following ones, the length of the slugs obtained falls 
within the experimental range. 
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Characteristic TPM5 I. C. Exp. Data 
Slug Frequency (11s) 0.31 0.15 0.27 
Mean Holdup 0.211 0.22 - 0.25 0.3 
Average Slug Length (m) 13.5D 12.8D - 
Table 5.3 : Comparison of predicted slug characteristics with experimental and numerical data 
from Imperial College (I. C. ) for the V-section. 
are generated which tend to merge and form longer slugs, as represented in Fig. 5.24 
where three slugs merge twice and become one single slug, longer. This merging process 
continues until the liquid slugs are long enough to be stable, namely the trailing bubble 
is unaffected by the wake of the leading one. This occurs when the velocity profile at the 
rear of the liquid slug can be considered fully developed [40,11]. Another problem also 
related to the slug length is the change of slug length as it travels in a hilly terrain pipeline 
with upward and downward sections. Slug length tends to increase as it moves from a 
horizontal or downward section into an uphill section, as a result of liquid accumulating in 
the low elbow and being picked up by the approaching slugs (38]. In addition, new slugs 
can be generated in low elbows. These slugs usually are short and therefore unstable and 
tend to dissipate. With the present mixture velocity, no slug is generated in the downhill 
part of the V-section. Slugging starts from the dip onwards. For higher mixture velocities, 
slugs are formed in the downhill section and no effect of the dip can be detected after a 
few seconds. This observation is in good agreement with Zheng [44] who found that the 
terrain effects seem to be small for moderately high mixture velocities. Also, for the case 
presented in this section, the length of each slug is observed to increase until 30m where 
the slugs reach their full development; they remain the same until they exit the pipe. It 
is noticed as well that the first slug is always bigger than the following ones. 
Table 5.4 lists the values obtained for the slug frequency, average slug length, mean holdup 
and mean slug velocity for three different mesh sizes. The slug lengths range is 0.546 to 
1.989m, except for the very first slug which was measured 3.74m. The calculated slug 
body lengths are in the typical range between 10 and 25 pipe diameters, as presented in 
Fig. 5.23. The calculated mean holdup is in fair agreement with the predictions obtained 
by Bonizzi [6] and Kempf et al. (23]. All numerical answers give a lower estimation 
compared to the experimental value. The slug frequency shows to be slightly higher 
than the experiments, however closer to these values than the other numerical results. 
Furthermore, when compared with the correlations provided in the sub-section 5.5.2.2, 
our predictions are within the range. 
For all slug parameters that have been studied, the mesh refinement analysis summarised 
in Table 5.4 demonstrates the convergence of the problem to a single solution and this 
is evidence that the system of equations is well-posed for the given flow conditions, even 
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Characteristic 750 cells 1500 cells 
Slug Frequency (1/s) 0.31 0.30 
Average Slug Length (m) 15D 14.6D 
Mean Holdup 0.212 0.201 
Mean Slug Velocity (m. s-1) 7.03 7.41 
Table 5.4 : Slug characteristics for different mesh sizes measured at 34m in the v-section. Con- 
vergence of the results. 
though the flow itself is unstable. 
Hence, the compressible model (TPM5) is able to predict terrain-slugging in slightly 
inclined pipes. The pipe topography is therefore well represented in the calculations 
validating the algorithm proposed in Section 5.2. 
5.6 Summary 
The present chapter illustrates the pipeline topography and the algorithm developed and 
embedded in the EMAPS framework to take it into account in the computations. We 
have validated the algorithm with several numerical examples (on single- and two-phase 
flows) and demonstrated the good behaviour of the code predictions on inclined pipelines. 
More precisely, the single-phase problems highlight the algorithm mechanism and its limi- 
tations; the two different pipe geometries, presented for two-phase models, induce distinct 
flow regimes, one stable and one unstable, and demonstrate the capability of the code 
enhanced with the geometry. 
We first simulate stratified flow, regime where the two fluids are totally separated, on a 
downward elbow. This initial step has been performed in order to ensure that the effect 
of the pipe geometry is well taken into account in the computations. The simulations 
are compared with the analytical result of steady-state, given by Taitel and Dukler in 
1976 [41]. No experimental data is known for this test and comparisons are difficult to 
establish. However, results presented for this test show to be in accordance with theore- 
tical values given for liquid holdup equilibrium. 
The second geometry is composed of a V-section where slugs form mostly because of 
terrain-induced effects. The literature review on hilly-terrain studies confirms the signif- 
icant impact of hilly-terrain pipeline geometry on slug flow characteristics. We therefore 
investigated various slug flow parameters, such as slug frequency, slug body length, mean 
holdup and slug velocity, and compared them with experiments performed by different 
workers [6,23]. The V-section predictions have shown that the code with the geometry 
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can simulate two-phase slug flow in slightly inclined pipes. It should be noted that there 
are some areas where our terrain-induced slugging model still needs research and improve- 
where refinement technique, such as Adaptive Mesh Refinement [35, Chapter 4] already 
embedded within the EMAPS framework, can be performed. 
ment. Considering that the best set of shear stresses is still an important open question 
in slug flow, the use of new friction factors combination needs to be developed further, as 
well as the validation of new models for slug flow, for instance using complex mechanisms 
such as gas entrainment which are not naturally included in a classic two-fluid model and 
which can be modelled by an additional transport equation for the dispersed gas bub- 
bles [6]. 
In the end, we succeeded in implementing a robust and efficient algorithm to take into ac- 
count pipelines topography for one-dimensional models in the EMAPS framework, which 
proved itself in execution. However, using a non-uniform grid would be an asset and 
should be one of the areas of future research. In that respect, the mesh creation process 
has been developed keeping this feature in mind: each sub-pipe can be seen as a patch 
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Bubbly flows 
6.1 Overview 
Chapter 3 demonstrated that the one-dimensional compressible model associated to the 
AUSM method is capable of dealing with extreme flow conditions, as established by the 
benchmarks simulations; it also gave the formulation of the specific model developed for 
bubbly flows. The present chapter will now focus on the description, and subsequent 
validation of this mathematical model to simulate vertical two-phase bubbly flows against 
experimental data. 
After an overview, in the next section, of the numerical experiments presented in this 
work, Section 6.3 will be the subject of simulations of two-phase air-water flows in a 
70 mm diameter pipe; a description of the problem and comparisons between the model 
and experimental predictions are detailed. 
Section 6.4 will show numerical simulations carried out for naphtha-nitrogen mixtures in 
large vertical pipe, and operating at high pressures. A grid size and time step sensitivity 
analysis is performed, and discussions on results of void fraction, velocities and pressure 
are presented too. We also investigate, throughout the section, the effect of the extra 
buoyancy term introduced in the model. 
6.2 Presentations of the simulations 
The present study aims to provide predictions of two-phase flow in vertical risers. A first 
stage is to study vertical bubbly flow regime. 
This section presents the validation of our model by comparing the numerical predictions 
with the experimental data for bubbly flow configurations. Our test-cases cover a wide 
range of pipe configurations: 70 mm and 189 mm pipe diameters with operating pressure 
of 1 bar, 20 bar and 90 bar. 
The predicted gas fractions and pressure are compared to the experimental data for the 
1897nm pipe with the naphtha-nitrogen mixture at pressure of 20bar and 90bar and for the 
70mm pipe with the air-water mixture at atmospheric pressure. The comparisons between 
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Comparison Experimental and Predicted Values 
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Figure 6.1 : Average gas fraction for air-water bubbly flow in a vertical pipe. Comparison 
between numerical and experimental data. Values are collected at both probes 
located along the pipe. 
the predicted and the experimental values are illustrated for each test-case. Different 
probes are located along the pipes (Fig. 6.2 and Fig. 6.6) to collect the informations. 
6.3 Air-water simulations 
6.3.1 Description of the experiments 
The experiments run by Nottingham University were performed on a vertical riser 5.5711, 
long with a diameter of 70mm, at atmospheric pressure (lbar). Because of space con- 
straints, the length of the pipes used in the experimental setup is limited, which in turn 
narrows the range of flow conditions for which measurements are collected. Additionally 
the experimental setup is a T-junction (Fig. 6.2) whose T-arm was blocked off to avoid 
inducing voidage and making results senseless. Therefore it was possible to reproduce 
two-phase bubbly flow situations, yielding valuable data for the model validation. 
Each experiment was run with air and water for 33.19 sec and corresponds to 2006 data- 
points per instrument. Two probes collecting the void fraction are located along the pipe 
at 4.1m and at 5.3m (Fig. 6.2). Both test-cases with air-water have been run with the 
following initial gas velocities 0.218 m. s-1 and 0.022 m. s-1. The same initial liquid super- 
ficial velocity of 0.65 m. s-1 is chosen for both cases. 
Experimental data collected volume fractions and no data are available for pressure drop 
and velocities. Therefore comparisons on volume fractions are the only results presented 
hereafter. 
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6.3.2 Implementation of the numerical model 
For the computations, the inlet boundary in the numerical model is treated as a source 
boundary with the gas and liquid superficial velocities specified at the inlet boundary 
control volume. At the outlet boundary, the pressure Pa,,, t is simply set to the pressure 
measured during each experiment equal to 1 bar. 
The correlation of Taitel and Dukler [2] is used for the liquid wall friction while CD is 
evaluated with the formulation from Hatta (Eq. 3.75). 
The air is treated as a compressible gas, its density being calculated from the perfect gas 
law. The water and the air properties used in the numerical simulations are given by: 
pi = 1000 kg. m-3 
pl = 1.14 x 10-3 kg. (m. s)-1 
pg = 1.16 kg. m-3 (6.1) 
p9 = 1.46 x 10-5 
Q=0.0717N. m-1 
where the surface tension a is estimated by empirical correlation. 
u93 u96 
V8s 0.218 m. s'1 0.022 m. s-1 
V8i 0.65 m. s-1 0.65 m. s'1 
pout 1 bar 1 bar 
Tin 293 K 293 K 
Table 6.1 : Air-water test-cases conditions. 
6.3.3 Comparisons between the experimental results and the model predictions 
The comparisons between the experimental results and the two-fluid model predictions 
for the time evolution of the gas fractions for cases with various inlet gas mass flow rates 
are shown in Fig. 6.3 to 6.5. 
Generally, a good agreement between experimental and numerical data is reached. The 
best agreement between computed results and the experimental data is obtained for the 
higher gas rates as the u96-case illustrates in Fig. 6.1. The measured variables shown in 
Fig. 6.3 to 6.5 exhibit oscillations associated with the experiments measurement appara- 
tus. Because the present model treats the flow by averaging the velocities and volume 
fractions over control volumes, it is not able to predict all the oscillations but only average 
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Figure 6.2 : Nottingham 70mm Vertical T-junction - Identification of probe location. 
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Vertical bubbly flow - Vsg = 0.218m/s - Vsl = 0.65mis 
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Figure 6.3 : Nottingham u93 test-case - Void fraction time profile. 
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Figure 6.4 : Pressure results - Comparison of both test-cases. 
mass flow rates. 
The case is particularly interesting because the gas superficial velocity is very low and 
leads to a low experimental gas holdup (around 5x 10-2). We start the simulation with a 
holdup of 0.25 to investigate the behaviour of the code in such situation and the required 
time to converge to the experimental value. In Fig. 6.5, one may notice that the code 
goes quickly towards the equilibrium value and agree with the measured value. 
The numerical results agree well with the experimental data. The comparison between 
the predicted and the experimental gas fractions is illustrated in Fig. 6.1. The calculated 
gas fractions are within 20% of the measured values, with the best comparison for the 
smaller gas velocities where the computed gas fractions fall within 0.6% of the data. 
It has to be noted that since only volume fractions are known for the air-water test-cases, 
the code predictions for cxy only are compared to the experimental values. However pres- 
sure predictions in Fig. 6.4 can also be discussed. From the graph, the pressure drop can 
be evaluated: its value is higher with the case where the gas velocity is the lowest and 
where the liquid holdup is the highest. The hydrostatic pressure head component does 
not vary for these cases. Only the frictional pressure drop does, with the mixture velocity 
and the friction factor via the Reynold number, which is also a function of the mixture 
velocity. As the gas velocity decreases, the mixture velocity does as well and the frictional 
pressure drop increases. This confirms the increase in amplitude for the pressure drop. 
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Vertical bubbly flow - Vsg = 0.022Ms - Vsl = 
0.65Ms 
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time (s) 
(a) 
Vertical bubbly flow - Vsg = 0.022mis - Val = 0.65mJs 
10 15 20 25 30 35 
time (s) 
(b) 
Figure 6.5 : Nottingham uO6 test-case - Void fraction time profile showing the time 
the code 
needs to equilibrate. 
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Figure 6.6 : Trondheim 1897n7n vertical system - Identification of probe location. 
6.4 Naphtha-nitrogen simulations 
6.4.1 Description of the experiments 
In order to simulate vertical two-phase flow in wide pipes, a large scale experimental ap- 
paratus was designed and built in Trondheim with the purpose of simulating such flows 
in a laboratory using nitrogen and naphtha as the working fluids. 
Experiments are conducted with the pipeline system simplified, described with silnplifi- 
cations in Fig. 6.6. The superficial velocity for the liquid phase is set constant for all 
test-cases to VSj = 0.5rn. s-1 and is varied for the gas phase from Vg = 0.09 to 0.35m. s-1. 
All the time, the temperature is set constant and is equal to T= 303 K. Table 6.2 lists 
the conditions of the test-cases presented in this chapter. 
6.4.2 Implementation of the numerical model 
For the computations, as for the air-water cases, the inlet boundary in the numerical 
model is treated as a source boundary with the air and oil superficial velocities specified 
at the inlet control volume. At the outlet boundary, the pressure Pout is set to the pressure 
measured during each experiment and varies from 18.8 bar and 89 bar depending on the 
test-case. 
The correlation of Taitel and Dukler [2] is used for the liquid wall frictions while CD is 
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estimated with Hatta's formulation. 
The gas is nitrogen and the liquid is naphtha. The average fluid properties used in the 
numerical simulations are given by: 
20 bar : 
90 bar : 
f pi = 672.6 kg M-3 
py = 22.0 kg. m-3 
f pl = 674.6 kg. m-3 
1 py = 99.5 kg. M-3 
µt = 0.1 x 10-3 Pa. s-1 
µ9 = 9.97 x 10-6 Pa. s-1 
µl = 0.1 x 10-3 Pa. S-1 
py = 99.5 kg. m-3 py = 13.3 x 10-6 Pa. s-1 
6.4.3 Grid size and time step sensitivity analysis 
Q= 14.1 x 10-3 N. m-1 
Q= 10.5 x 10-3 N. m-1 
For the present work, a grid size and time step sensitivity analysis is performed for each 
of the cases. Only the results from test-case fe04275 and fe04086 are presented here 
as the same conclusions are drawn from all the test-cases. Calculations are performed 
with different grid sizes and time steps in order to ensure that predictions used for the 
comparisons with the experimental data are grid size and time step independent. A 
constant ratio CFL = 0.1 is chosen with grid sizes of 0.125,0.25,0.5 and 1 rn respectively. 
The predicted time evolution of the gas fraction ag and pressure P for test-case fe04275 
obtained with the 0.125 m, 0.25 m and 0.5 m grids are compared to the predictions for 
the 1m grid in Fig. 6.7 and 6.8. The pressure levels are not very much affected by the 
grid and time step changes. For Ox < 0.25, the effects of the grid size and time step on 
the gas fraction variation with time become negligible. 
For the time-step study, a Ox =1m is chosen for At varying between 10-4 sec, 10-5 sec, 
10-f' sec. 
In the comparisons between the experimental results and the numerical predictions, a grid 
size of 0x =1m and a ratio CFL = 0.1 are adopted. 
fe04084 fe04085 fe04086 fe04275 fe04276 
V, 
y 
Vy( 
P 
T 
0.09M-S-1 0.18 m. s-1 0.36 m. s-1 0.19 m. s-1 0.35 m. s-1 
0.5 m. s-1 0.5 m. s-1 0.5 m. s-1 0.5 711. s-1 0.5 m. s-1 
20 bar 20 bar 20 bar 90 bar 90 bar 
303 K 303 K 303 K 303 K 303 K 
Table 6.2 : Naphtha-nitrogen test-cases conditions. 
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Vertical bubbly flow - Vsg = 0.19 Ms, Val = 0.5mis - Grid size sensitivity at Probe-3 
Figure 6.7 : Grid size effects on time evolution of gas fraction - Test-case fe04275 - Da- _ 
0.125m to Ax = lm. 
Vertical bubbly Bow - Vsg = 0.19 mNs, Vsl = 0.5ni/s - Gnd size sensitivity at Probe-3 
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Figure 6.8 : Grid size effects on time evolution of pressure - Test-case fe04275 - 0x = 0.125mn 
to Ax=lrn. 
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6.4.4 Comparisons between the experimental results and the model predictions 
Following the comparisons (not all shown in the thesis) between several numerical solutions 
for bubbly flow cases and experimental data, it is observed that the two-fluid model 
consistently underestimates the amount of gas at the bottom third of the pipe. The 
reasons for this may be related to the evaluation of the drag coefficient or thermodynamic 
equation of state (EOS) treatment. The evaluation of bubble diameter is another source 
of uncertainty; but, based on numerical experiments, it is noted that accounting for a 
varying bubble diameter has a negligible effect on the predicted amount of gas in the first 
third of the pipe. 
Fig. 6.9 to 6.26 compare the experimental data and the two-fluid model predictions for 
the time evolution of the pressure P, gas fraction ag and fluid velocities for the naphtha- 
nitrogen bubbly flow cases with various inlet superficial gas and liquid velocities and 
various outlet pressures. Results for 20 bar predictions are shown in Fig. 6.9 to 6.18 
and for 90 bar in Fig. 6.19 to 6.26. The errors between experimental measurements and 
predictions are listed in Tables 6.3 and 6.4 for two of the runs. The error tables for the 
other test-cases can be found in appendix. The error percentage is evaluated as follows: 
error =I 
xexp - xttvtrc I x 100 (6.2) 
xeap 
where x is the time average of the variable for which the error is computed. The error is 
computed for the whole computational time. The error for the last 100sce is also reported. 
The purpose of this is to compare the predictions once the code has reached a steady- 
state. The possible numerical instabilities occurring at the beginning of the simulations 
are therefore not accounted in the second error value. 
In general, the present two-fluid model has a tendency to underestimate the average gas 
volume fraction when compared to the experimental data, particularly in the fe04084 test- 
case. The main concern is the inability to predict a higher concentration of gas bubbles 
in the first bottom third of the pipe. The predicted gas fractions are lower than the 
experimental values for all the gas and liquid flowrates. Differences of up to 65% between 
the calculated and the measured values are noted, which is quite significant. However, 
the difference decreases in the rest of the pipe which proves that predictions of outlet gas 
production would compare well with the experimental data. Additionally as pressure and 
superficial gas velocities increase, the predictions reproduce better the experimental data. 
Gas volume fraction 
It is difficult to isolate the cause of the "flat" predictions and the large difference between 
the numerical and the measured values of the gas volume fraction at probe 1. The problem 
seems to be the first 50 seconds of the simulations. Although several criteria have been 
investigated, none of them manages to improve this feature. 
It is not believed that the drag force correlation for the interface is the main cause for 
the discrepancies between the present model predictions and the experimental data for 
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Void fraction %P% 
15.5m 2.19 x 10- 36 1.5 x 10- 0.7 
(last 100s) 2.08 x 10-1 34 7.21 x 10-2 0.4 
21.45m 7.62 x 10-3 2.0 5.8 x 10-1 3 
(last 100s) 1.28 x 10-2 3.3 5.12 x 10-1 2.6 
40m 3.5 x 10-2 8.5 8.14 x 10-2 0.4 
(last 100s) 1.2 x 10-3 0.3 1.1 x 10-1 0.5 
Table 6.3 : Testcase feO4086 (Vsg = 0.32 m. s-1 - Vst = 0.5 m. s-1 - P... t = 18.8 bar) - Error 
between the numerical and the experimental results. 
gas volume fraction. Several drag correlations have been tested and this investigation 
indicates that gas fractions obtained with one correlation can be higher or lower than 
predictions with another correlation, but the differences are not significant (as previously 
stated by the parametric study in Chapter 3). The assumption of the effect of buoyancy 
in the momentum transfer may affect the evaluation of the pressure drop and volume 
fraction (Fig. 6.15) and will be discussed later in the chapter. 
Regarding the influence of the wall friction on the predictions, it is observed that a change 
in liquid wall friction correlation has a negligible effect on the results. 
a. Superficial velocities 
For all the cases, the average superficial gas and liquid velocities are very well predicted. 
The computed errors between experimental and numerical values reveal that predictions 
of superficial gas and liquid velocities match experimental data. Less than 2%-difference is 
obtained for the liquid velocity (and even less than 1% over the last 100sec of computations 
when the steady-state is reached). The difference for the gas velocity falls within the same 
error percentage between computed and measured answers. As for the other variables, the 
oscillations from the experiments plots are not reproduced because of the code averaging 
process. There is also some fluctuations or oscillations at the beginning of the simulations 
which are flattened as the time advances. This is not observed experimentally and is 
believed to be caused by numerical instabilities. 
b. Pressure 
Time pressure evolution in time is also well reproduced by the model. Although the pres- 
sure level at probe 1 and probe 2 is over-predicted in all the test-cases, the trends compare 
favorably with the data. The shifting between experimental and numerical values at the 
probes can be explained by the fact that the code probe location might be slightly differ- 
ent from the experimental ones due to the mesh distribution. However it is not believed 
that the slight variation that may occur could yield such result. It also has to be noticed 
that the equation of state (EOS) used in the present model to represent the fluid ther- 
modynamic properties might not be as accurate as other EOS such as the van der Walls 
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Void fraction % 
15.5m 1.85x1 2 
(last l00s) 1.8 x 10-1 41 
21.45m 2.2 x 10-3 0.8 
(last 100s) 5.7 x 10-3 2.2 
40m 7.7 x 10-'; 3 
(last 100s) 1.2 x 10-3 0.5 
P% 
1.6 x 10 -1 0.17 
1.5 x 10-1 0.16 
6.9 x 10-1 0.7 
6.8 x 10-1 0.7 
1.12 x 10-2 0.12 
1.12 x 10-1 0.12 
Table 6.4 : Testcase fe04275 (Vsy = 0.19 rn. s-1 - VYt = 0.5 rn. s-1 - P,, lt = 89 
bar) - Error 
between the numerical and the experimental results. 
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Figure 6.18 : Trondheim feO4O86 test-case - Pressure time profiles. 
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Figure 6.21: Trondheim feO4275 test-case - Pressure time profiles. 
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Figure 6.23: Trondheim feO4086 test-case - Effect of the buoyancy term on the pressure drop. 
Different bubble diameter correlations are also compared. The effect of the buoy- 
ancy does make a difference and is more significant than the choice of the bubble 
diameter formulation. But this significance is relative to the pressure, and vol- 
ume fraction results do not allow to draw the same conclusions. 
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equation or the family of cubic equations of state derived from it [3,4,1] which proved to 
be more accurate when modelling of high pressure processes in which the density of the 
liquid is of importance. 
The pressure drop predictions are also overestimated. Accounting for the buoyancy effect 
in the computations increases the pressure drop and a better agreement with the exper- 
imental pressure drop is obtained when the buoyancy is neglected (Fig. 6.22). However 
as the bubble velocity is present in the formulation, the buoyancy is to be taken into 
account in the model equations. Furthermore if the pressure drop values are closer to 
the experimental, the gas volume fraction predictions are lower than the ones obtained 
with the buoyancy term in the momentum transfer. An element of explanation for the 
variance of pressure drop experimental and numerical predictions may again be found in 
the choice of the thermodynamic equation of state. The simple one used in the present 
model gives a linear pipe profile for the pressure which creates gaps with the experimental 
answers for the pressure drop. It also has to be noticed that this might explain the better 
prediction of pressure drop without considering the effect of the buoyancy only because of 
the linearity of the pressure trend. It therefore yields to some restrictions in the pressure 
drop estimation with difference of up to 49% (Fig. 6.23). The addition of the buoyancy 
term in the equations is therefore subject to interpretation. If it does improve the volume 
fraction predictions by Fig. 6.15, the pressure predictions are less accurate with its account 
than without. Therefore its presence in the results is interesting but its introduction in 
the model is not primordial. We conserve it for the simulations presented in the thesis, 
bearing in mind its behaviour in the prediction of both volume fraction and pressure. 
6.4.5 Summary 
Experimental results show a higher concentration of bubbles in the first third of the pipe. 
The simple model we use for bubbly flow is unable to capture these pipe entrance effects. 
However in the rest of the pipe, good agreement is observed, as proves the error Table 6.3. 
The error in the predicted gas fraction for Probe 1 is greater than the error in Probe 2 and 
Probe 3. The level of Probe 2 is underestimated about 5% and 30% in the worst cases. 
These errors on the gas fraction are greater than the estimated errors on the pressure and 
superficial velocities which are less than 3%. Therefore there is still some improvement 
to make for the transient behaviour and some investigations are performed to determine 
the cause of such features in the predictions. 
The grid size used for the predictions is about lm and could be small enough to resolve 
the interface motion, causing some damping in the numerical results. However computa- 
tions done with finer meshes and smaller time steps also lead to the same answers in the 
pressure and void fraction profiles. 
The influence of the interfacial shear stress has been investigated. Various variations on 
the interfacial drag coefficients have been examined. As one may expect, when dividing 
the actual interfacial coefficient by ten, less drag force implies for the bubbles to travel 
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faster. However the difference appears to be very little. Indeed void fraction is lower than 
with original interfacial coefficient value, liquid velocity is lower by 2.8% and gas velocity 
is higher by 7%. The pressure is higher by less than 0.1%. Additionally, it has been 
noticed that none of the shear correlations (Tomiyama, Ishii, Govier, Clift or Hatta) will 
produce a higher gas fraction in the first third of the pipe. 
It is also noticed that the effect of the wall friction has a small impact on the computa- 
tions. The same conclusions are drawn for the bubble diameter and the bubble velocity 
formulation. The buoyancy terms show to have an impact on the predictions. They bring 
more description of the bubble phenomenon as they use the bubble diameter and bubble 
velocity in their formulation and represent a gravitational force which does affect flows in 
vertical cases. Hence the predictions accounting for the buoyancy are much closer for the 
gas fractions answers than when these terms are neglected in the computations. However 
it is also to be noticed that pressure drop values are not as well predicted with the buoy- 
ancy terms, and as already mentioned, the choice of the thermodynamic equation of state 
might give some element of explanation to this. 
This investigation of the different parameters has not given any solution to reproduce 
the transient behaviour at the bottom of the riser. Therefore it might suggest that the 
model requires additional terms in the momentum transfer or a more adequate choice of 
thermodynamic equation of state. The inlet boundary implementation might also be a 
cause for not capturing the pipe entrance effects. However, when looking at the outlet 
production only, the code predictions and the experimental values provide a fairly good 
agreement. Of course, by only looking at the outlet results, one would restrict the problem 
and simplify it leaving aside too many flow aspects. Therefore the conclusion that can be 
drawn from all these investigations is that the code does not predict the whole transient 
behaviour as the experiments show, especially at the bottom of the pipe and the first 50 
seconds, but happens to be a fairly good prediction tool for the second half of the pipe. 
6.5 Summary 
The formulation of the drag coefficient for the bubbly flow regime is evaluated by com- 
paring the two-fluid model predictions for transient bubbly flow problems to available 
experimental data. 
The experiments are classified into two groups: air-water mixture in a blocked T-junction 
and naphtha-nitrogen mixture on a large diameter pipe. 
In the case of air-water bubbly flow problems performed at atmospheric pressure, the 
two-fluid model predictions for gas fractions compare well with the experimental data. 
No other data were available for these test-cases. However the two test-cases measure the 
ability of the code prediction for air-water mixtures, especially for the second one where 
the gas fractions are very low. 
For two-phase naphtha-nitrogen flows, the predictions compare satisfactorily with the 
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data for the gas and liquid velocities, pressure and outlet gas fractions evolution in time. 
For all the cases, the amount of gas is generally underestimated by the model. Discrep- 
ancies are observed between the computed gas fractions at the bottom of the pipe and 
pressure drop across the pipe. The latter is probably due to the choice of thermody- 
namic equation of state for the liquid. It is noted that the results are sensitive to the 
buoyancy; whether or not the terms are included in the computations makes a difference 
in the gas fraction values, yet no higher concentration is observed in the bottom of the 
pipe. A bubble diameter formulation depending on the fluid properties is chosen in the 
computations. Comparisons with different bubble diameter correlations show that the 
effect is present although not too significant, especially for the bottom third of the pipe, 
a feature which is not reproduced by any of them. Investigations on interfacial friction 
factors have led to the same result: the gas volume fraction time profile is not related to 
the bubbly interfacial shear stress. The choice of the correlation affects the predictions 
in their amplitude, however the profile stays the same. The formulation used provides 
the best answers. Additionally the definition presents some facility to adapt it easily for 
the other vertical two-phase flow regimes. The same conclusion are drawn with the wall 
friction factors. Predictions obtained when the wall friction shear stress is varied are fairly 
identical. 
Although some aspects of the model still need to be refined, the comparisons between 
the model predictions and the experimental data for vertical gas-liquid bubbly flow cases 
show that the model has a good potential for the prediction of such flows. 
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7 
Conclusion 
7.1 Overview 
The purpose of the present study was to develop a two-phase flow numerical model to 
predict vertical two-phase bubbly flows and terrain-induced slugging in two-phase flow 
pipelines made of several uphill and downhill sections. This chapter summarises the 
contributions achieved in this work. The main conclusions obtained are stated in this 
chapter and areas for further work are highlighted. 
7.2 Conclusion 
The present work has investigated, extended and developed capabilities based on a tran- 
sient, one-dimensional, two-fluid model to capture vertical bubbly flow and terrain-slugging 
combining accuracy and efficiency. Detailed conclusions have been given in each relevant 
chapter. The main contributions are summarised as follows: 
" Development of a working mathematical and numerical model for transient vertical 
two-phase bubbly flow and terrain-induced slugging in inclined pipes. 
" Implementation of an advanced numerical method which provides high numerical 
accuracy. 
" Design, development and implementation of an algorithm which enables simulations 
on pipelines made of several sections. 
After reviewing the modelling approaches existing in the literature in the second chapter, 
we presented and, studied in detail, the mathematical properties of two specific transient, 
isothermal two-fluid models, which were developed based on the one-dimensional form of 
the mass and momentum conservation equations. The first model is the PFM (Pressure- 
Free Model), which assumes that both phases are incompressible. The second one which 
treats both phases as compressible fluids is referred to as the TPM5 (Two-Pressure Model). 
The wall fluid and interface interactions are accounted for by constitutive relations which 
are flow regime dependent. 
Relations used for each flow regime are therefore presented 
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throughout the chapters. 
The two-fluid model transport equations are discretized using an explicit finite volume 
approach. The numerical schemes that we have investigated are described in detail in the 
fourth chapter. More focus has been given to the Advection Upwind Splitting Method 
(AUSM) approach and more precisely to the AUSMDV* scheme which is a hybrid of a 
flux-vector splitting (FVS) scheme and a flux-difference splitting (FDS) schemes. The hy- 
brid flux-splitting scheme taking advantages of both FVS and FDS properties. We have 
shown that it can provide accurate and efficient solutions thereby offering a very attractive 
scheme. A number of two-fluid benchmark problems were successfully tested, showing the 
numerical accuracy of the method, and its ability to model flows over the whole range of 
void fractions and, in particular, stationary or moving interfaces. Additionally, the scheme 
is stable and possesses an inherent accuracy with a reduced computational cost compared 
to approximate Riemann solvers. It showed to be four times faster than the TVD-Lax- 
Friedrichs scheme, or twice as accurate as the Force scheme in some cases. Hence, as 
suggestions for future work, we advocate using the AUSMDV* scheme combined with the 
non-conservative Centred-S scheme for the compressible model (TPM5). 
In offshore engineering, pipelines are often set across undulating terrain where the to- 
pography is an important issue. As the Finite Volume method discretises the domain 
over segments, in order to improve the capability of the solver, we therefore describe in 
the fifth chapter an algorithm which provides an efficient means of achieving simulations 
accounting for the effect of the topography. 
To assess the validity of the proposed algorithm, simulations on the single-phase flow and 
two-phase flow problems are performed. Hence, with the Shallow-Water equations, we 
have shown the limitations of the process when the number of mesh cells is too small, 
and that the geometry can be well accounted for in the computations. In that chapter, 
we also present the first practical application for transient gas-liquid flow in pipelines. 
We studied the stratified flow pattern through a downward elbow pipe and compared 
predictions between incompressible and compressible models. Although both models give 
different answers, they follow the same trend and both are in accordance with the theo- 
retical equilibrium value of each pipe given by Taitel and Dukler. 
The second application is the simulation of terrain-induced slugging in a V-section with 
the compressible model developed in this work. The comparisons presented in Chapter 5 
between numerical and experimental data show that the compressible model is able to 
accurately predict most of the features of this complex flow regime: physical observations 
such as wave formation at the interface, pipe bridging events, slug growth, slug propa- 
gation and merging slugs can be predicted qualitatively and critical flow characteristics 
such as slug frequency, slug length and slug velocity are fairly well determined too. These 
applications demonstrate both the good performance of the algorithm for the topography 
and the capability of our compressible model to predict stratified two-phase flows and 
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terrain-induced slugging in slightly inclined pipes. 
In order to validate the various components of the two-fluid model for the bubbly flow 
regime reviewed in the second and third chapters, the model predictions for liquid (or 
gas) volume fractions, velocities and pressure gradients for transient vertical bubbly flow 
in pipes are compared to available experimental data in the penultimate chapter of the 
thesis. 
In the case of two-phase air-water bubbly flows at atmospheric pressure in a vertical pipe 
having a diameter of 70 mm, the model predictions compare well with the experimental 
measurements. The calculated gas volume fractions fall within 20% of the measured val- 
ues. For small mixture velocities where a very low gas volume fraction is expected, the 
model behaves well: it remains extremely stable despite the near-one phase configuration 
and the answers are in agreement with the measurements (within 1%). 
The model predictions are also compared to experimental data for liquid volume fractions, 
velocities and pressure gradients in transient naphtha-nitrogen bubbly flows in a large pipe 
diameter of 189mm and 50m-long, at high operating pressures of 20bar and 90bar. These 
comparisons show that the present model consistently underestimates the average void 
fraction for all cases but achieves closer values to the measurements for the high pressure 
and high mixture velocities. It shows, for that particular case, predictions with less than 
5% error when compared to the experimental measurements. The calculated pressures 
compare well with the data for vertical cases (constantly below 4% of error) but, overall, 
are lower than the measured pressure values, a consequence of the low gas volume fraction 
predictions. Disagreement is however observed in the bottom third of the pipe where an 
accumulation of gas bubbles is observed in the experimental data but are not represented 
in the numerical results of the void fraction. For that "region", the model used in the 
present study fails to predict the correct flow behaviour. Some of the discrepancies may 
result from the simplifying assumptions used in the model. A study of the influence of 
the closure laws correlations on the predictions shows no influence of the drag coefficient 
for this particular feature. The choice of the correlation plays a role in the steady-state 
value but the higher bubble concentration at the bottom of the pipe is never reproduced. 
This remains an open question for the author. However, a lack of an extra mechanism 
in the model, such as gas entrainment-type, and the inlet boundary conditions treatment 
might be part of the issue and investigations in that respect should be conducted in the 
future. 
Although some aspects of the model need to be improved, the results of this research show 
the potential of the present approach to predict vertical bubbly flows and terrain-induced 
slugging in inclined pipes. Additionally, the simple model developed for vertical bubbly 
flows offers a good basis for future developements in vertical flow modelling; the interfacial 
drag correlation can easily be modified for the different flow regimes, and a flow transition 
mechanism can be implemented based on a simple switch of the interfacial friction. 
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7.3 Recommendation for future work 
The assessment carried out for the compressible model has been mainly focused on slightly inclined pipes and vertical risers. It is appropriate now to extend the assessment to other 
pipe geometries. A first study will be the evaluation of the wall fluid correlations for 
terrain-slugging through a W-section, as performed by De Henau et al. [2,3], where the inclinations (±15') are higher than those used in the present study. It would also be advisable in the future to evaluate the TPM5 model for pipe-riser systems already 
studied by several authors in the literature [4,9,5,10,8] and to compare it against the 
available experimental and/or numerical data. It should be stressed that slug flow regimes 
operating in vertical pipes will be formed by Taylor bubbles where dispersed bubbles are 
entrained at the tail. Therefore we advise future researchers to include dispersed gas 
entrainment effects in subsequent models, such as suggested in Bonizzi [1] and hopefully, be able to predict this complex regime. 
As for the bubbly flow simulations, the main issue concerns the lack of accuracy in the 
model predictions of liquid holdup at the bottom third of the pipe where experimental 
measurements reveal an accumulation of gas bubbles not reproduced by the compres- 
sible model. Here again, introducing a mechanism such as gas entrainment or volumetric interfacial area transport equation in the model should enhance the predictions, as it is 
suggested in the recent paper from Yao and Morel [11], and allow us to capture this parti- 
cular feature. 
We believe the compressible TPM5 model can be applied to various flow regimes regarding 
the use of the appropriate drag laws for each flow regime. Therefore, it would be interesting 
to consider the implementation of a flow transition mechanism, allowing us to switch from 
one regime to another. We recommend to investigate the model developed by Petalas and 
Aziz [7], which is applicable to a wide range of pipe inclinations. With this tool, we will 
hopefully be able to accurately predict the onset of two-phase flows in pipelines with any 
topography. 
Another area for future research is the numerical method, and we present here two possible 
improvements to the computations speed (code efficiency). Considering that the best 
initial grid generation is still an open question, the use of implicit finite differences methods 
in the EMAPS solver needs to be developed further. Additionally, in the present work, 
we present calculations only on uniform grids, but the structure that accounts for the 
topography has been developed in such a way that it is valid for adaptive gridding such 
as the adaptive mesh refinement technique (AMR) presented in Chapter 4 of Omgba's 
thesis [6]. However, no validation tests for adaptive simulations on multiple pipes have 
been performed and that could be the subject for further research. 
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EMAPS 
The Eulerian Multiphase Adaptive Pipeline Solver (EMAPS) is the computational frame- 
work in which all the results presented in this thesis were simulated. It is a general- 
purpose one-dimensional fluid flow code that is capable of simulating single-phase, two- 
phase or three-phase flow problems encountered in the oil and gas industry. The general 
vector-matrix form of the set of partial differential equations (PDEs) solved by the numer- 
ical schemes implemented in EMAPS is given in Appendix, with three specific two-phase 
flow models. 
The purpose of this appendix is not to describe all the modules implemented in the code 
but to give the reader a brief overview of the code main components; therefore we present 
in the next sections the general architecture of the code, and some of its main elements. 
A. 1 EMAPS Architecture 
EMAPS is designed as a flexible collection of modules, and its complete structure involves 
three main parts: 
a) The pre-processor for input text files (Pre-EMAPS) 
b) The actual solver or processor (EMAPS) 
c) The post-processor for analysing results of the simulation (Post-EMAPS) 
The Figure A. 1 shows a schematic diagram of the interaction between the three-parts. 
A. 2 The Pre-Processor 
In its current version [2], the code requires five input and control data files to start a 
simulation. These input files are labelled: 
a) Pipe. txt (for the pipe topography: length, diameter, inclination and mesh size,... ) 
b) Fluids. txt (for the physical properties of the fluids) 
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Pre-Processor 
(Pre EMAPS) 
Processor 
(EMAPS) 
Post-Processor 
(Post EMAPS) 
II, i 
Setting Module 
Generate 5 input & control 
files for the processor 
(I) 
Simulator Module 
Generate output files used 
by the post-processor 
(II) 
Figure A. 1 : Architecture of EMAPS. 
c) Control. txt (time step information, numerical schemes,... ) 
d) Problem. txt (test case name, initial and boundary condition data) 
e) Model. txt (mathematical model, phase friction, interfacial pressure and velocity,... ) 
The five input files are generated either using a text-based pre-processor written in Fortran 
90, or a graphical user interface [4] written in Java. A detailed description, of all the 
appropriate data in each of the above files, is given in the code user manual [2], and it is 
not repeated here. 
A. 3 The Processor 
The processor read the input files generated by the pre-processor, via the module setting 
(file setting. f90). This module contains, therefore, many functions that check and read the 
control data, and initialises all the internal variables, which are necessary for successful 
start of a simulation. 
The module simulator (simulator. f90) actually contains steady and transient solvers, 
which make use of the adaptive mesh refinement techniques described in [1, Chapter 
41. The processor runs the solver selected by the user, using the appropriate numerical 
schemes and write the solution vector in various output files described in the code user 
manual. 
As already mentioned, the code is composed of many modules, which make it programmer- 
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friendly and also facilate its maintenance. The major modules that are present in the code 
are given in Fig. A. 2. In addition to these major modules, many accessory modules were 
Pipe Data 
Module 
(pipe; f 90: 
Topography) 
Ho 
Grid Data 
Structure Module 
(grid. J90: Linked List 
based structure + grid 
management functions) 
HO 14- 
Numerical Modules 
1. methodl. f90: 
(fluxes functions) 
2. tic rhs. f 90: (non- 
conservative r. h. s) 
AMR Module 
(adapLf90: 
Adaptive Mesh 
Refinement + 
Error Control 
functions) 
T 
Problem & Model 
Initial Condition 
Module 
(Initialise all cells) 
Thermodynamics 
Module 
(thermv f90: PVT 
tables + EOS functions) 
Boundary Conditions 
44 Module 
(Inlet & Outlet) 
Friction factors 
Module 
(friction. 90) 
Heat transfer 
Module 
(heat. J90) 
Figure A. 2 : Main modules of EMAPS. 
implemented such the error handling module (error. f90) or the file operations module 
(io-files. f90). All these files are fully described in the code technical manual. 
The EMAPS files are identical for all the mathematical models simulated, except for the 
file or module implementing the vector-matrix formulation of the model. Hence, to run 
the code a specific executable must be created fore each of the mathematical models that 
the user is investigating. 
A. 4 The Post-Processor 
In the current version of the code, there is no real Post-Processor which can automatically 
plot variables selected by the user. A graphical user interface [3] written in Java is still in 
development. Therefore to process the output files generated by the simulator and plot 
the required variables, we manually use a free software called GNUPLOT. 
Problem Module 
(Mathematical model: 
sources & fluxes terms) 
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B 
Vector-matrix formulation 
In this Appendix, the details of the formulation of the basic conservation equations for 
the one-dimensional two-fluid models presented in Chapter 3, into a vector-matrix form 
are given. 
B. 1 Vector-matrix formulation 
For a successful implementation of a mathematical model in the EMAPS code, the model 
has to be written in the following vector-matrix formulation: 
8t+ax=H-x+S 
(B. 1) 
where U is a vector of the conservative variables, F is a physical flux vector, H is a matrix 
containing non-conservative terms existing in the model, and S is a vector of algebraic 
source terms. 
Hence, the two specific two-phase flow models described in Chapter 3, are explicitly re- 
written in the following sections. 
B. 2 PFM model 
This incompressible two-fluid model is fully conservative, therefore the matrix H is set to 
zero, and from relations 3.3 and 3.4, the vectors U, F and S are given as: 
U= 
plat + p9 a9 
plat - p9a9 Plat - P9a9 
S= 
_r 
ptacV + p9asV9 
rl Pt V2- Ps 9z 
2+ 
(Pt - Ps)9hi cos(, ß) 
io 
-(Pl - Ps)9s1n(, 0) +TiSi 
1 (Ag 
+1A+ ýry A 
Sy 
9 
Ti Si 
Ai 
(B. 2) 
(B. 3) 
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B. 3 TPM5 model 
This two-fluid model contains non-conservative terms; 
hence to obtain the vector-matrix 
formulation, we transform the momentum expression 
from 3.19 as: 
a 
öi (PsasVs) + 
(as(pgV9 + P9)) = Pi axa9 
+ F,,, 9 + 
Fz + Bfs (B. 4) 
£(ptazV) 
+ äx(al(piV2 
+ F1)) _ -P'axas + F,,, i - Fi + Bfc 
(B. 5) 
Hence, from system 3.19 and Eq. B. 5, the vectors 
U, F and S, and the matrix H are 
respectively given as: 
I Psas 1 
U= 
plat 
pgagVg 
ptazV 
ag 
S= 
and 
/ PsasV9 1 
PtatV 
F= Pga9 g2 + CY9Pg (B. 6) 
ptatV2 + atPi 
a9 
0 
0 
F. y+Fi+Bfs 
Fwl - Fi+Bfi 
µ(Ps - Pi) 
00000 
00000 
H= 00 Pi 00 
000 -Pi 0 
0000 -Vý 
I 
(B. 7) 
(B. 8) 
From this last relation B. 8, it appears that the non-conservative 
terms matrix H can be 
reduce into a vector, 
but EMAPS contains other mathematical models, such as three- 
default onervative 
terms, and 
phase flow ones, which form 
require a matrix formulation for 
of these terms was selected as 
the 
that is why a matrix 
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Stability criteria: 
Stratified to slug transition 
This Appendix describes the stability criteria between the stratified and slug flow regimes. 
The transition from stratified to slug flow is a complex phenomenon that has been widely 
studied over the past thirty years. And besides the early empirical relations from Beggs 
and Brill, or Mandhane et al., three theoretical relations have been often used to predict 
the transition criterion. These include the inviscid Kelvin-Helmholtz (IKH) theory, the 
viscous long waves (VLW) also known as viscous Kelvin-Helmholtz (VKH) theory and 
the slu-- stability theory. 0 
However, early theoretical models from Taitel and Dukler, considered the process leading 
to the transition to be solely linked to the Kelvin- Helmholtz instability which occurs when 
the suction e&ct due to pressure variation over a wave overcomes the stabilising effect of 
gnivity, enabling small interfacial disturbances to grow into waves that may be potentially 
larg, e enough to bridge the pipe and form slugs. But nowadays, many researchers (Scott 
et al., 1990, Bendiksen and Espedal, 1992; Woods and Hanratty, 1996) often used the 
stability of an existing slug to explain the transition from stratified flow. 
It is still not clear which theoretical method is best as predictive too] for the transition 
from stratified flow, and we refer the reader to paper by Nlata et al. (2002) which compared 
different-stability limit methods, and the thesis by Hale (2000) which reviewed the various 
models d(qiling with the growth of disturbances into large amplitude waves and potentially 
slug flow. But, as a guide for selecting a transition mechanism, we advocate the recent 
article by Hurlburt and Hanratty (2002) who combined the use of the three existing 
theoretical inethods depending on the gas superficial velocity. However, in this thesis, we 
0111 'v 
describe the Taitel and Dukler (1976) transition model, because it is most widely 
used in the literature. 
Starting from a solitary wave of finite amplitude, Taitel and Duckler (1976) studied its 
growth on a smooth stratified layer in horizontal channel, and derived a stability criterion 
to pinpoint the transition between stratified and slug flow. Neglecting the wave motion, 
they wrote a balance equation between the pressure variation and the acceleration of the 
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gas phase. This results in a condition of instability for a rectangular channel, which was 
further modified for circular geometries as: 
V9>K 
(Pi - P9)9 cos(, ß) Ag 
p9 dA, /dhi (c. l) 
The coefficient K=1 corresponds to a slightly modified version of the inviscid Kelvin- 
Helmholtz criteria given by Eq. 3.16. However, the authors realised that this IKH criteria 
over-predicted the transition limit, and recommended the following expression: 
K=1-hl 
D (C. 2) 
The Taitel and Dukler (1976) model (Eq. C. 1 C. 2) works reasonably well for horizontal 
pipes and its transition line is illustrated in Fig. C. 1 for air-water flow at atmospheric 
conditions. 
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Figure C. 1 : Taitel and Dukler (1976), and Inviscid Kelvin-Helmholtz (1KH) transition lines 
from stratified flow. 
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D 
Vertical bubbly flow results 
This Appendix contains additional numerical results for vertical naphtha-nitrogen bubbly 
cases described in Chapter 6, Section 6.4. 
The experimental measurements and numerical predictions for the time evolution of volu- 
me fractions, velocities and pressure for three cases are compared in Fig. D. 1 to D. 6. 
All the numerical results are obtained fo a grid size Ox =1m and a time step At = 
10-" . s. Tables D. 1 to D. 3 compares the experimental and predicted results and gives the 
percentage error. 
D. 1 Case fe04084 
The testcase conditions are: 
V, ý, = 0.09 m. s-' 
V, j = 0.5 x 10-'; m. s-1 
P 18.8 bar 
p; " = 672.6 kg. m-'j 
r; " = 0.3 x 10-2 kg. (m. s)-1 
p;, ' = 22 kg. 7ri-s 
{I,, =0.997x 10-5 
(T = 0.0141 N. m-1 
(D. 1) 
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Figure D. 1 : Trondheim feO4084 test-case - Time profiles. 
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Figure D. 2 : Trondheim feO4084 test-case - Pressure time profiles. 
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Void fraction % Vsg % Vs1 %P% 
15.5m 2.6621x10- 64 5.8x10- <0.1 7.481x10- 1.5 1.2x10- 0.5 
(last 100s) 2.7031 x 10-1 65 1.35 x 10-3 1.4 4.216 x 10-3 0.8 1.33 x 10-1 0.6 
21.45m 7.054 x 10-2 32 1.68 x 10-3 1.7 8.632 x 10-3 1.7 6.25 x 10-1 3 
(last 100s) 7.638 x 10-2 34 3.5 x 10-4 0.4 4.182 x 10-3 0.8 6.36 x 10-1 3 
40m 8.068 x 10-2 33 8.04 x 10-3 8.4 1.2712 x 10-2 2.5 3.02 x 10-1 1.5 
(last 100s) 8.873 x 10-2 37 3.68 x 10-3 3.8 4.053 x 10-3 0.9 3.02 x 10-1 1.5 
Table D. 1 : Testcase fe04084 (Vy = 0.09 m. s-1 Vst = 0.5 m. s-1 - P,,,, t = 18.8 bar) - Error 
between the numerical and the experimental results. 
D. 2 Case fe04085 
The testcase conditions are: 
I 
V, ti.,, =0.18m. s-1 
Vj = 0.5 x 10-s rn. s-1 
P 18.8 bar 
p1" = 672.6 kg. m-3 
µý = 0.3 x 10-2 k, 
ý' = 
22 kg. rn-3 
/i,, = 0.997 x 10-5 
CT=0.0141N. m-1 
-1 
(D. 2) 
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Void fraction % V19 % vs I%p% 
15.5m 3.107 x 10-1 55 1.3 x 10-3 0.7 1.5 x 10-5 < 0.01 2.18 x 10-1 1.05 
(last 100s) 3.11 x 10-1 55 1.19 X 10-2 6.2 3.35 x 10-2 0.7 2.08 x 10-1 1.0 
21.45m 9.63 x 10-2 27 7.8 x 10-5 < 0.01 1.24 x 10-3 0.25 6.4 x 10-1 3.2 
(last 100s) 9.28 x 10-2 26 9.8 x 10-3 5.1 3.32 x 10-3 0.66 6.32 x 10-1 3.1 
40m 1.08 x 10-1 29 5.46 x 10-3 2.8 6.34 x 10-3 1.2 1.91 x 10-1 0.9 
(last 100s) 1.01 x 10-1 27 1.16 x 10-3 0.6 3.2 x 10-3 0.6 1.88 x 10-1 0.96 
Table D. 2 : Testcase feO4O85 (Vq = 0.19 m. s-1 - Vj = 0.5 rn. s-1 18.8 bar) - 
Error 
between the numeTical and the experimental results. 
D. 3 Case fe04276 
The testcase conditions are: 
V, 
g = 0.35 m. S-1 
V, 1 = 0.5 x 10-: 3 m. s-1 
P= 89 bar 
f)j" = 672.6 kg. rn-3 
lij` = 0.3 x 1()-2 kg. (rn. s) 
= 22 kg M-3 
= 0.997 x 10-5 
(T = 0.0141 N. m-' 
(D. 3) 
Void fi-action 'yo V, 9% Y'l %p 
15.5in 1.92 x 10-1 33 1.1 X 10-2 3.2 1.3 x lo-, 2.6 2.2 
(Imst loos) 1.8 x 10-1 31 3.4 x 10-: 3 0.9 1.7 x 10-: 3 0.3 1.3 x 10-1 0.1 
21.45, rn 4.8 x 10-: ý 1.2 1.5 x 10-2 4.2 1.8 X 10-2 3.5 6.9 x 10-1 0.7 
(la. st 100s) 2.9 x 1()-2 7.6 4.5 x 10-3 1.2 1.7 x 10-: 3 0.3 6.1 X 10-1 0.7 
'107n 2x 1()-2 5.3 2.8 x 10-2 8 3.6 x 10-2 7.2 4.3 x 10-3 
< 0.01 
(last loos) 2.4 x 10-2 6.3 8.5 x 10-3 2.4 1.6 x 10-3 0.3 3.2 x 10-2 
< 0.01 
Table D. 3 : Testcase feO4276 (V, ý, = 0.35 m. s-' - Vj = 0.5 m. s-1 - 
Put = 89 bar) - Error 
between the numerical and the experimental results. 
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Figure D. 5 : Rondheim feO4276 test-case - Time profiles. 
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